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Extreme Tension Spans
The Financial Markets
by Lothar Komp in Wiesbaden

Every new and broader shock could be the doom of several events, looks to be vulnerable to further shocks.” The disposi-
tion of the stock markets remains “fundamentally negative.”banks and insurance companies. The global financial system

found itself in a catastrophic condition already before the Banks, insurance companies, and pension funds are being
forced by this to sell their holdings. This could come to furtheroutbreak of the war in Iraq. Some of its pillars, like the stock

markets, have already thoroughly crashed. Permanent inter- “fire sales,” and these could have “grave effects upon the
equities markets, and bring on a downward spiral of capitalvention by the central banks, now open and public as often as

hidden, is demanded to preserve the 15-digit dollar volumes values, and further selling.”
of reciprocal obligations. And with each new day of war, the
potential grows for new tectonic convulsions in the financial‘Exceedingly Great Challenge’ for

Governmentssystem.
So, the stock markets do not see an end to the horror. Additional danger threatens through the building of new

debt bubbles, the study warned—as in mortgages and realFor more than three years now, the exchanges have plunged
almost without uninterruption. First it was the favorites of the estate—as well as through the dependence of the world econ-

omy on American exports financed by foreign obligations. AInternet and telecom bubble. But for a long time now, banks
and insurance companies have been at the center of the implo- flow of capital out of the United States would be “a meaning-

ful risk not only for the U.S. economy, but for the entire worldsion of financial values. Stocks of enterprises like Allianz or
Munich Re, once the most solid holdings imaginable in the economy.” The risks for the global financial system would be

“substantial,” and the challenge for governments “exceed-German-speaking regions, have come to be traded as one
would treat the carriers of contagious diseases. Just in the first ingly great,” especially since they have long since used up

their “classical” arsenal of means for reviving their econ-quarter of 2003, the stock prices of Allianz, Munich Re, and
Hypovereinsbank have halved once again, after two or three omies.

That such fears are in no way being expressed only inprevious halvings in the past couple of years.
“It is unclear how many additional strains the EU [Euro- private banking papers, is proven by the new study of global

financial stability by the International Monetary Fund (IMF).pean Union] banking system can still absorb,” warned a pri-
vate study of the European Commission, revealed byDer At the presentation of the bi-annual “Global Financial Stabil-

ity Report” on March 27 in Frankfurt, Germany, GerdSpiegel magazine. The German banks had just required a
“special alert,” as both their earnings and their stock prices Ha¨usler, IMF Director for the International Capital Markets

Department, and responsible for the report, warned againsthave been pulled sharply down. It is in light of the global
structure of the banking system, that one must see the danger the illusion that the worldwide financial and economic crisis

would simply disappear after the end of the Iraq war. Onecited in the study, that “the problems of one member-state can
quickly spread to another.” must assume that even more after the war, the weight of “post-

conflict uncertainties” and increasing geopolitical risks willBut by worldwide measures also, the financial experts of
the European Commission see rapidly growing “imbalances” afflict both the markets and the world economy, he said. On

the financial markets, according to Ha¨usler, even if one makesand “downward risks”: “The international financial system,
which in the past year has been struck by a series of negative the assumption that the Persian Gulf region could stabilize
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rapidly after the war and avoid more terrorist attacks, each expected changes in interest rates, such as another rise in
short-term interest rates, this could have dramatic conse-deviation from this rosy scenario will, for certain, further

weaken the already-shaken trust of investors and cause further quences for both these U.S. financial institutions, and with
that, for the entire American housing market. To be sure,plunges of the stock markets. He concluded that the question

is, how many additional shocks the battered banks and insur- Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae were created by government
initiative; however, they were not provided with any explicitance companies in America, Europe, and Japan can still with-

stand. government guarantee.
Considering the unusually sharp warnings from the Euro-Häusler noted, “After three years of losses, many financial

institutions are weakened—in particular, the European insur- pean Commission and the IMF, the question is posed directly:
What recommendations do both these institutions really haveance firms, which are more and more heavily invested in

stocks. This poses the danger of a ‘Devil’s crisis’ : The insur- to contribute for overcoming the worldwide financial emer-
gency? The answer is loud and clear: None at all. This is reallyance companies, selling stocks into a falling market in order

to shore up their liquidity, thereby worsen their solvency mea- no surprise, for all the governments of the Group of Seven
“ industrial” nations ignored the global financial breakdownsures.” This could then bring about the failure of one of the

large insurance companies. From the standpoint of the stabil- for a long time, with catch-phrases and emphasis on the
“sound fundamentals,” to go along with “hope for betterity of the financial system, this would probably not be as

dangerous as the collapse of a large bank. But Häusler stressed times.”
The dirty work, at this point, falls on the central bankers:that as a consequence of the vastly expanded volume of fi-

nancial derivatives contracts between banks and insurance Money is pumped into the financial system in ever more fan-
tastic forms, in order to delay a total financial collapse. Incompanies—he referred particularly to so-called credit deriv-

atives—the fall of a single large insurance company could this way, it resembles the way that the destruction on the
battlefields in the Near East is simply raised to a higher degreedefinitely become a risk for the financial strength of several

banks. every day. An end of the horror can only happen through
the operation of goverments, which recognize the completeIn view of the rapidly growing market for credit deriva-

tives, one has to seriously worry, according to Häsler, that failure of the current methods, and shift onto a radically differ-
ent track: a New Bretton Woods global financial reorgani-with these risky contracts, market participants who wrongly

estimate the risks of the highly complex derivatives could zation.
tumble. This applies all the more to this unregulated market,
as it not only has to do with banking and insurance, but also
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with speculative undertakings which are regulated by no pub-
lic authorities.

End Is Nigh for the Carry-Trade
The IMF sees a further danger for global financial stabil-

ity in the rapid spread of the so-called “carry-trade” contracts
of the big banks, especially in the United States. Through
this mechanism, the financial institutions have incurred enor-
mous levels of debt with (currently) low-interest securities,
and against them, purchased (currently) higher-interest fi-
nancial securities. This trade is lucrative—until the point
when suddenly the entire financial structure changes. Thus,
market participants from the whole world invested very
heavily in the “yen carry-trade” during the late ’90s, since
interest rates in Japan were near zero, and the yen at the
same time was tending to lose value. However, when the
yen suddenly shot up in October 1998, a global financial
panic broke out.

Today, interest rates for short-term credit are at their low-
est level in the last 40-50 years, not only in Japan, but also in
the United States and Europe. The new form of the “carry-
trade” lies in borrowing with short-term paper, to buy long-
term investments—above all, government bonds and mort-
gage credit. In this connection, an extremely dangerous situa-
tion has developed, especially for the American mortgage
financiers Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. Should there be un-
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need of moral authority and spiritual leadership,” and the
Pope has an extremely important role to play in reinitiating
dialogue on the future of Iraq and in the reorganization of the
world order, Amorim said. The President’s letter emphasized‘War and Economics’ Join
that “Brazil, the country with the largest Catholic population
in the world, which lives peacefully with other creeds, sharesTo Change Brazil Policy
the Vatican’s concern over the creation of a new center of
instability and possible aggravation of extremisms.”by Lorenzo Carrasco

After being received by the Pope, Amorim met with
Cardinal Jean-Louis Tauran, the Vatican Undersecretary of

The unilateral decision of the administration in Washington State for Relations with States, with whom he discussed
questions related to Ibero-America, specifically with regardto launch a war against Iraq, has sharply accelerated the diplo-

matic efforts of the Brazilian government to define an inde- to the Brazilian initiative of the Group of Friends of Vene-
zuela.pendent foreign policy, in order to guarantee the country some

maneuvering room in the face of growing pressures in the
areas of security and international trade. This reaction is notPotential New World Order Emerging

The next day, on April 1, the Brazilian Foreign Ministerinsignificant, in view of the obsessive intention of the
chicken-hawks in Washington to turn the strategic Triple Bor- was in Moscow, where he met with Russian President Vladi-

mir Putin and his Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov. Amorim wasder region in South America—where Paraguay, Brazil and
Argentina meet—into a focus of foreign intervention; or, accompanied by the Foreign Ministers of Peru and Costa

Rica, Allan Wagner Tizo´n and Roberto Tovar Faja; all three,when one considers the intent to define the Free Trade Area
of the Americas (FTAA) as a looting zone, expressed explic- representing the Rio Group. Out of that meeting came a “Dec-

laration of Moscow,” which in a clear message to the Uniteditly by pure-blooded chicken-hawk Robert Zoellick, Presi-
dent Bush’s U.S. Trade Representative. States, states: “The Foreign Ministers reaffirmed the central

role of the United Nations and Security Council in interna-Brazil’s position,which aligned instantly, inFebruary and
March, with the German-French-Russian effort to try to stop tional relations, as the leading universal instrument for main-

taining peace and international security, and in support ofthe war from being launched, has rapidly evolved into a series
ofstrategicactions. Itwas in thiscontext thatMalaysianPrime economic and social development. They also stressed the

need for strict observance of the UN Charter and universallyMinister Dr. Mahathir bin Mohamad made a state visit to
Brazil in mid-March, giving a clear signal that Brazil is recognized principles and norms of international law.”

Wagner reported that the fourForeignMinisters had“con-closely eyeing the Malaysian example—breaking with the
policies of IMF and George Soros. verging views” that the combat in Iraq must end “as soon

as possible.”
The Foreign Ministers agreed “that a central objective of‘Principles Are Not For Sale’

In an inteview published March 31 in the newspaper the international community should be to reduce the threats
of conflict on any scale to an absolute minimum,” pointing toFolha de São Paulo, Brazilian Foreign Minister Celso

Amorim, who is heading this new diplomatic effort, fiercely the intensification of threats to national, regional and interna-
tional security, such as international terrorism, the illegal drugdefended the government’s tough opposition to war. Asked

if Brazil did not fear retaliation, including economic, from trade, transnationalorganized crime,and povertyand extreme
poverty, “which put stability and democratic governabilitythe United States, Amorim responded: “Principles are not for

sale! But I do not believe there will be retaliations. I don’t at risk.”
The 19-member Rio Group is the informal consultativebelieve that would be in the interests of the United States.

First, they know that there is no anti-Americanism, no antago- mechanism which is the closest thing to an integrated political
body which the Ibero-American nations have. All the majornism, against them. And second, what interest would they

have in weakening the largest democracy on the continent, nations of Ibero-America are members, with one Caribbean
country participating each year in representation of that partafter themselves? I couldn’t understand that.”

Amorim granted this interview from Athens, where he of the Americas.
Thus, as Ivanov noted, the visit of the Rio Group troikawas participating in the European Union meeting with Ibero-

American countries, which inaugurated a tour that took him was “a remarkable event in relations between Russia and the
Latin American countries,” with special importance at thisto the Vatican, Russia and France.

In Rome, Amorim was received by Pope John Paul II, to crucial and dramatic time. Overall, our discussions focused
on how that crisis may affect the creation of a new worldwhom he delivered a letter from President Luiz Ina´cio Lula

da Silva which stressed the political and spiritual importance order, he reported.
Peru’s Wagner, speaking as the current chairman of theof the Pope. “The international community is in particular
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Rio Group, agreed that the meeting marked a “new stage in continental power, to say we are not in agreement with the
invasion. . . . There is only one way to oppose that true geno-relations between Russia and Latin American countries.” He

announced that given “ the high degree of coincidence of our cide. . . . And that is by the definitive rupture with the rotten
model that is imposed on us by the international financialviews,” it was decided that Russian-Troika meetings would

be held yearly, and a heads of state meeting between Russia system, of which the IMF, the World Bank, the Inter-Ameri-
can Development Bank, the World Trade Organization andand the Rio Group would be taken into consideration. A Rus-

sian-Ibero-American heads-of-state summit would mark a company are all tentacles.
“And now I speak directly to His Excellency, the Presi-major shift in decades of geopolitics, indeed!

While still in Moscow, Amorim took care to respond to dent of the Republic of Brazil. Your Excellency has in your
hands an opportunity without equal in the history of Brazil.concerns that a great distancing from the United States was

occurring. He added, however, that he felt it necessary for Take advantage of the historic opportunity that is being of-
fered us by the owners of the world themselves. Say, Enough!Brazil to meet with U.S. authorities. “ I am absolutely inter-

ested in this, and am trying to see how this can occur,” he told to this nauseating and infected model that sucks out the in-
nards of the nation,” he urged.the daily O Estado de Sã˜ o Paulo on April 2. “ It is fundamental

for us. . . . I see no reasons for a deterioration in relations,
because we do not hold an anti-American sentiment. The fact Armed Forces and Rupture

Although the press refused to cover Enéas’ speech—hethat we have differences does not mean that we are adver-
saries.” is, nonetheless, the head of a faction in the Congress, elected

in 2002 with a historic record vote in São Paulo—the newspa-Asked by O Estado if “Brazil’s strategy to clearly align
itself with countries that oppose the war is motivated by the per Ombro a Ombro, which represents the most nationalist

wing of the Armed Forces, supported his statement in itscountry’s old ambition to join the Security Council as a per-
manent member,” Amorim answered adamantly, no. “Our April editorial, entitled “Empire and Rupture.” “ Some might

question the mixing of war with Brazilian economic and fi-motivation in favor of peace and international law is authen-
tic, genuine, and reflects the sentiment of the Brazilian people nancial policy. In fact, this goes to the very heart of the matter.

This war is the expression of an imperial impulse to maintainas expressed by the two houses of Congress.”
a dysfunctional and failed financial system, the same one that
is subjugating us, forcing us to depreciate our public patri-Break With Empire, Financial System

But all of this laudable effort in the field of diplomacy mony, reduce wages, and keep growing masses of citizens
unemployed, creating conditions for transforming part of ourwill fail, unless the underlying cause of war and the drive to

empire is addressed: the global economic breakdown crisis. territory and cities into ungoverned areas, in certain cases
vulnerable to invasion by that world power emerging so bru-This, the Lula government has not done, as it instead contin-

ues to adhere to the genocidal policies which the International tally,” the paper wrote.
“Rupture with this financial servitude would be the ex-Monetary Fund (IMF) has dictated to Brazil. This, in turn, has

created a domestic political nightmare for the Lula govern- pression of an independent foreign policy in defense of our
sovereignty and territorial integrity. . . . A planned rupture isment, since an important part of the ruling Workers Party

adheres to the policies of George Soros (economic conserva- preferable to an improvised one, perhaps forced as an emer-
gency response to a combination of serious internal and extre-tism and social radicalism), which clearly represents the

Achilles’ heel for the Lula government, and concomitantly, nal factors. This could organize the process of national recon-
struction, mobilizing the sane forces among our politicalof its own foreign policy.

Hunger will not be defeated by good intentions, nor will leadership and productive sectors of the economy, the vast
majority of public opinion, and, of course, including the sup-peace be won by waving white handkerchiefs, was the central

message of an historic speech given by Congressman Enéas port of the Armed Forces. The only thing lacking is the deci-
sion of the Commander in Chief.”Carneiro on March 27 to the plenary of the Brazilian Cham-

ber of Deputies, and directed to President Lula. Citing warn-
ings from “ the renowned American economist and thinker
Mr. [Lyndon] LaRouche” that this international financial WEEKLY INTERNET
system based on “pure speculation, without any correspon- AUDIO TALK SHOW
dence to the physical world” is leading to “ the abyss,”
Carneiro stated that the only effective form of opposition The LaRouche Show
to the Bush’s government’s imperial impulse is a rupture

EVERY SATURDAYwith the IMF system.
He stated firmly: “At this time, when the majority of the 3:00-4:00 p.m. Eastern Time

civilized world states that it is opposed to the invasion of Iraq http://www.larouchepub.com/radio
by the United States, it is not enough for us from Brazil, a
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LaRouche Is in Debate On
Peru’s Economic Plans
by Manuel Hidalgo

The economic ideas of U.S. economist and Democratic Presi-
dential pre-candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche saturated the first
conference of the Interregional Coordination Council of Peru,
held March 14 in Piura. This gathering of the governors of
Peru’s northern provinces focussed its discussions around
the perspectives for constructing a Northeastern Bi-Oceanic
Corridor, including navigability of the Amazon River and
an outlet through Pacific Coast ports. A leading Peruvian
associate of LaRouche, Sara Madueño, gave a 30-minute pre-
sentation to the governors, which defined the situation as fol-
lows: “The world will have to choose between a war against
Iraq and its consequences, or Eurasian development corridors
and their extension to the Americas.” Madueño explained
the world strategic conjuncture, counterposing against British
geopolitics the strategy of development according to the
American System of political economy.

The Council pulled together recently elected governors
of the region for the first time and, despite the fact that separat-
ist and other tendencies plague the area, the Council is serving
as an important forum for airing the development needs of
the regions as a whole: among these, the strategically key
North Macro-Region (the provinces of Tumbes, Piura, Ama-
zonas, Loreto, Lambayeque, La Libertad, San Martı́n, and LaRouche associate Sara Maduen˜o’s presentation to Peru’s

northern governors’ conference included the urgent outlines ofCajamarca). This is the basin of the Amazon River and its
completing the “Bi-Oceanic” infrastructure corridor, bytributaries, Marañón and Huallaga, as well as the coastal prov-
extending the Amazon River system through Peru to the Pacific
and constructing new ports and railroads in the country.inces, and this region can complete the ocean-to-ocean river

transport (the “bi-oceanic corridor”), in cooperation with Bra-
zil. Piura Congressman Iván Calderón Castillo organized
EIR’s participation in this first Council gathering. One week ters news service story dated June 20, 1994, entitled “World

Bank Censures Third World Public Works Projects,” whichearlier, on March 7, Congressman Calderón had presented
an order-of-the-day motion before the Peruvian Congress, in states that developing nations were “wasting a large portion”

of the $200 billion annually allocated to “generous publicwhich he emphasized LaRouche’s evaluation of the world
financial crisis and the war against Iraq (see box). works projects.” Madueño pointed out what hid beneath this

language: Serious continental infrastructure development ini-The governors of the North Macro-Region added their
voices to the demand to carry out this great project of a Bi- tiatives are a casus bellito the world’s financial oligarchy.

She referred to the 19th-Century efforts of Peruvian PresidentOceanic Corridor which, in truth, will be next to impossible
to bring about short of a region-wide political mobilization in Manuel Pardo (1871-76) to undertake a central Andean bi-

oceanic link, which effort was aborted by his assassinationits favor. The government of President Alejandro Toledo, a
former World Bank economist, has built some highways and the launching of Britain’s 1879 War of the Pacific, which

suspended these great projects. “We must revive the war foralong the route; these have had minimal impact on the real
needs of the area, as was demonstrated clearly in the presenta- development,” Madueño said, explaining LaRouche’s con-

cept of “development corridors,” as initially elaborated bytions of the official spokesmen at the conference. In fact,
Toledo’s government has just slashed the already-depleted those great exponents of the American System of political

economy, Alexander Hamilton, Friedrich List, and Abra-budget for economic infrastructure, by another 13%.
Madueño began her presentation by reading from a Reu- ham Lincoln.
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Madueño also explained LaRouche’s famous Triple without whom the Bi-Oceanic Corridor will not be built.
The sabotage came from the Peruvian Foreign Ministry,Curve “typical collapse function,” and why the financial crisis

leads to war. She explained his initiative for a New Bretton among others, which has made it clear that the Northeastern
Bi-Oceanic Corridor–which would involve a waterway fromWoods, strongly backed by Congressman Calderón. Ma-

dueño’s participation in the Council conference ended with the Amazon to the planned ports of Saramirisa or Yurima-
guas, and a highway corridor that would cross the Andes andinterviews on Piura’s Channel 7 television and with the news-

paper Correo, as well as a distribution carried out by the end in the Pacific ports of Paita, Bayovar, or Etén—is simply
not a priority!event’s organizers themselves, of LaRouche’s latest press re-

lease on the war against Iraq, and an open letter demanding a Further, the Peruvian government cannot allocate even
the little funding from IIRSA to this project, because its letterNew Bretton Woods fixed-rate monetary system.

The presentations of the government envoys from the Na- of intent signed with the International Monetary Fund com-
mits it to limiting its foreign indebtedness for projects. Notional Decentralization Council, the Transport and Communi-

cations Ministry, and the privatization agency Proinversion, such limit exists on debt payments, of course.
These realities did not escape the attention of Peru’s north-showed that not only are the state’s development efforts mini-

mal, but they are now being cut still further. This is despite ern governors who, at the conclusion of the conference, issued
a resolution committing themselves to “fight for a Northeast-the regional development actions of the Brazilian government

and its “Advance Brazil” program, and the South American ern Bi-Oceanic Corridor.” As the closing act of the confer-
ence, Piura Gov. César Trelles Lara, host of the event, de-Regional Integration Initiative (IRRSA), which has the fi-

nancial backing of Brazil along with the Andean Develop- clared that such a fight is “a very important development for
the history of the republic.” Trelles Lara will serve as the newment Corporation (CAF). Unfortunately, glaringly absent

from the Piura meeting were representatives from Brazil, president of the Council for the next six months.

of that country. . . . All of a sudden, President Bush de-
clares himself ready to use, arbitrarily and unilaterally, his
military superpower, including, if he finds it expedient,Congressman Cites LaRouche
nuclear weapons.

• A nuclear first strike is no longer taboo. The United
Peruvian Congressman Dr. Iván Oswaldo Calderón States will not refrain from the use of these weapons
Castillo on March 6 proposed a resolution to Peru’s Con- against non-nuclear nations, unless we stop this insanity.
gress, incorporating Lyndon LaRouche’s warning of the Several prominent Democrats, among them the Presiden-
consequences of an unstoppable war in the Mideast. Major tial pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche, and Senators Ed-
points of the resolution are excerpted here. ward Kennedy and Dianne Feinstein, have already warned

the public of this insane change of policy by the utopian
whereas: war-mongers inside the U.S. government.

• John Paul II has proposed that “in a globalized • As Lyndon LaRouche has warned repeatedly, this
world, where threats to justice and peace have repercus- would mean the beginning of a Third World War, that
sions on a broad scale which harm the weakest, a global would very likely be a nuclear one;
mobilization of conscience is called for. . . . It is necessary • This may be the last opportunity to avert an insane
to respond to the negative forces who seek to make of the and devastating U.S. aggression against Iraq, which would
whole world a theater of war, with the logic of justice and pave the way for unleashing a process of perpetual war,
love. It is not possible to fully re-establish the broken order and possibly plunge the world into a new dark age;
if justice and forgiveness are not joined together. . . . We
must together firmly oppose the temptation of hatred and the congress of the republic agrees:
violence, which only give the illusion of resolving conflicts • To demand that the United States and Iraq adhere to
and bring about real and permanent losses.” UN resolutions, based on the reports of inspectors, whose

• In 1950, the UN General Assembly adopted the prin- goal at all times is to avoid war, and to condemn any unilat-
ciples of international law. This legal doctrine is the key- eral action on the part of the United States and its current
stone of the entire international order upon which relations allies, contrary to the UN resolutions.
among all the sovereign Nation-states are based. • To request that the U.S. and Iraq disarm and destroy

• The long historical tradition of the United States as their prohibited nuclear weapons or weapons of mass de-
an open and democratic society, which obeys the law, is struction, under the instructions and supervision of the
threatened by the frontal violation of the current President United Nations (UNO).
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How To Reconstruct
A Bankrupt World:
The Eurasian Bridge
We publish here the March 22 panel—on the Eurasian Land-Bridge idea—of the
Schiller Institute conference, “How to Reconstruct a Bankrupt World,” held March
21-23 in Bad Schwalbach, Germany. The panel was opened by EIR editor Muriel
Mirak-Weissbach, introducing keynote speaker Helga Zepp-LaRouche. The full
presentations by Zepp-LaRouche and Academician Vladimir Myasnikov, and also
the Bad Schwalbach Declaration for worldwide circulation from the conference,
were all published in EIR for April 4. We republish here only brief concluding
sections of the speeches of Zepp-LaRouche and Myasnikov, within the entire pro-
ceedings of the Eurasian Land-Bridge panel.

Introduction: Muriel Mirak-Weissbach: Good morning, members and friends
of the Schiller Institute, and distinguished guests: I want to welcome you to the
second day of our annual conference. Today we will be discussing the historic task
of implementing the Eurasian Land-Bridge, as the means to rebuild this bankrupt
world.

The Land-Bridge is also known, historically, as the Silk Road, the great trade
route—or better, routes—that joined the East and the West of the Eurasian conti-
nent. It was not only silk, but numerous commodities that were traded along the
route: gold, ivory, precious stones and metals, and glass were taken into China by
caravans from the West; and furs, ceramics, bronze objects, jade, and iron, among
other goods, were transported in the other direction. And, it was the perfect commu-
nication route for ideas as well: new technologies, like the production of paper,
were transmitted across the Silk Road, revolutionizing the economies of many
countries. Religions also spread along the Silk Road: Buddhism from India into
China; Christianity, from Rome into the East; and Islam.

The Silk Road was a development corridor along which new cities sprang up,
with magnificent architectural achievements in cities like Samarkand and Bukhara,
for example; but also Baghdad, which was one pearl in the string of pearls that
stretched from the Arab world through Persia, across Central Asia and into China.
The quest for learning was as great a motivation for travel across the continent, as
was commercial interest. One famous Muslim saying attributed to the Prophet
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Helga Zepp-LaRouche
(center) with youth
participants at the
Schiller Institute
conference. The
Eurasian Land-Bridge,
she said, “will not only
lead to an economic
miracle, but it will
transform humanity out
of the present state of
barbarism.”

goes, “Seek ye knowledge, though it be in China!” thereby establishing a counterpole of peace through economic
cooperation and development for all mankind.This magnificent process of economic cooperation, trade,

and cultural interchange, has been the target of oligarchical Helga Zepp-LaRouche, our first speaker, is the founder
and international chairwoman of the Schiller Institute. Ininterests for many centuries, and entire nations and peoples

have been subjected to the brutalities of what was called “The 1996, she travelled to China, for the second time. Twenty-
five years earlier, she had been the first Western journalistGreat Game” in the 19th Century. Britain’s desire to rule was

pivotted on its strategy to control the “Eurasian heartland,” to visit revolutionary China. In 1996, on her second visit,
she was a guest speaker at the “ International Symposiumas geopolitician MacKinder put it, in order to control the

world, by pitting one nation, one people, against another. on Economic Development of the Regions Along the Euro-
Asia Continental Bridge,” in Beijing. She spoke on “Build-
ing the Silk Road Land-Bridge as the Basis for the MutualHelga LaRouche, the ‘Silk Road Lady’

Today the heirs to the 19th-Century imperialists seek to Security Interests of Asia and Europe.” There she developed
the concept, of how the revival of the historic Silk Roadreplay the Great Game, and to target the entire Eurasian conti-

nent for destabilization and destruction. The name Baghdad would provide the solutions to our modern-day crisis, also
in the West. Since that time, she has campaigned internation-today stands as a symbol of that intent.

Baghdad, under the Abbasid dynasty of Harun al-Rashid ally, in hundreds of conferences, as well as election cam-
paigns in Germany, for the realization of this vision. Andand al-Mamun, was an intellectual and cultural jewel, whose

radiance shone not only in the Arab and Islamic world, but as a result, she has become known in Chinese circles as the
“Silk Road Lady.”also in the Europe of Charlemagne. Today, the skies over

Baghdad are being illuminated by cruise missiles and massive I want to present to you the Silk Road Lady.
aerial bombardments, wreaking unspeakable human suffer-
ing. People in Baghdad are saying, “Well, this is not the first
time that the barbarians have invaded.” The reference is to The Land-Bridge and
the Mongol invasions of the 13th Century, which destroyed

Dialogue of CulturesBaghdad, but did not extinguish the spark which continued
to glow.

The barbarians of today will not prevail. As our speakers Helga Zepp-LaRouche (conclusion): But, [the Eurasian
Land-Bridge] is more than [an economic transformation]: Ittoday will demonstrate, the nations of the Eurasian heartland

are responding in a new way to the geopolitical threat, and will not only lead to an economic miracle, but it will transform
humanity out of the present state of barbarism. Because weare redefining their historic role, in terms of rebuilding the

ancient Silk Roads with tomorrow’s technologies, and need a new paradigm. And, the Eurasian Land-Bridge must
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Eurasia: Main Routes and Selected Secondary Routes of the Eurasian Land-Bridge

be combined with the Dialogue of Cultures along the Eurasian ganic, [to] the living, and reason, and then God; however, the
development, not going from below to the top, but fromLand-Bridge. And, as you know, our Land-Bridge will go

through the Bering Strait into Latin America, and through above. Vernadsky picked up on the same idea, and made
the point that with the evolution of man, the Noösphere isEgypt and Gibraltar into Africa.

We have to start, in this dialogue, with what is universal increasingly becoming dominant over the Biosphere. Sri Aur-
obindo Ghose, from the Indian point of view, had the sameabout all human beings: What distinguishes man from all

other beings? It is his cognitive ability. Man is the only being idea: That the spiritual man will eventually become the domi-
nant form of human existence. Schiller had the notion of thecapable of reason, and this reason is unlimited in being per-

fectible. (This was, by the way, the argument, already, [Rus- “beautiful soul,” where genius is the only one who fulfills
that condition.sian Finance Minister] Witte made, about the difference be-

tween man and beasts: That man is capable to improve the And the LaRouche Youth Movement has declared many
times, they are determined to make Lyn’s personal creativityfate of mankind through his creativity.) Isn’ t this a wonderful

thing? The cognitive powers of human beings enable man the standard for all human beings to come.
Now, the crisis can only be overcome if we activate, into produce ideas—immaterial things—and these immaterial

things lead to scientific and technological progress, which in this moment of severe challenge, all of the universal ideas,
all the best minds who lived in history so far.turn, increases the productivity of the production process,

which increases the living standard of the population, and As the institutions of the old order collapse, the present
crisis has also created a tremendous chance. Because it is verylongevity, and so forth.

Lyn [LaRouche], in developing his notion of the relative clear that the international law, as it has developed since the
Peace of Westphalia, and is written in the UN Charter, is notpotential population-density, for the first time established a

yardstick, to measure scientifically what is good, and what sufficient, because it did not succeed; it was not sufficient to
solve this present crisis. What we saw is that international lawleads to the increase of the chances of mankind to survive in

the long term. Nicolaus of Cusa was the first one who talked was defeated, and that the “ law of the stronger” dominated;
which proves the fact, that international law, Bürgerrecht, theabout the law of evolution, the development from the inor-
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Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., in
his keynote speech to the
conference, described how
Wall Street, in 1999, decided to
use a “wall of money” policy to
stop the meltdown of the
financial system. This created a
hyperinflationary trend which
is shown in the graphic on the
screen behind the speaker.

“ law of the people,” is still in a very rudimentary form. Now This has been the dream of the Schiller Institute from the
beginning. But now, at the moment of incredible crisis andit must be developed.

What is lacking in international law? Well, natural law. incredible vacuum, we have to realize this.
Now, I propose that we, as an organization, take this chal-And, it does exist, as the concept of Nemesis makes so totally

clear. What we have to introduce into international law is the lenge, and make this question of Lyn’s policies—the New
Bretton Woods, the Eurasian Land-Bridge, and the need tofollowing: We know, from the evolution of mankind, that

there is a provable coincidence and cohesion between the develop international law, the cultural Renaissance on the
basis of a Dialogue among Cultures—to turn this, in the nextlaws of the microcosm and macrocosm. The same idea which

exists in Leibniz’s notion of the monad: that each monad, in two days, into the Bad Schwalbach Declaration; and inter-
vene, in the next days and weeks, so that these policies becomegerm form, contains all the laws of the universe.

Now therefore, what we have to do, is to bring the cosmic realized, and that the Age of Folly of Mankind is ended
forever.order, the laws of the real universe, into the political realm,

and we are only at the beginning to understand the implication
of what that means. But cosmic laws, the laws of the micro-
cosm, must be reflected in international law, if mankind is The Strategic Triangle
supposed to grow up. In The Federalist, Alexander Hamilton

Russia/China/Indiaasked the question, the big question, which will decide on the
future of the United States: Can man give himself laws to self-
govern himself according to the common good of the people? Academician Vladimir S. Myasnikov (conclusion): A

strange but probably logical recourse of events can be ob-This is the big challenge in front of us today. So, for the
first time this question must be answered, not for one country, served in history. The advent of the 19th Century was marked

by Napoleonic wars, and the beginning of the 20th Century,but for all countries on the planet. Nicolaus of Cusa had the
idea, that concordance in the macrocosm can only exist, if by World War I. Now, at the dawn of the 21st Century, we

are witnessing the rapid lowering of the security threshold forall microcosms have the maximum development, and each
microcosm not only desires his own maximum development, the whole world. Notwithstanding the clear striving to peace

manifested by a number of leading powers, the world againbut also that of the others. Applied to nations, this means that
all nations must be relating to each other like members of a finds itself at the brink of war. In his address of Jan. 28, 2003,

Mr. Lyndon LaRouche, one of the most highly reputed andfamily, where the father wants the best development for the
daughter, and vice versa. honest analysts, quite correctly noted that bombing of Iraq
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and making the latter a theater of hostilities could trigger a
new world war and a new great depression. Lyndon LaRouche
once again emphasized that the world would face an economic
crisis more severe than the crisis of 1928-1933. However,
Iraq is not the only potential trigger. . . .

It appears that along with reorganization of the UN struc-
ture, the authority of this organization as the only world-scale
forum to address the problems of international security could
be enhanced by such measures, as: to conduct the G-8 summit
at the UN—while resolving global issues, the G-8 must not
isolate itself from the rest of the world, because otherwise it
would place itself in confrontation with many states and with
many movements; to continue the Year of Dialogue Among
Civilizations and, to this end, to select the UN as the venue
for the Asia-Europe summit, Islamic Conference Summit,
and Conference on Islam and Europe (the latter planned to Russian Academician Vladimir Myasnikov: The interaction of the

countries at the center of Eurasia “must be put on the solidtake place in Spain); to conduct the APEC and OPEC summits
platform of economic and science-technology cooperation.”within the framework of the UN; to hold a special session of

the UN General Assembly that would address unification of
all forces in the struggle against international terrorism (as

ruling classes, companies, investors, and depositors—be-discussed above).
cause this is not some chance string of events, but ratherThe UN could make all the above-listed summits more
expresses the crisis of the entire [global] financial system,transparent for the world public, and thus create an atmo-
marked by the staggering gap between the volume of specula-sphere of better confidence in the world. Such Eurasian pow-
tive capital—worth $400 trillion ($140 trillion of which theers as Russia, China, and India are interested, probably more
United States accounts for)—and a world gross product worththan others, in the UN being again an efficient instrument of
only $40 trillion.peace for the world community, and this is one of their shared

This is exactly the delayed-action mine laid within thepositions, where they have started to apply coordinated ef-
international financial system. The authors of the above-citedforts.
parliamentary resolution consider it necessary to convene a
new Bretton Woods-like international conference that wouldEconomic Crisis, New Bretton Woods
address the adaptation of IMF and IBRR [World Bank] activi-The third group of unfavorable factors is connected with
ties to the new conditions. The evident task of such a confer-the economic aspects of international security. In the new
ence would be to free European countries from the depen-system of international relations at the dawn of this century,
dence on the U.S. dollar, in connection with enactment of thethe economic component has grown considerably. This
euro, and to try to provide the same international parity forgrowth has been predetermined by three elements: 1) the ob-
the euro as the one that was provided at Bretton Woods forjective course of globalization; 2) depletion of world energy
the U.S. dollar. The nearest future will show if these effortsresources: and, 3) global ecology problems—such as the
help to save the world from the so-called “vampire capital”—shortage of freshwater and depletion of soils.
i.e., the continuously growing speculative capital, which isApart from these rather obvious factors, there are factors,
capable of causing damage not only to individual nationalwhich are not very visible for the broad public, but which
economies, but to entire regional economies, too. So far, how-could blow up all economic ties in the world. By this, I mean
ever, all countries should be prepared for a sudden and painfulthe condition of global finance.
attack on the part of that vampire.The situation is presented most fully and clearly in the

Such preparations seem to be a reasonable element ofResolution of Sept. 25, 2002, passed by the Italian National
interaction among Russia, China, and India within the frame-Parliament, with regard to authorizing the government to take
work of their constructive partnership. The prospects for in-measures that would help Argentina to overcome the crisis.
teraction in the 21st Century among such countries as Russia,The Parliament proceeded from recognition of the fact that
China, other SCO member countries, and India, Mongolia,escalation of the banking and financial crisis, which started
Iran—i.e., the countries that historically are connected withfrom crises of 1997 in Asia, Russia, and Latin America, and
the center of Eurasia—are not at all exhausted by the vectorshas lasted through to the recent failure of the “new economy”
addressed in this presentation. Certainly, interaction of allin the United States, the massive and, so far, lasting banking
these countries must be put on the solid platform of economiccollapse in Japan, and the bankruptcy of Argentina, cannot
and science-technology cooperation.but cause concern in all countries—among the population,
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Dr. Bi Jiyao

China’s Economic Development Prospects
And New Measures in Opening Up
Dr. Bi is Deputy Director of the Institute for International markets have been in excess supply, since the mid—the later

part of the 1980s.Economic Research of the State Development and Reform
Commission of China, in Beijing. This is his presentation to And on the other hand, the economic restructuring, espe-

cially the structural adjustments in the state-owned enter-the Eurasian Land-Bridge panel on March 22.
prises, also generated a lot of laid-off workers, which added
new difficulties for China’s economic development. Gener-Good morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. It’s my great pleasure

to have this opportunity to address the conference. ally speaking, currently, with the changing environment, the
insufficiency of effective demand has been a major constraintAs you know, the rising of China is an important event in

the 21st Century. As a peace-loving country, with a long his- on China’s economic development.
So, in order to maintain a rapid economic growth, China’story of splendid ancient civilization, China’s development

will constitute no threat to any country. On the contrary, a government has taken a series of measures in response to
this changing environment. From 1998, 1997, the Chineseprosperous China is not only in the interest of the Chinese

people—which account for one-fifth of the total population government has shifted its economic development strategy
from focusing on stimulating exports, to expanding domesticliving on this planet—but also will provide more opportuni-

ties to other countries. We will benefit the other countries’ de- demand. During the [Asian] financial crisis, as a responsible
country in the world, China insisted on maintaining the stabil-velopment.

With the construction of the Euro-Asia Land-Bridges, es- ity of the exchange rate of its currency with the other coun-
tries, which has not only helped stabilize the situation in Eastpecially the expansion of the network of railroads in these

two continents, China’s connection, and the cooperation with Asia, but also enhanced foreign investment in the Chinese
economy. And at the same time, the Chinese government tookthe European countries, has also been intensified.

As you know, the European countries in total, are the third other measures, such as the tax refund to give some support
largest trading partner of China, and Germany is China’s first
trading partner in the EU. Just as has been mentioned, China
is involved in getting a lot of technologies, and equipment
and capital, from Germany. The first magnetic-levitation rail
line in the world has been put into operation in Shanghai,
which is a symbol of the cooperation between China and
Germany.

You have discussed a lot of things about how to construct
Land-Bridges on these two continents; so today, I would like
to tell you something about the prospects for China’s eco-
nomic development, and its new measures for opening up.

Measures Against ‘Asia Crisis’
Over the past several years, especially since 1997, the

internal conditions for China’s economic development have
changed drastically. So, for the external environment, we
have seen the Asian economic crisis, the IT bubble bursting
in the United States, the U.S. recession, the slowdown in the
world economy in recent years—all these events have made
China’s external environment worse. At the same time, since
China has increased its productivity radically since the initia-Dr. Bi Jiyao: “Can China maintain its rapid rate of growth in the

long run—in 10 or 20 years into the future? My answer is yes.”tion of economic reform, most of the products in China’s
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for the export sector.
Most important, from 1998, the Chinese government be-

gan to adopt a pro-active fiscal policy, and a prudent monetary
policy, by issuing a large amount of Treasury bonds, to put
money into the construction of infrastructure. In 1999, the
Chinese government initiated another great strategy; that is,
to implement the Western Development Strategy to enlarge
China’s economic development space. So, this western devel-
opment campaign, combined with the pro-active fiscal policy,
put more and more money into construction in the western
part of China, especially in railroads, pipelines, power grids
and so on.

Besides this, the Chinese government also put a lot of
money into strengthening the social security system, to pro-
vide basic support for the laid-off workers, and to enhance
consumer confidence.

So, generally speaking, over the past five years, the Chi-
nese government has taken a series of measures that have
helped China to overcome the difficulties generated by the
financial crisis in Asia, and the market changes in China itself.

Eurasian Economic Cooperation
At the same time, China also stepped up its efforts to

participate in international cooperation. So, this slide shows
some aspects in which China has been involved. For example,

FIGURE 1
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in regional economic cooperation, China has established bi-
lateral currency swaps with Japan, South Korea, Thailand,
and so on, designed to stabilize the financial situation in Asia.
On the other hand, China also has undertaken cooperation maintained a relatively rapid growth, with GDP increasing

8%; and capital investment registered a historically high in-with Japan, South Korea, and the ten ASEAN countries, in
the “10+3” framework; and now China is negotiating with the crease since 1996, making a big contribution to the GDP

growth. Consumer spending also continued to increase: inASEAN countries to establish a Free Trade Area in ten years.
In Eurasian economic cooperation, the Chinese govern- housing, in cars, telecommunications, tourism has been the

spotlight of China’s new consumption. Imports and exportsment has taken a very active attitude to strengthening the
political dialogue between China and the European Union, also increased strongly, and foreign direct investment (FDI)

reached a new high last year.and also proposed a lot of beneficial suggestions on how to
strengthen bilateral trade and economic relations with the Now, Table 1 shows some of the main macroeconomic

indicators for 2002. You can see, the economic growth rate isEuropean countries. Also, in more broad areas—that means
in the Asia-Pacific basin—China has taken some measures to higher—is as high as 8%—and the capital investment in-

creased to 16%. And I must mention that in recent years, thefacilitate the environment, and the trade among the Asia-
Pacific areas. increase of capital construction in the western part of China—

as compared with the eastern part—has been much higher.On the other hand, the most important thing for China, in
recent years, is that China has gone a long way to enter the Of course, we also have some problems. You can see the

Consumer Price Index (CPI) has been declining, some defla-World Trade Organization (WTO), which means that China
has fully integrated with the world economy. tionary pressures are still on our economy. And unemploy-

ment, unfortunately, has risen to 4%, which is the registeredSo, this figure (Figure 1): As you can see, with these
measures, China has maintained a rapid economic growth urban jobless rate. And we still have 4 million laid-off workers

from state-owned enterprises, who are waiting for jobs.over the past five years; and over this time, you can see that
no matter where the world economy growth rate, or that of So, to summarize, the major factors for China to maintain

rapid economic growth, are as follows: The first one is, theJapan, the United States, or European countries—the growth
rate has been faltering—but China has largely maintained a correct policies, macro-economic policies, have to be adopted

by the government. The second is, with the market-orientedquite stable growth rate, between 7% to 8%.
Now, the past year—I mean, in 2002—was the first year economic reform, the market has played a key role in re-

sources allocation, with non-public-sector investment in-that China joined the WTO. The economic performance was
quite good, and it exceeded expectations. The economy creasing largely in recent years. The third one, is that the
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China’s economic development in the current stage. The rea-
TABLE 1

son is, that most of the people, especially the people living inChina’s Main Macro-Economic Indicators,
the countryside, have low income. They have no money to2002
buy the goods. On the other hand, the supply structure also

Economic Activity Growth/Decline has some problems, and cannot meet the diversified demands
of the consumers.Real GDP 8.0%

The second is that prices, such as CPI, the Consumer PriceAgriculture 2.9%
Industry 9.9% Index, and the retail price index, are still falling, with deflation
Services 7.3% trends not being reversed. The third one is that the employ-

Fixed Investment 16.1% ment pressures are mounting, not only with over 4 million
Capital Construction 16.4%

urban laid-off workers waiting for jobs, but we also have 150Technical Renovation 11.1%
million rural laborers in surplus, who should find jobs in theReal Estate & Housing 21.9%

Retail Sales 8.8% cities, which requires our government to make a good effort
Urban Area 10.0% to step up its urbanization process.
Rural Area 6.8% And finally, the external environment is also confronted

Consumer Price Index −0.8%
with uncertainties, due to the Iraqi war, the hike in oil prices,Urban Area −1.0%
the moderate [growth of the] world economy, and the poten-Rural Area −0.4%

Employment 1.0% tial financial crisis and turbulence.
Urban Regist. Jobless 4.0% In spite of these difficulties, the general outlook for
Laid-Off SOE Workers 4.1 Million China’s economy in 2003 is bright. In the just-concluded

Trade Volume ($620.8 Bn) 21.8%
Tenth National People’s Congress, the new Chinese govern-Exports ($325.6 Bn 22.3%
ment proposed an economic growth target for this year at 7%,Imports ($295.2 Bn) 21.2%

FDI Inflow ($52.7 Bn) 12.5% but many economists and institutions made their projections
Foreign Reserves ($286.4 Bn) of over 7% growth for this year. The Chinese government—

the Party and the government—have decided to maintain theSource: China National Statistics Bureau.
continuity and the stability of its macro-economic policies,
which means that the pro-active fiscal policy and the prudent
development policy will continue to be implemented this
year. Which will provide the support for expanding the do-economic reform injected vitality to economic activity, espe-

cially in small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and the private mestic demand.
And the consumption, and the investment, from the non-sector, which has become more and more important in

China’s economic development. government sectors, will also play an increasing role in sus-
taining economic growth.

Fourthly, economic restructuring will add new impetus toOutlook for China’s Economy
Of course, on the other hand, in the external environment, growth, with infrastructure improved, manufacturing up-

graded, and IT and high-tech sectors developed rapidly infrankly speaking, the moderate recovery of the world econ-
omy, and the U.S. dollar depreciation, also provided some recent years.

Foreign direct investment is expected to pour into China,support for China’s exports. Because China’s currency is
pegged to the U.S. dollar, so the depreciation of the dollar to due the strengthened confidence of overseas investors in

China’s economy. Last year, China’s actual utilization of for-some extent gives some support for China’s exports. And
lastly, the accession to the WTO improved China’s trade envi- eign capital was over $53 billion, ranking the first in the world.

And this year, we expect that the FDI will also surpass $50ronment in general, which is beneficial to China’s exports,
and also encouraged more inflows of FDI. billion.

Finally, foreign trade will also maintain an appropriateWe know, in the past, before China joined the WTO, many
countries, including European countries, always used the growth rate despite the sluggish world economy, because

China’s exports are mainly labor-intensive products, whichanti-dumping measures to restrict China’s exports. When
China joined the WTO, to some extent, the number of anti- are daily necessities for common people. So, no matter

whether the world economy is in a boom, or stagnant, I thinkdumping cases have been reduced.
Even though we have made some achievements in eco- that people need the goods made in China.

nomic development of the Chinese economy, there are still a
lot of problems with China’s economy. Currently, we have Can China’s Growth Continue?

Last year, the 16th Communist Party of China Congressseen the following major problems that should be solved in
the near future. One is, that inadequate effective demand still proposed an ambitious plan to build a high-standard, well-off

society—in Chinese, we call it a Xiao Kang Shi Wei, a well-constitutes a constraint on economic growth, with many prod-
ucts oversupplied in the market, which is inconsistent with off society, in the first 20 years in this century. The Tenth
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National People’s Congress has con-
firmed this plan, which means that
China is to quadruple its GDP by 2020,
over 2000, on the basis of optimizing
structure and enhanced efficiency;
which means that China’s economy
should maintain at least a 7.2% annual
average growth, in order to achieve the
well-off society’s level of growth.

So, the question, is if China can
maintain its rapid rate of growth in the
long run—in 10 or 20 years into the fu-
ture? My answer is yes. Because we
have some favorable conditions to sup-
port the continued rapid economic
growth in China. First, China can main-
tain its political and social stability,
which is a key precondition for eco-
nomic development. Secondly, as the
most populous developing country,
China has a huge potential domestic

FIGURE 2

China’s Imports and Exports, 1978-2002
($ Billions)

Source:  China National Statistics Bureau. European Commission.
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market. Last, the per-capita GDP of
China has approached $1,000. With
economic development, the people will
get richer, and the purchasing power will also increase, Trade and Investment

Next, we come to the opening-up aspect. Opening to thewhich means China has a huge potential market. We have
enough domestic demand to support long-term economic outside world has been China’s long-term national basic pol-

icy. The experience shows, that over the past two decades,growth.
Thirdly, the infrastructure, which is the basis of economic owing to the opening to the outside world, China has intro-

duced a lot of foreign capital and technologies, which hasdevelopment, has been improved largely in recent years. Over
the past five years the Chinese government issued 660 billion made a great contribution to encourage China’s economic

restructuring and development. And the WTO entry markedyuan, which is equivalent to some $80 billion, in Treasury
bonds. The money has been put into the construction of the a new stage of China’s opening up. So China will further

expand its opening up, and participate in international compe-railways, highways, and pipelines, and all such kinds of infra-
structure. This is funding from the government, which has tition and cooperation so as to optimize resources allocation

globally, and enlarge the space of economic development.also induced a large investment from non-public sectors, so
that total capital construction, over the past five years, Let’s show some results of China opening up. China’s

foreign trade volume (Figure 2)—on this figure you can seeamounts to 3.2 trillion yuan, which I think is $400 billion, in
the total amount. The large amount of investment in infra- that the amount of imports and exports have increased gradu-

ally over the past two decades. For example, the total tradestructure has strengthened the basis of China’s economic en-
vironment in the long run. The other thing is, China has a volume—that means the exports plus imports—has increased

from only $20 billion in 1978, to over $600 billion last year.high-quality and a cheap labor force, which is unique in the
country of China. I think we can maintain these advantages And the ranking of China in the world has also risen from the

original 32nd, to 5th. For FDI also, a great achievement hasover the next 10-20 years.
On the other hand, we also have other favorable factors: been made over the past two decades. At the end of 2002,

there are over 400,000 foreign-funded enterprises which havesuch as the rapid development of the private sector; accelera-
tion of the urbanization process—which has generated a lot been established in China, with a total inflow of FDI amount-

ing to $447 billion, ranking first, for the past 9 years, amongof demand for products and services; further optimization of
industrial structures; development of the vast western regions, the developing countries.

Here are some figures (Figure 3), the development ofwhich can enlarge the space for economic development; and
the determination of the Chinese government to implement a China’s investment. You can see, before 1992, the FDI into

China was small. In 1992, the paramount leader, the latesustainable development strategy.
So, in conclusion, I think that the ambitious goal proposed Deng Xiaoping, made a historic tour to the south of China,

and China began to enlarge its opening to the outside world.by the Party and the government, that we build a well-off
society in 2020, is achievable. So, we can see, from 1993 to 1997, the inflow of FDI has
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In February and March 2002, the Chinese government
also issued new regulations on directing foreign investment
and the industrial guidelines for foreign investment, which
gave some general guidelines for foreign investment. The
main gist of these guidelines is, that more and more fields, or
sectors, are open to FDI, open to foreign investment. And
even the service sectors, such as banking, insurance, trade,
tourism, telecommunication, transportation, accounting,
auditing, laws, and other professional services, are also gradu-
ally opened to foreign investments.

All these measures have increased China’s transparency
of government policies and regulations. In the past, as you
know, our government generally used internal documents to
guide the activity of the companies. When we joined the
WTO, we have changed these traditional measures, and tried
to increase the transparency of policies and regulations. That
means that investors, especially overseas investors, now can
enjoy a more favorable investment environment in China. So,
this shows some specific measures that the Chinese govern-
ment has taken.

‘Going Abroad’
If over the past two decades, our opening up to the outside

FIGURE 3

China’s Foreign Direct Investment Inflows, 
1978-2002
($ Billions)

Source:  China National Statistics Bureau.
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world was mainly focussed on “bringing in,” now China has
begun also to “go abroad,” to implement a “Going Abroad”
strategy—which means we also encourage the Chinese enter-increased steadily, and largely. And owing to the financial

crisis in Asia, FDI dropped in 1998 and 1999; and in the prises to go abroad, to participate in the international coopera-
tion with the other countries. This is a new dimension ofrecent years, the [last] two years, the FDI into China has

begun to grow again. China’s opening-up policy.
This is just the beginning stage of the progress. Only pre-When China joined the WTO, China began to take some

new measures to open up its economy. The first one is, to liminary progress has been achieved in going abroad. By Sep-
tember 2002, over 6,000 Chinese enterprises have some con-reduce its tariffs, and expand market access. In 2002, China

reduced its tariffs on over 5,000 items, with general tariff nections and investments overseas, in over 160 countries,
with the Chinese contractual investment being $9.2 billionlevels reduced from the original over 15%, to only 12%, and

also abolished import quotas on eight items, such as grain, (official figures). The actual overseas investment of Chinese
companies, in the other countries, is larger than the govern-cotton, and fertilizer. From the beginning of this year, China

further reduced its tariffs on 5,000 items, with general tariff ment statistics. China has participated in over 200 cooperative
resources development projects, such as petroleum and natu-levels reduced to only 11.5%, and relinquished import quotas

on 31 items. So, this step is very big. This means that China ral gas exploration, mineral production, in forestry and fish-
ing, in more than 50 countries and regions.has honored its commitment to the WTO.

Besides this, China also took some measures to open up Most of the important aspects of our going abroad is to
seek cooperation with other countries, to develop the projectsits FDI sectors, including measures such as revising the laws

on foreign-funded enterprises in line with WTO rules, prom- that are important, such as petroleum and natural gas.
In order to adjust to the new situation, the Chinese govern-ulgating new FDI industrial guidelines, and so on. As for

revising laws on the foreign enterprises, China has three im- ment is also planning to reform, to simplify, administrative
examination and approval procedures on investment over-portant basic laws concerning foreign ventures, or foreign-

funded enterprises, which were issued, I think, at the begin- seas, because there currently are still a lot of restrictions on
Chinese enterprises when they try to make investments andning of China’s opening up, in the early 1980s. By that time,

the most part of China’s economy was under the planned they engage in international cooperation with other countries.
So, the next task is to simplify and reform the managementsystem, and in order to give space for joint ventures, China

designed the three basic laws. However, because the laws at system, so we can also provide a more supportive environ-
ment for Chinese enterprises going abroad, and provide themthat time had some aspects which were not consistent with

international laws, when China joined the WTO, it had to with a more extensive cooperation.
Okay, this is my very simple presentation. Thank you forrevise them; and now, it is in full compliance with the general

practice of the WTO, on FDI. your attention.
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to see that certain qualities of human nature are always nega-
Dr. Kim Sang-woo tive or bad.

The reason why I’m saying this, and taking this approach,
is that, after a day—half a day and yesterday night—listening
to what has been said here in this conference hall, and from
the experiences that I’ve been encountering inwhat is happen-Prospects of Economic
ing in my part of world—the situation of development of the
North Korean nuclear crisis, and how things are not workingCooperation in N.E. Asia
in the way we had first perceived it. Because when President
Kim Dae-jung, the former President of South Korea, came

Dr. Kim is the Secretary General of the East Asian Common into power, we saw, for the first time since the division of the
country, a genuine possibility of North-South Korean recon-Space Secretariat in Seoul, South Korea. He spoke to the

Eurasian Land-Bridge panel on March 22. ciliation.
For 50 years, we’ve been separated. We had a war. We

I would like to thank the orga- had been taught that the “other side” was our enemy, and
that there is no possibility of peace or reunification. And, wenizers of the Schiller Institute

for having me again, to have believed that. We were living under the influence of the Cold
War. And we certainly took the position of supporting ourthis opportunity to say a few

words to all of you. It’s a very patron, the United States, which represented the Free World.
And of course, North Korea took the position of supportingdifferent setting from what I

normally am used to: I’m used the Soviet Union, their patron. And we thought that that was
how life would be, for Korea. But, since the inter-Koreanto sitting with diplomats, poli-

ticians, journalists. But, here, summit, in June 2000, the unexpected happened. And again,
we felt that it was now quite possible, that Koreans couldI see in this gathering, a group

of people with like-minded vi- determine the future of their fate. And, for the year 2000, we
were very optimistic, upbeat, of the possible prospects. And,sions of a better world, a noble Dr. Kim Sang-woo

cause, high moral standards of course, things changed.
for individuals. Therefore, I
feel somewhat out of place. Because, I’ve heard what Mr.Impact of Bush Policies

The direct result of the U.S. Presidential election had hadLaRouche had said yesterday, in his passionate speech; and
to regard him as a politician is very unnatural. Because I’ve considerable effect. President Bush, once he came into power,

the first thing that he did, of course, was to announce Northbeen in politics now for more than 10 years—I’ve been a
member of Parliament in Korea, as well—and I find that, Korea’s leader to be one of the “axis of evil.” And, certainly,

when he had his first summit with President Kim Dae-jung,to be a noble and honest individual in politics, in the
real world, is not necessarily a trait that benefits the indi- he made it clear that he didn’t like the North Korean leader,

and that North Korea was a very terrible regime. That cer-vidual.
While I was coming to Frankfurt, yesterday, on the plane, tainly changed the prospects for the Korean Peninsula. And

then, of course, the Bush Administration postponed a NorthI had an opportunity to watch a movie, a video. It was called,
The Emperors Club. It had some effect on me, briefly; but I Korean policy for six months, making the North Koreans very

anxious, and very concerned. And everything went downhill,would like to mention what happened in that movie, that I
would like to tell you. In that movie, the teacher believed, that since then.

Regardless of the efforts made by North and South Koreamolding and forming character for the future—preparation
of future leadership of great causes—was very necessary, to improve relations—in its own way, they made progress;

small steps, but progress: of separated families’ reunions, andand very important; because, “with great power comes great
responsibility.” trying to link South and North Koreas’ railways, which was

part of the grand vision that former President Kim Dae-jungBut, he had found in a student of his—who comes from
good family, where the father, a very successful politician, had. He’s the first Korean President ever to, officially, make,

as policy, the concept of establishing an Iron Silk Road fromand he himself, is also aspiring to become a politician—said:
The teacher lives in an imaginary world, unreal world. And Pusan to Paris. Of course, the new President, who has more

or less stipulated that hewouldcontinue thepolicies in regardsthe real world is: In order to achieve your object, if it’s neces-
sary, you’ll lie, cheat, do whatever. And that gets things done. to North Korea, in regards to its foreign policies, has said that

the new Northeast Asian prospects of economic cooperationAnd, of course, the teacher was very disappointed, feeling
that his life was a complete failure. But, what I liked about will be even greater. And made recommendations to [Japa-

nese] Prime Minister Koizumi, that they should build an un-the movie, of course, was that the ending was not depressing.
The ending was that, through his other students, he was able derwater tunnel, so that Tokyo will be connected to the Eur-
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asian railway system. ance in the region, as well. We know that the United States
regards Japan as its Northeast Asian ally, and that it willBut, I must say, that whether or not real progress will be

made, will depend on many things. And one of the main strengthen that alliance, which will certainly make China feel
very uneasy and uncomfortable in the future. And Korea, ofthings, of course, is how the United States perceives this

Land-Bridge, or this connection of Europe and Asia: whether course, is not a major player in the region, because Northeast
Asia is a region which has all the great powers of the worldit is perceived to be against the interest of the United States,

or in the interest of the United States. So, if the United States involved, and certainly playing for their national interests.
And it will be a very difficult region in which to reach a kindperceives it to be against its interests, it will certainly not be

an easy task to achieve, because we have experienced other of consensus.
But, looking at the situation under the rather more com-incidents, where we found that it is not easy to actually accom-

plish things that the United States would sometimes not plex circumstances, I feel that still—regardless of all that—
there is a genuine prospect for improving and developing thecondone.

For instance, when we had the “Asian financial crisis” in region as a whole. The process that has been started by the
ASEAN countries, in 1999: ASEAN consists of 10 Southeast1997, we found that the financial system that was dominated

by the IMF (International Monetary Fund) and the World Asian countries, which are not considered to be very impor-
tant countries, in the sense of economic might, nor militaryBank, did not really provide the necessary support, nor the

solutions to overcome the crisis. So, Japan had advocated to might. It is developing countries. But still, it has been able to
achieve a certain sense of unity and cooperation, since 1967,create an Asian Monetary Fund, but it was quickly rejected

by the United States, because it might weaken the IMF and which now looks at a possible common market and common
currency. And it has initiated, to the greater powers in thethe World Bank, and the economic system that we have now.

So, that was quickly dropped. region—namely, China and Japan—a framework, that en-
ables these three countries to have regular summits, in theSo, we see the limitations of what the rest of the world

can do, in light of the strong influence and opposition of the forum of the ASEAN+3. It’s a very unnatural title, because,
although the initiation and the leadership is seemingly pro-United States. We could say, here, that that is wrong. The

United States shouldn’ t do this. It goes against all the interests vided by ASEAN, certainly, of course, China and Japan
would be regarded as the real powers behind this framework.of the rest of the world. But, whether or not we will be able

to prevent these things from actually happening, is another Nevertheless, Japan and China were not able to really have a
consistent, regular, cooperative relationship—because of pastmatter. We’ve now experienced this first hand, with the attack

on Iraq. And, this is why it gives me some displeasure, in history, because of their rivalry, and because of the regional
nature of the relationship, geographical relationship in North-standing here and addressing you, in a more or less pessimistic

or negative way. Because I should be here, trying to rally the east Asia.
I think that has somewhat been alleviated through thisforces that are against this kinds of unilateralism that goes

against international cooperation. process of having regular meetings, and also providing a
venue for the leadership to sit down and talk about positive
cooperation between their countries.Northeast Asia’s Prospect

I just want to point out, that we live in a world, that is Not just because of Iraq, but certainly because of the pros-
pects of what might happen on the Korean Peninsula, andvery gray; it is not black and white. Sometimes that makes

things quite difficult to actually ascertain. Because, it will because the U.S. Bush Administration has taken a very differ-
ent approach from its normal U.S. position—in other words,be quite easy to look at the situation, “good versus evil,” or

“black and white.” But, there are certain points, that make defying the multilateral system of the United Nations—by
pre-emptive attack on a country, just because it feels that itthe situation a little more blurry. For instance, it is true that

Saddam Hussein is a terrible leader. It is true that his regime serves the interests of the United States. [This] has now cre-
ated a precedent; very scary. And, whether or not the Unitedhas done and committed quite serious atrocities against its

own people. It is also true that North Korea’s Kim Jong-il, States, the only superpower in the world—in the true sense,
militarily as well as economically—will continue to take thisthe leader, is also a terrible leader; and that, it is doing things

to its people that we certainly would not condone, in the attitude of unilateralism; certainly it will spill over to other
countries, as well.normal circumstances.

But, because we do the best we can, under the circum- The prospects are gloomy, but at the same time, it also
does tend to give us more reason, for trying to work out astances in the situation we have, I do think that we have to

address these issues, and try to find a middle way out of the peaceful solution, and finding the kind of future that Mr.
LaRouche and others have conveyed during the conference.situation. For instance, Northeast Asian cooperation is some-

thing that we really need to work at, but there are other factors And therefore, I hope the Schiller Institute and the people
involved in this Institute continue the struggle, and powerthat are at play, that make that difficult as well. For instance,

we just do not look at the Northeast Asian economic coopera- to you. And hopefully, you will succeed in your endeavor.
Thank you.tion aspect; but we look at the security and the military alli-
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already very serious and sincere, so I will try to help you with
Dr. Chin Hyung-in your desire to learn something important.

I have been working for some time as a Korean advisor
to the Ministry of Construction and Transportation in Seoul,
regarding the entire Eurasian Land-Bridge. In this presenta-
tion, I summarize our own work at the Korea Maritime Insti-Economic Outlook For
tute on the Eurasian Land-Bridge. I had already planned to
visit Russia to further our own research there, when EIRaskedThe Eurasian Railroad
if I could address your seminar in Germany, so we adjusted
our schedule, and we came here. Actually, I was speaking in

Dr. Chin is vice president of the Korea Maritime Institute the United States in 2000, in Seattle, and a researcher, Mr.
Hal Cooper, gave me the EIR report on the Eurasian Land-(KMI), a government research institution under the South

Korean Prime Minister’s Office. He is also president of theBridge. I found it to be a wonderful and very fine report, so I
contacted EIR, saying, “You produced a very good report.”Korea Logistics Society, which deals with all modes of trans-

portation across Asia. He has been a railroad and inter- That’s how my relationship with EIRbegan. I think EIRalso
has very good inputs and improvements in making the Eur-modal consultant to the UN ESCAP for the Trans-Asia Rail-

road Project. He received his Ph.D. in Economics from theasian Land-Bridge possible. Also, we have many problems.
So now, I will talk about, as a researcher, I will presentState University of New York at Binghamton, in 1985. The full

title of his speech is “Eurasian Railroad: Current Operation, to you what the economic advantages will be, and what the
potential is, and some operational and management aspects,Prospects, and Its Meaning to the Northeast Asian Econ-

omy.” A selection of his graphics is published here.EIR will and required investments, and government regulations—
there are so many aspects to be achieved, and to be consideredprint a more extensive documentary presentation in a future

issue. and pursued.
This is the Eurasian Land-Bridge proposal for five sys-

Thank you for allowing me to speak about the Eurasian Land- tems (Figure 1), and until now, most important has been the
Trans-Siberian Railroad [TSR]; but there is also the Trans-Bridge. Usually, as a transportation authority, many times I

speak about these kinds of things as a very serious subject; Mongolian Railroad [TMGR], Trans-Manchurian Railroad
[TMR], Trans-China Railroad [TCR] (obviously also a veryand frequently, I’m talking in a foreign language, about a

serious analysis in an academic setting. Here I think you are important railroad), and the Trans-Korean Railroad [TKR].

Dr. Chin Hyung-in: “If we
construct both [East and West
Railways], it will be better.”
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FIGURE 1

Eurasian Railroad

You see here the TSR, from all the way from Vostochny to But personally, as a researcher and area expert, I’d prefer
the priority to be the left side, because we need more cargoMoscow, Brest, and you can go even farther west to Hamburg,

and Rotterdam. Then the Trans-China Railway, starting from and communications there right now (between Seoul and Py-
ongyang), and we already have very well-developed shippingthe main port in China at Lianyungang, to connect with Chita,

to the north of China; and there is Beijing, Eren-hot, and Ulan- channels, from Pusan to the right-hand line (TSR to Russia).
But anyway, both are very important, so both will be con-Ude, also very important for Korea.

Here (Figure 2)) you can see the Trans-Korean Railway structed soon, and very energetically.
Please note the grey shaded boxes marked “Unlinkedconnection. One, at the left, is going from the west side of

Korea to China, the Kyongui Line. The other, at the right, is Area.” Please imagine the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), the
38th parallel, as a line dividing Korea crossing from left togoing from the east side of Korea, to Russia, the Donghae

Line. And, there are several different interest groups debating right, passing through the center of these unlinked areas. In-
side these unlinked areas, this is where we are now concentrat-as to which one should be connected first, or which is more im-

portant. ing our efforts to re-construct the Trans-Korean Railroad for
the first time in 50 years. As one North Korean official toldBut as a specialist, I think both are important, so it’s no

problem. If we construct both, it will be better! Meanwhile former U.S. Ambassador to South Korea Donald Gregg: “We
are ripping up 50-year-old trees and tearing up all the landthe construction of both is under way, and one will go through

Shinuiju, as you see on the left side, and on into China. And mines, to rebuild the railroads and highways, which shows
that we would prefer to have peace.”the other one will go through Tumengang on the right, at the

mouth of the Tumen River, where North Korea, China, and There is one unlinked area on the west side at left, running
from Seoul northwest to Pyongyang and Shinuiju.Russia meet, and into Russia. Russia is naturally very con-

cerned about completing the railroad on the right, so that There is the second unlinked area on the east side at right,
running from Seoul northeast across the DMZ and then upcargo can then go all the way through, starting from

Vostochny, through to Moscow and Europe. the northeast coast to Tumengang where the three countries
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meet, to the lines of the TKR in Russia. And you can see that
Seoul is a kind of center of a large “X” connecting all the rail
lines on the Korean Peninsula.

Here (Figure 3), I’m showing the details inside the “un-
linked areas” on the previous slide, where these two rail lines
are now being re-connected. The top of this slide shows the
western Kyongui Line from Seoul northwest to Pyongyang,
Shinuiju, and into China. The bottom half of the slide shows
the eastern Donghae Line, from Seoul northeast to Wonsan,
Tumengang, and Russia.

At the top of the slide is the western railway, and you see
there the Demilitarized Zone, in the middle of the line. And
on the left you see, starting from the south, in South Korea:
Seoul, and then Munsan at the southern edge of the DMZ, and
then you see the DMZ, and then the town of Bongdong in
North Korea at the northern edge of the DMZ. And this line
continues to Kaesong in North Korea, where it is proposed to
build the important Kaesong Industrial Complex as an Inter-
Korean industrial project, and to Pyongyang, Shinuiju, and
into China.

As you see, from Munsan at the southern edge of the
DMZ, there is only remaining to be rebuilt 12 kilometers to
the Military Demarcation Line at the center of the DMZ,
and then only 8 kilometers more, north to Bongdong at the
northern edge of the DMZ. As South Korean President Kim

FIGURE 2
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rean Railway: First, regarding North Korea, with respect to
TABLE 1

the TSR, Russia wants to participate in the modernization ofRailroad Facilities of South and North Korea
North Korea railroads related to the TSR. Russia intends to

South Korea North Korea renew its political and economic relationship with North Ko-
rea. Russia also is also trying to solve North Korea’s problem

Length of Routes 3,125 km 5,214 km
of debts owed to Russia, through cooperation among South

Electrification
Korea, North Korea, and Russia. They are all trying to devise

Length 661 km 432 km
some measures to solve that problem, by making new finan-

Percentage 21% 8.3%
cial arrangements linked to the railroad project.

Double Track Rail
I have visited Moscow a few times, as a consultant on this

Length 901 m 156 km
railroad; and this week, traveling in Russia I learned new

Percentage 29% 3%
facts. So I would like to add here to what I had planned to say
earlier: The concept of the Eurasian Land-Bridge seems to
have changed a little bit.

Before, when we in Korea spoke of the Eurasian Land-
Bridge in Russia, we usually thought about “transit costs.”imagine Seoul is further to the left. This is the line running

from Seoul to Yongsan at the southern side of the DMZ, We are shipping goods through Russia, so that Korean cargo
goes from the Pacific end from Pusan, or Seoul, or Vostochny,then northeast across the DMZ eventually up the east coast to

Russia. We tried to show that inside the DMZ, this line has all the way to Europe, in such a way, that Russia can charge
a transit fee. That is one concept of the Eurasian Land-Bridge,several segments at different stages of development. For ex-

ample, from South Korea, 9.2 kilometers to Cholwon is one of Russia primarily as a transit corridor.
However, the economy right now in Moscow is growing,segment. Then another 5.0 kilometers, a different kind of

segment; and another 2 kilometers to the Military Demarca- and trade between Russia and Korea is increasing. Trade vol-
ume is going increasingly high. So right now, the trade vol-tion Line at the center of the DMZ. And so on.

So the eastern line to Russia has, inside the DMZ, five ume between Seoul—and not only Seoul, from Pusan—to
Moscow, is increasing, which makes Moscow itself an impor-different segments at different stages, with lengths of

9.2+5+2+2+12.8 kilometers, a total of only 31 kilometers. tant destination for Korean goods. The most important prod-
ucts are electronic goods, produced by Samsung and LG,Anyway, this line runs by Cholwon, northeast into North Ko-

rea at the town of Pyongang (please do not confuse this with other well-known Korean manufacturers. They have a large
market share in Russia.North Korea’s capital in the northwest, Pyongyang). It then

runs to the key North Korean port of Wonsan, then to Kowon, But further, I learned that now much of the cargo is mov-
ing not actually from Vostochny to Moscow, but fromup the east coast to Tumengang where the three countries

meet, and into Russia connecting, as I said earlier, to the Vostochny to Finland, and from Finland to Moscow, due to
the fees and regulations. So the goods are shipped over aTrans-Siberian Railway. And despite all the problems with

the rail connections, I am pleased to tell you that we did re- longer route via Finland, to avoid some government regula-
tions in Russia, especially customs regulations, because theopen the automotive and bus highway along this route in

February, for the first overland crossing of the DMZ in over Russians are imposing a very high customs tax. So certain
Russian regulations are causing reduced efficiency of the50 years. Many South Koreans have already travelled this

route by land to the famous Diamond Mountain or Mount overall shipping lines.
Another problem is that of empty containers. If you de-Kumgang in the North, also commemorated in songs and

legends in the 5,000-year history of Korea. . . . liver container cargo from Point A to Point B, then you should
be able to backload the empty containers, to load anotherAs to rail length (Table 1), actually the length in South

Korea is shorter than in the North; it has not been extended cargo at Point B and ship it somewhere—but the cargo is
unbalanced between Vostochny and Moscow in one direc-very much. In the South, however, we have more electrifica-

tion (21% versus 8.3% in the North) and a higher percentage tion, and back in the other direction, back into Eurasia. So,
there are problems with empty containers.of double lines, which makes the system much better. And

of course in the North, the facilities are very old, and not This means, that we are talking about the Russian aspect
of the Eurasian Land-Bridge a lot, but in reality, the Russianvery efficient.
government does not fully utilize enough, the available facili-
ties for making it more efficient and to make it an automaticThe Russian Connection

I’ll now talk about some new developments, politically system.
As to North Korea, of course, the Trans-Korean Railwayand in operational aspects.

Reviewing relations between Russia and the Trans-Ko- project could offer them the opportunity to earn foreign capi-
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tal which they desperately need to develop their economy. We also need to improve operating block trains between
major cities such as Berlin, Moscow, Nahodka, and Brest.They could charge transit fees for allowing transit cargoes to

go from South Korea to Russia, and encourage foreigners to Operating block trains are those trains running for a certain
block between certain cities, and these are not running wellinvest in their development projects.

There has already been important dialogue between North within Eastern Russia right now. Also, last year at this time,
I heard that there are some block trains running between ChinaKorea and Russia with respect to the TSR. North Korean

Chairman Kim Jong-il visited Moscow and Russian President and Russia, but they are very expensive. But as I said earlier,
the cost of the regulations is very expensive, and so not manyVladimir Putin has been in twice in Pyongyang, where they

have each time discussed putting strong efforts into the recon- cargoes are coming directly into Moscow.
I am regularly visiting Moscow, and I see it’s not modern-struction of the TSR.

In February 2000, they signed a new North Korea-Russia ized, and their facilities can be improved a lot. There is a lack
of facilities, and extreme over-regulation, which is an obstacleTreaty of Amity and Cooperation. In July 2000, Putin and

Kim met and agreed to pour all efforts into re-vitalizing the against running the block trains—that’s one of the major ob-
stacles, I think.TSR along the east side of Korea. They also agreed that con-

necting the other western railroad between Seoul and Pyongy- Another issue is that currently, various TAR nations are
applying different rate criteria to freight transportation, whichang (122 kilometers) and modernizing the railroad between

Pyongyang and Khassan were important issues, among also creates problems in communications and payments, and
so it also delays shipments. For example, there are two rateothers.

In August 2001, Chairman Kim Jong-il visited Russia by application systems, ETT (European Common Tariff) and
ITT (International Transport Tariff). In the ETT rate structure,TSR train, and talked about the TSR and TKR, and also their

staffs have discussed it again since then. In August 2001, the the shipping rate increases in direct proportion with transport
distances, whereas under the ITT structure, the rate increasesRussian government expressed its intention to invest about

$500 million into modernizing the entire Kyong Won Rail- in proportion with decreasing distances. Two different ways
of thinking.road Line inside North Korea.

We need to have a recorded “through rate,” which can be
applied for cargo all the way from Seoul to Moscow, or Be-Problems To Be Overcome

As I told you earlier, there have been some barriers and larus, or Berlin, so that the freight forwarder can charge a
uniform through rate for the shipper, and he can pay that costproblems to resolve. For example, the documents of the differ-

ent countries have different Codes, different Document Re- to the railroad. This is very important, but it’s very difficult
to achieve agreement. When I was working at the UN ESCAPquirements, and different Customs Clear Restrictions, and

even the languages are different; as yet, no common language on this, there were many railroad officials from many coun-
tries—Germany, Poland, and Belarus, of course Russia andhas been decided. This is causing delays by making it neces-

sary to re-prepare the documents each time in each country. China—who sat down together, and talked about that, many,
many times; but this is the most difficult part.And if there are not easily usable documents, people and cargo

will be pulled aside and not easily allowed to pass over the So various nations will have to make concessions and
compromises to achieve unified operations profitable to all.border, and the shipments are delayed while you have to send

far away for proper authorization back home. Russia has proposed that certain big international freight for-
warders come out strongly and take the initiative to apply aSo next, we need the establishment of close cooperative

relationships between bordering nations with respect to the certain uniform international rate, but still it has not been
made to work well, and still we have problems.Trans-Asian Railway (TAR) operations, to secure rapid and

safe border crossings for TAR trains. We also need to set Also, rail transport cost structures could be different from
each nation to the other, because each TAR nation has a differ-an institutional agreement to ensure effective and efficient

through traffic, especially for transshipment of cargoes, ent rail transport structure. Sometimes costs are calculated
differently, because the physical railroad structure itself isamong TAR nations.

For the transportation to be effective, trains should run different from country to country, and so the unit cost for
transit is actually rather different among nations.regularly. It should be just like shipping vessels, often called

liner vessels, because those ships usually leave on time. So Then we have to consider even the size of the railroads
in different countries. Some have a long distance, some havealso the trains should leave on time, regularly, once a day, or

twice a day, or three times a week, in a precisely scheduled a shorter distance. For example: Russia has a long length
of rail transport, whereas a small nations such as Poland hasway. If we have regular train operations, this will allow the

railway transport to be linked economically with ocean liner a short length of rail transport. Therefore, the unit cost of
transport (cost per km) could be higher in Poland thanvessels’ time schedules in the major regional ports such as

Vostochny, Nahodka, Lianyungang, Pusan, and so on. Russia.
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Reaching an agreement to apply a uniform through rate on the container or the shipment, so that when the train passes
regular recording locations, each shipment is electronicallyacross the TAR is not easy, due to these differences. A uni-

form acceptable rate which rationally reflects these differ- identified and tracked, with a sophisticated system of auto-
mated identification. That kind of system needs to be exportedences remains to be developed.

Also, we need the establishment of multimodal transport for the TSR.
Currently, in order to get a container all the way torates, for not only railroad transport, but for ocean shipping,

and port stevedoring, all together recorded as coherent multi- Moscow, since there is no Trans-Korean link yet, we need
to use a ship from Pusan to Vostochny, and that ship unitmodal transport rates.

In the case of ocean transportation, a multimodal transport rate per distance was normally very high, about $1,000, even
though the distance is only 500 miles. To compare, forrate is well developed in most of the routes. The TAR rate is

composed of the ocean shipping rate, the port charges, the example, the cost by ship from Pusan all the way to Lisbon
is almost the same, at $1,200, for a distance of about 10,000rail transport rates, the customs charges, the border passing

charges, etc. At the present time, the consigner has to pay miles. Recently the Pusan to Vostochny rate has been re-
duced to $600, as fluctuations in the shipping market occureach of these expenses separately, so it causes a lot of inconve-

nience. A system needs to be developed so that the consigner widely. But still, the unit distance cost of maritime shipping
is high in Northeast Asia, shipping large cargoes over rela-pays a unified multimodal rate to the freight forwarder or to

the multimodal transport operator, all at once. tively shorter distances. The unit cost per distance over such
local areas should be much lower by rail—if we had theThe other matter that’s important is the reliability and

safety of the cargo. Securing safety of cargoes through all the new railroad.
Overall, however, right now, of course the cost of usingprocedures of the transport routes is a very important factor to

further activate a wider use of the TAR. It has been improved a the entire TSR railroad is a little bit higher than the cost of ship
transportation, due to the reliability and other issues which welot, but still the rail transport operation is not as dependable

as the shipping operation. Shipping operations are very de- discussed. So, although container volume from South Korea
to Europe was 468,270 TEU [20-foot-equivalent units] inpendable, and they are very good, so the shipper does not have

to worry about that at all. But on the railroad, still on the 1999, among these, only 17,791 TEU was carried by TSR
through Vostochny.Eurasian Land-Bridge, sometimes the shipments get lost—

so it can be improved a lot. But scientifically, if we improve the railroads, we will get
an ultimate great benefit in cost reduction for all goods perAlso, the safe reverse flow of empty containers needs to

be ensured. This factor is especially important to re-enforce unit distance. And already the time is shorter by five days
using TSR than by ship. So more and more, the shippers areTAR marketing. The difficulty of securing the safe back-haul

transport of empty containers is one of the major obstacles to concerned to reduce time rather than reducing transport costs,
so they are increasingly using TSR. For example, in the caseincreasing the use of the TAR.

Developing an effective information system could be an of electronic goods, the shippers don’t care so much about the
cost of the shipment; they are more concerned about the rapidadequate solution to this problem. Applying a discount rate

for empty containers could also be a good measure to promote time and whether it is dependable or not.
But still, the volume using TSR is very low, and if thethe use of TAR. This is also a very important factor.

As you might guess, the information network is also im- TSR develops, it will be a good thing for the development of
the Northeast Russian provinces. The Russian Northeast hasportant in every aspect of the world, in business, and we need

a more efficient information network system to be connected. some merits to activate its economy: It is close to Korea; has
a labor supply with lower wage levels; and is linked to Siberia,Establishing a broad network of information is essential to

promote the exchange of documents among various transport where natural resources are rich. These factors, combined
with the TSR, which connects this region with Northeast Asiaagents. Also, information can be stored and exchanged in

real-time through this information system. Customers can lo- and Europe through rail, could make the economy of this
region develop fast.cate their cargoes all along the transport route using this infor-

mation system. The Russian government recently has poured its efforts
into improving TSR operations. Recently for the passenger
trains, the trip from Vostochny to Moscow is only seven days.Development for Eastern Russia

Actually, this has been improving, so in Russian railways, This is a very good improvement, and it was done by changing
government regulations, such as easing the border passingfor example, now, if they are asked to locate a shipment, they

can now often find the location of the shipment and inform regulation, and lowering the rate for transit cargoes. Also, the
duration of TSR transportation from Vostochny to Belarusthe shipper. But this was not true several years ago. And we

should strive to make it more as it is in the United States, has been reduced to seven days.
The Nahodka industrial complex, which is located nearwhere you have an electronic identification tagging system
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Vostochny, could be the place where trade between Korea
Chandrajit Yadavand Russia is centered. This also could be the spot where

several large industrial projects between Russia and Korea,
such as development of Siberian oil and gas fields, and UNPP
projects, could be promoted actively.

Why We Need Peace
Evaluation of TSR by the South Korean
Government And Eurasian Union

What is the evaluation, in summary, of the TSR by the
South Korean government? When the Koreans think this is

Chandrajit Yadav is a former Union Minister of the gov-very good, sometimes we are in too much of a hurry and make
too much noise, but in fact, right now, the South Korean ernment of India under Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. He

spoke to the “ Eurasian Land-Bridge” panel of the Badgovernment is thinking very seriously and scientifically about
re-connecting to the TSR, TCR, and TKR. We’re trying to. Schwalbach conference, on March 22. Subheads have been

added here.After some time, Koreans will make things happen in reality.
This is my personal opinion, and I told the South Korean

Since yesterday, many heartbreaking statements have beenEmbassy in Moscow this, that the modernization part should
be done by Russia, and of course China. It’s not the work of made, and I am sure that today and tomorrow, more ideas

will emerge, because this gathering, in my opinion, is here tothe Koreans. We should wait until things improve.
Activation of TSR operation could be beneficial to the consider, in a new emerging world situation, what kind of

world we are going to build. Yesterday Mr. LaRouche gavegrowth of the regional economy of such nations as South
Korea, North Korea, Northeast Russia, Central Asia, and Rus- a very detailed kind of road map of tomorrow’s world. And

today, Helga [Zepp-LaRouche] gave us a very thoughtful andsia as a whole. The TSR could promote trade among nations
in the regions of Northeast Asia, Central Asia, the Middle very educative historical development of the forces. We have

to learn some lessons from the events of history.East, and Northeast Europe.
Why is it so important that we have the policy to establish Unless and until we learn proper lessons, draw proper

conclusions, and also work out our proper strategy for today,Korea as the logistics hub in Northeast Asia? We’re taking
logistics very seriously in Korea right now, because all the the alternative strategy is a doomed world and a doomed hu-

manity. Science and technology, on the one hand, providedmanufacturing companies are going to China; even major
Korean manufacturers are moving factories to China, and all the necessary facilities for life; they have made our life

very much easier, though it is not for the entire population, itthen there will be enormous competition for our manufactur-
ing industries, so how can they survive? We need to concen- is for a few privileged sections of the society. But on the

whole, if you see, the progress of science and technology hastrate on our advantages, such as providing services for the
manufacturing companies, so we are trying to emphasize lo- turned its service to humanity. But we should not forget at the

same time, that they have also given us the potentiality togistics. . . .
In closing, I would like to say we are in an environment destroy the whole world. And today the world has got so much

nuclear armaments, that they can destroy the entire world notin which the Chinese economy is developing, and the Korean
economy, both North and South, is developing, and we’re once and twice, nor a dozen times, but they can destroy this

world a thousand times. So we are at a crossroad, humanityin the center of it geographically—in the center of China,
Japan, and Korea. We can offer all our routes for them as is today at the crossroad.
the hub for all transport in and around Northeast Asia and
all of Asia. Mahatma Gandhi’s Leadership

And therefore we are here; and perhaps this Iraq crisis hasKorea is connected by the ocean to every country, so if
we complete the rail, we will be connected also to the entire provided us an opportunity to give a very serious thought.

Before I make some observations about . . . how can IndiaEurasian continent. Then it will be excellent for trade of every
country to expand the entire Eurasian Land-Bridge, and it will play a role in Eurasian cooperation, in cooperation with Eu-

rope and Asia, Africa—the whole world—I would like todefinitely promote our economy much more.
We in Korea are thinking very seriously about this Trans- read a statement of Mahatma Gandhi, and I would like our

young friends here to know, that Mahatma Gandhi, before heKorean Railroad, and we hope it will be connected soon, so
that we can invest in the development of Northern Korea, and started leading our freedom struggle in India, he started rai-

sing his voice against this racist regime in South Africa. Whenalso Manchuria and the rest of China. I’m sure that will give
Korea the best opportunity to improve our economy and to he went—he was visiting South Africa when still very young,

and like you; and he saw how the racist regime was bringingimprove the economy of the entire region. Thank you very
much. oppression against the natives of Africa, how they were deny-
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Chandrajit Yadav: “ I have great
faith in youth, and I call upon all
our young brothers and sisters:
Make a pledge, that we are the
soldiers of a new world.”

ing them the fundamental human rights—he raised his voice speculation about our future is today. This he said six decades
before.) “Will our world always be one of violence? Willthere; he started the beginning of his freedom struggle in

South Africa. And 20 years later he came to India and then he there always be poverty, starvation, misery? Will we have
a firmer and wider belief in religion, or will the world bemade it a mass movement.

How did he do that? He did it being with the people, godless? If there is to be a great change in society, how will
that change be wrought? By war, or revolution? Or will itseeking the cooperation of the people, doing certain things on

the basis of some idealism. He was a man with idealism. He come peacefully?
“Different men give different answers to these questions,was a man who has immense faith in non-violence, immense

faith in truth, immense faith in justice. And therefore with the each man drawing the plan of tomorrow’s world as he hopes
and wishes it to be. I answer not only out of belief, but out ofconvictio, with the faith, he started the movement in a peace-

ful manner. And when we were in our freedom struggle in conviction. The world of tomorrow will be, must be, a society
based on non-violence. That is the first law: Out of it all otherIndia, our young people sometimes were losing patience,

wanting truly to take arms in their hands, wanting to organize blessings will flow. It may seem a distant goal, an impractical
Utopia. But it is not in the least unobtainable, since it can beguerrilla warfare against the British rulers. Gandhi said: “No,

you cannot defeat violence with violence; you may achieve worked for here and now. An individual can adopt the way of
life of the future—the non-violent way—without having toperhaps some result, but it will not be lasting. Don’t do that!

Fight on the basis of your ideals.” And when there was some wait for others to do so. And if an individual can do it, cannot
whole groups of individuals? Whole nations?”kind of upsurge—bloodshed, at one time there was—he said,

“No, I cannot tolerate violence.” And he was educating our Then he said, and I will underline it: “Men often hesitate
to make a beginning, because they feel that the objectivepeople, that the freedom struggle is not against the British

people, it is against the imperialism. It is not a question of cannot be achieved in its entirety. This attitude of mind is
precisely our greatest obstacle.”white and black. . . .

So, I want to drive your attention to what he said six Nothing is impossible, but if in our mind we have doubts,
we have hesitation, we do not have the capacity to take adecades before. How would he look at the world, what we

are discussing? He spoke about the world of tomorrow. A decision. Then the real trouble starts. “This attitude of mind
is precisely our greatest obstacle to progress—an obstaclesmall quotation of what he said, I would like to read to you.

I am not reading the whole thing. He said about the world that each man, if he only wills it, can clear away.”
So, this is a small quotation, which I have read from hisof tomorrow: “Perhaps never before has there been so much

speculation about the future as there is today.” (The same idea of the world of tomorrow.
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War on Iraq and the UN are giving serious thought to it. And that happens always with
new ideas, that people do not understand, they misunderstand,So I am saying, today the world is facing the real crisis.

Nobody could imagine this. As I said yesterday, the 21th they have doubts, there are people who deliberately want to
defeat. There is a kind of battle between the evil and the good.Century is going to be a century of such a great challenge. We

will be confronted with the annihilation of society, annihila- In our society, in our civilization, there exists in all the time,
for the whole eternity—in our mind there is a continuoustion of certain values. Today it is not the question, that Mr.

Bush and Mr. Blair jointly have attacked Iraq. The question battle between the good and the evil. When the good becomes
stronger, evil is defeated. But when evil becomes stronger,is: They have attacked the United Nations Security Council—

an institution, world-institution, which came into existence then good is defeated. And that is how the role of the individ-
ual is important. This importance—we must give a very seri-after such great sacrifices were made, wars were fought. After

that, that institution came into existence. That institution to- ous thought to all this.
I am so glad, that today Mr. Bush says: Either you areday is facing a challenge: What will be of this tomorrow? And

I am glad that in San Francisco the day before yesterday— with me or you are my enemy; either you fall in line with me,
otherwise I will treat you as my enemy. Who can say this?where the [United Nations] idea got the roots, where it got

its shape—our young people in San Francisco, U.S.A., our This only a dictator, a despot can say. What Mr. LaRouche
says—I don’t know—he said, that he [Bush] is a drunkard. Iintellectuals, our women, our students; they came, in thou-

sands and thousands, against their own government, against don’t know, what kind of things he drinks, but one thing is
very clear, after the attack on Iraq: that at least he is a power-their own President, this barbaric American leader. They have

been arrested in thousands in San Francisco. drunkard and he wants power for himself.
And once the man becomes the victim of ego, he has noIt is not the United States of America which is attacking

Iraq, it is a gang of people, a group of people, with the wrong future. Egoist man is always defeated, maybe today, maybe
tomorrow, maybe the day after tomorrow. So the whole worldidea, without understanding of the world situation. They are

out to destroy these values. So I am saying that this is the today is—now think of this thing—a new kind of movement
is coming. The question is that one head of a state, Mr. Bush—situation we are confronted with today. Mr. LaRouche, you

are an international personality, you are a known economist, maybe by manipulation he won his election, but it is a fact
that he is the head of state of a very important country, so-I am glad that your ideas, your vision is catching up. People
called the only superpower in the world today; he is the head
of the United States—one head of state is giving an open call
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to assassinate another head of state. What is this, if it is not a
crime, what else? Can one head of state give a call that he
wants to assassinate another head of state? And then he names
his operation, this attacking Iraq, Operation Iraq Freedom. He
has got the monopoly to launch the freedom for every country.

New Imperialism and Poverty
This is a new kind of imperialism which the world is

confronting today. And therefore we have to think about this,
very seriously. And I am saying that even our young people
in the United States of America—lots of people were killed,
suffered in the Second World War, in the Vietnam War. And
those people in the United States of America, they want to
build a new kind of society free from war and for peace. Now,
they are also confronted with this kind of illegality which is
now there.

So I am saying that this is a new kind of situation the world
is confronting. But another thing: This serious development is
taking place at a time, when the world is facing a very serious
socio-economic crisis. In spite of tremendous progress in sci-
ence, technology, communications, space science, Internet,
information technology, what is the condition of the common
man, who is responsible for the creation of the wealth?

Today the wealthiest 20% of the world accounts for 87%
of private consumption, while the poorest 20% accounts only
for 1.4%. The number of unnourished people—almost all live
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in the Third World countries—was 800 million in the year build a better progressive society. But in spite of that—I think
you are 300 million more than us in population, and you were2000, as against 570 million 20 years before. Now it is increas-

ing, the population of undernourished people is increasing telling me, “Maybe in another ten years you will cross our
population, you will become number one.”continuously, in spite of all the development and the progress

the world is claiming that it is making. Maybe we will become number one, but with this system,
what we have in India, we cannot become a number-one richThere are 1.3 billion poor people in the Third World to-

day—that is, one out of every three, that still lives in poverty; country or richer country. Maybe our problems will increase,
maybe our population will increase.in my country also, one-third of our population. Many friends

do not know—a friend of mine from France today, we were So I am saying that this is now the situation, that this is
still the situation in the world. The Third World foreign debt,just having breakfast together, then he said: How do you face

the problem of 800 million population in India? I said, it is which totaled some $500 billions in 1981, has reached now
more than $2.5 trillion. So far, the developing countries’ debtsnot 800 million, it is now more than 1,000 million population.

We have crossed the line of a billion. So Jawaharlal Nehru are also increasing. More than a billion adults remain illiter-
ate; more than 130 million school-going children are growingused to say, that we have as many problems as our population.

So our problem has increased. We have more than 1,000 mil- up without access to basic education, the dropout percent-
age—below six is standard; it is terrifying. They go to school,lion population and we have got more than 1,000 million

problems in India. but they cannot afford to go to school for a long time. If school
expenditure is increasing, fees are increasing, education isWe are a very complex society, but in spite of the com-

plexity, we have survived more than 5,000 years. One of the becoming costlier and costlier every day. Therefore their par-
ents force them to go to do some work. They are not ablemost ancient societies in the world. We survived only because

of our philosophy, because of our commitment to our ideal- to remain in this school, so the dropout percentage is also
very high.ism, because we have a very strong family unit. In spite of the

fact that one-third of our young people are unemployed, they The truth which cannot be hidden is that there are cur-
rently 800 million people who are suffering chronic hungerare not on the streets; their parents are there to take care of

them. If parents are not there, their brothers are there to take and have no access to healthcare services. In addition, the
AIDS virus is spreading fast among the poor countries, espe-care of them; if brothers are not there, their relatives are there

to take care of them; our family unit is very strong. And that cially in Africa and Asia. In its territories, 35 millions are
affected with HIV. Helga: When you visited India with Maryis one of the strongest points in our society, and that gives us

a lot of power to sustain. [Burdman] and some of your friends, you were taken to some
areas of poor people in Delhi, our national capital. And youThe World Bank, in its latest report on poverty, predicts

that the number of people living in absolute poverty could saw with your own eyes, there are voluntary organizations,
but this is a growing problem, because the poverty is the mainreach 1.5 billions. So it is continuously increasing, it is not

decreasing. It is a matter of serious concern, that the world is culprit of these things. They have no access to healthcare.
And they are poor people. So this virus is growing.becoming poorer; that those who are creating proper wealth,

they are becoming poorer, because of this system we have
today, this exploiting system. The stronger has the power to Who Is Responsible?

The important question which has to be answered is: Whoget more in the society.
is responsible for this situation? And then, What is the solu-
tion? This is what I want you to think of. I am not giving youThe Condition of Children and Youth

According to WHO [World Health Organization], one- any kind of “my” solution. I know my limitation, I know
my capacity. I am not an economist. I am not that kind offifth of the children of the world are undernourished and half

of the world population has no access to essential drugs. Each intellectual. I am basically like an ordinary worker, who was
born in an ordinary peasant family, got self-educated, andyear, 12 million children under five die—even today—and

95% of them die of poverty-related illness. Because of pov- came into politics with a certain idea, a certain vision, inspired
by great people of the world. Not only Mahatma Gandhi in-erty they die. They don’t have even the bare bread to eat and

therefore they become the victims of all kinds of diseases. spired me; not only Jawaharlal Nehru inspired me; Abraham
Lincoln inspired me, Lenin inspired me, at one point of timeOne-third of the population in the developing countries have

no access to suitable drinking water. Mao Tse-tung inspired me. . . . But then, where are we today?
So I am saying that these are the questions we have to thinkMy dear friend Bi [Jiyao], a professor, a doctor, and an

economist, has presented a very good picture of his country. about today.
Are the rich industrial countries morally obligated toChina is becoming in our days a matter of notice, because of

its speedy fast development; because it has got a vision, it has come forward to assist these unfortunate people and take care
of their well-being? Developed countries are every yeargot planning; they are determined to remove poverty, they are

determined to remove unemployment, they are determined to spending billions of dollars on the research, development, and
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manufacture of deadly armaments. Can they, in the name of
humanity and justice, divert a considerable percentage of that
money to wipe out the miseries of these poor people? The
answer is very simple: So long as this madness of arms race
continues and the present capitalistic system remains, one
should not expect any help from them. It is estimated, that the
attack on Iraq by the United States will cost not less than $50
billion. Mr. LaRouche was saying, that it will be perhaps more
than that, it will not remain only $50 billion. So on the one
side poverty, unemployment, diseases, children dying; and
on the other hand $50 billion that one country can mobilize
to destroy another country? What is this world, we are build-
ing today?

Now, the globalization. Unfortunately, we thought a few
years ago, maybe 12, 15 years ago, that there are two parallel
systems working in the world: capitalism versus socialism or
communism. After the disintegration of the Soviet Union,
after the disintegration of the Eastern European countries—I
could never imagine, that Bulgaria will join United States of

“ Men often hesitate to make a beginning,” said Mahatma Gandhi,
America in attacking Iraq. I could never imagine. “ because they feel that the objective cannot be achieved in its

entirety. This attitude of mind is precisely our greatest obstacle.”I was a friend of Bulgaria. I visited Bulgaria several times.
I thought, it is a beautiful country. And I remember, when I
was going to visit Bulgaria, I met our Prime Minister, Indira
Gandhi, and told her that I have been invited to visit Bulgaria, against this mad policy, it is a good sign, it is an important

sign, that one has to note.so I am going there. I was . . . in the Communist Party at
that time. So she said: “Chandrajit, you are visiting a small So I am saying, to meet this situation, what role India can

play. Very briefly I will tell you. India must play a role. Indiacountry, but they are beautiful people, a very affectionate
people. They are peasants like our peasants. But one thing is not only a country of more than a thousand million people.

India has played this role, even when we were not free. Ma-you must always keep in mind: Never treat any country, as that
it is a small country. Every country has got its own personality. hatma Gandhi did play a role, Jawaharlal Nehru did play a

role. Jawaharlal Nehru used to visit European countries. HeThey have got their own history, their own culture, their own
aspirations, their own artists; therefore respect those artists. was invited by Mussolini as a young leader, and he refused to

accept his invitation. He said, I cannot meet a dictator becauseRespect them. Don’t go divide up the country.”
And I am so sorry that Bulgaria today is on the side of Mr. I am one of the freedom fighters. So India has played a role.

India played a role with China and other countries, with EgyptBush and attacking, saying that we are fighting a “war of
peace,” we are fighting for the freedom of Iraq. and other African countries. We became one of the founders

of the Non-Aligned Movement.
So I am saying that this opportunity is provided. . . . Coun-Crisis Provides Opportunity

But now I am saying: Every crisis also provides an oppor- tries must revitalize now, they must come together. African
countries must see that African unity is strong. They are nottunity. So the Iraqi crisis is again providing an opportunity

for the thinking mind of the world. For our younger genera- divided. We must see today that this triangular idea—Eur-
asian cooperation, Russia, China, India, along with Korea andtion, this may be Mr. Bush’s policy. But he has been exposed.

And what is happening today? Even a few months before I other countries—they must come together.
They must seize this opportunity, and I want to tell you,used to tell, in my public meetings, that Europeans have

shown the wisdom, they have united. They have a European for your understanding. Mr. Bi is sitting here, representing
his country. India and China unfortunately were in a borderCommon Market. They have a European Parliament. They

have one currency, the euro, for the whole of Europe. Why conflict. For many years, we were not talking to each other;
but ultimately, wisdom prevailed in both countries. Both lead-can not Asia, why can not Africa also follow that? I used to

quote that as an example. ers today—I remember visiting China about 15 years before,
and I was meeting one of their top leaders, and he said aboutBut today, what is happening to this European Union?

The European Union, as Mr. LaRouche says, it will not sur- the India-China border solution, [he quoted] our late Prime
Minister Gandhi: He said we have problems, but we cannotvive. The beginning has started, where it has to be broken—

but broken on a principle, broken on a cause. And France and afford to be permanent enemies. We are two great people,
two great populations, two great civilizations, how can weGermany, two important European countries, taking a stand
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become permanent enemies? The border solution, he said,
Dr. Markku Heiskanenhas to be solved with patience, with understanding, and with

mutual interest. But let us talk on other things also.
We are talking. Today Russia and China and India are

good friends. We are planning, how intellectually we can
work together, and I am sure that this Iraq crisis has given Eurasian Land-Bridge
more ideas to work on that. So, I am sure that this 21st Century,
which is an important century, it has to be taken full care of. Viewed From the North
Without peace there will be no development. Peace is the
most important factor for development. Therefore peace at

Dr. Heiskanen, an official of the Finnish Foreign Ministry, isevery cost. We must become the peace workers. We must
work for peace and our priorities will be today: Unite the a senior fellow of the Nordic Institute of Asia Studies, working

in Denmark. This is his presentation on March 22 at the Badmovement, not only the governments; not the Indian govern-
ment, not the Chinese government, not the Russian govern- Schwalbach conference.
ment, not the French and German governments, but the peo-
ples who are there. A bigger factor than the governments are Thank you very much, Mme. Chairperson. First of all, I would

like to congratulate the organizers of this impressive and verythe people. Now they have come on the road, they have raised
their voice against this aggression. important conference, and extend my warm thanks for the

opportunity to speak in front of such a dynamic and young
audience, which is quite an exceptional process, and notedYouth Is Revolutionary by Nature

So let us make a plea to unite the people of the world. Let also by Ambassador Kim.
I am speaking here, primarily in the capacity of a visitingthe people of the world today unite for peace, against injustice,

against violence, against terrorism, against war. And this is senior fellow of the Nordic Institute of Asian Studies. It’s an
institute which is maintained by the Nordic countries: Fin-where I am going to finish. In my opinion the role of youth is

most important today. The youth is revolutionary by nature, land, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Iceland. I basically
come from the Finnish Foreign Ministry, where I have beenyouth is forward-looking by nature, youth is anti-establish-

ment, youth is against traditions. Youth have got new vision. serving as the Deputy Policy Planning Director; my special
focus of interest being the Northeast States of Eurasia. In thatSo the role of youth is very important, and youth must

work with faith, must work with conviction, must work with capacity, as the Deputy Policy Planning Director, in 1999,
when Finland held the presidency of the European Union, Idetermination. And they must say we are not going to tolerate

the world, the ideas and vision of Mr. Bush and Mr. Blair; the had the honor to chair the policy planning and analysis work-
ing group of the European Union. And the working groupnew kind of imperialism which wants to destroy the whole

world. We are going to work for peace, unity, for a better produced a 30-page report, entitled, “Perspectives for Multi-
Lateral Support to Security and Cooperation in Northeastworld.

And with these words I call upon the youth, who are partic- Asia: The Role of the European Union.” I return to this report
a little bit later in my presentation.ipating in this conference in a large number: Go with a mis-

sion, go with a conviction; go with the faith that whatever it A third role that I have also, in a way, today, is that in
my private life, I’m chairman of the Finland/Northeast Asiais, if we have to make sacrifices, we make them. I know that

many, many youth in every country, for their freedom, for Trade Association. I think this capacity links me to the con-
cept of the Eurasian railway, not only as a transportation link,their independence, they gave their lives, they gave their

blood. They did not achieve freedom in their own life, but but particularly as a geo-economic, and increasingly, as a
geopolitical factor, as was referred to by earlier speakers to-their blood did not go to waste. Their blood brought the free-

dom, their blood brought the better future. day and yesterday.
I think this is the seventh conference, symposium, meet-So I have great faith in youth, and I call upon all our young

brothers and sisters: Make a pledge, that we are the soldiers ing, workshop I’m participating in, dealing with the question
of Eurasian railways. Last year in April, my association orga-of a new world.
nized a Eurasian railway symposium in Helsinki, which was
very successful; and I think the most important thing—we

FOR A had, certainly, all relevant countries participating, including
both Korean states. That was the first time that North Korea
participated in such a meeting. And the last meeting, last year,DIALOGUE OF CULTURES
before this conference, was in Beijing in December. And the

www.schillerinstitute.org map you can see here—I think it’s a very interesting and
important map; because it doesn’t show only Eurasia, but also
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Dr. Markku Heiskanen: “ There is
already a functioning Eurasian
railway connection.”

the Northern Hemisphere including North America. I’ll return we have very large logistics centers, which provide daily train
connections; about 1 kilometer-long freight train is leavingto this map a little bit later.
every day from Finland, for Vostochny, which is the port
of Vladivostok in the Russian Far East. And unlike it wasHow Eurasian Railway Functions

Perhaps I can say a few words about the conclusions of formerly believed, the trains are very, very punctual. I think
you have this high-tech monitoring, so the customers knowthe informal, and “Track II” symposium we had in Helsinki.

The basic point of convening such a symposium was, that we the time, where the containers are, what time they are arriving
in their destination port. Many people remember the old dayswanted to make known that there is already a functioning

Eurasian railway connection, which is quite unknown for the when there was a department in the Russian, and probably in
the Soviet, Ministry of Railways, “Department of Missingtime being. As the previous speakers said, there are a number

of problems: opening the transport and railways connecting Trains”; and I think the trains really were missing sometimes.
I had a friend of mine, a diplomat from Poland, who movedthe different railways you can see there to the European sys-

tem. There are problems with crossing the frontiers, and so from Tokyo to Helsinki, and all his home disappeared on the
way from Vladivostok to Helsinki. And he got compensationon and so on. One of the conferences in which I participated

last year was in Lianyungang in China, a Chinese harbor from the insurance company, and two years later, the con-
tainer was found. And I don’t know even today, how it waswhich is the terminal of the Euro-Asian railway which was

initiated ten years ago. The other terminal, in Europe, is Rot- solved by the insurance company.
So, the point is, that there is a working and operating,terdam. And that was quite interesting, because it was the

Euro-Asian Land-Bridge ten-year anniversary. And some very effective, and increasingly used, Eurasian railway, from
Finland to Vostochny, but not only to Vostochny. The major-250 participants: I was the only European there, and I am

not even related to the connection in Rotterdam. So it says ity of the freight from Vladivostok/Vostochny goes to Pusan,
in South Korea. And of course, it is—for everybody using thesomething about reality of this Lianyungang-Rotterdam cor-

ridor. It’s working; but so many problems. Because you have Eurasian railway lines—very important if one day we can
reconnect with the Trans-Siberian Railway. But it may taketo cross so many countries with different gauges; the width

of the rail; electronic systems, locomotives, whatever—I’m time. It’s very much possible that in spite of all the nuclear
tensions and so on, on the Korean Peninsula, the final recon-not a railway man, so I don’t know so much about the technol-

ogy; but it doesn’t work very well. nection of the railway tracks will take place this week, or next
week, according to information we have received throughOn the other hand, what is fairly unknown (not as much

as it was in April 2002) is that from Finland—it’s not exactly international media from the two Korean states.
But, however, connecting the Trans-Siberian Railway:from the capital of Finland, Helsinki, but close to Helsinki—
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I think primarily it is a symbolic, psy-
chological, and very important polit-
ical confidence-building measure in
Korea, and in the region at large. It
may take several years, I think, be-
fore the Trans-Siberian network can
really serve as an effective destina-
tion of the Eurasian railway.

So, this railway-ship connection
between Finland, Moscow, Vladi-
vostok, and Pusan can work pretty
much to the concept which was men-
tioned by the previous speaker,
which was multimodal transporta-
tion systems. That is a multimodal
transportation system. It’s working
very well. From Helsinki to Vladi-
vostok, it’s, I think, more than 9,000
kilometers. Even if the freight trains
run quite slowly at the moment, it
takes only 12 days. Then, when you
reload the freight, and transport it by
ships to Pusan—so, 16 days, only
about two weeks later, they’re al-
ready in Pusan. If you use more com-
mon means of transportation through
the Suez Canal, it takes about 45 days
average—and you are never sure ex-

FIGURE 1

Northern East-West Sea/Land-Bridge, Boston to China

Source:  Adapted from Transportuvikling.

actly when the goods are arriving in
their destination.

So, I think this multimodal system, combining freight map, is from Lianyungang, China, via Beijing, via the Trans-
Siberian Railway—on that map it goes through Kazakstan,transportation and road transportation, of course. The Korean

Demilitarized Zone is now connected, and it’s open—I think but there are also possibilities to use the Vladivostok and other
connections. So, the idea, and I think quite revolutionary, inthe two road corridors are open. So, of course, the multimodal

transportation includes also road traffic, shipping, and natu- a positive sense, is that you connect this Lianyungang connec-
tion up from Russia, through Finland, to Sweden, to the portrally, to a certain extent, also air traffic.
of Narvik, in Norway.

The rationale of combining or connecting this railway toNorthern East-West Corridor
Well, then, I think there’s no time now to speak on the the port of Narvik in Norway, is that Narvik is the only Atlan-

tic harbor in northern Europe, which is a deep-water harborgeo-economic and geopolitical importance of the railways. I
think on the Internet you can find a lot of material on this, by and an ice-free harbor; and what’s even more important, that

it’s connected by railway to the Swedish and Finnish, andclicking the keyword “Eurasian Railways.” You can also find
the report of the meeting we held in April; it’s about a 200- then Russian system. We must keep in mind that, for historical

reasons, Finnish and Russian railways have the same gauge.page report with a lot of power point material, statistics, like
was shown by the previous speakers’ presentations; various The same width of rail, which facilitates very much also the

running of the present northern-most Eurasian corridor. Whenpresentations by dignitaries, participants in the symposium,
and so on. But, at the end of my presentation here, I would the train starts from Vladivostok, so it’s about ten days later

on the frontiers of Finland, you don’t have to change anylike to say a few words about this map you can see, which has
been produced by the International Union of Railways. And wheels, and it takes about half an hour to cross the frontier.

So, by utilizing this connection, and taking the containers tothe International Union of Railways—which has about 160-
170 railway companies, from all over the world, as its mem- the port of Narvik, you can then use already-existing ship

transportation lanes, to North America.bers—they organized, in cooperation with the Chinese Minis-
try of Railways in Beijing, in December, a very large interna- And there’s also interest—besides the Chinese and Rus-

sian governments, who participated in the Beijing meeting attional conference on a project which is called Northern East-
West Freight Corridor. The basic line, as you can see on the the vice-railway minister level—there’s also concrete interest
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in the United States and also in Canada, in this project. At the
Dr. Zbigniew Kwiczakmoment, the port of Boston is the key connection, and the

director of the port of Boston also attended this Beijing con-
ference.

What was also important was that—not at a very high
level, but anyway—there was also a representative of the U.S. Realizing LaRouche’s
government, from the Department of Commerce, who had
participated in this conference. So, I think at a certain level— Idea of Economy
we heard some quite pessimistic views, by my Korean col-
league [Ambassador Kim] about the situation at the moment,

Dr. Kwiczak is an economist from Poland. He made this pre-and I agree with him, to some extent. But on the other hand,
especially if we read the recent international media, it’s very sentation, “ The Role of a State in Reconstructing a Collapsing

Economy and Preventing Dangerous Socio-Political Conse-difficult to find any good news from Korea, from that region,
from these things—I think we should do something to make quences,” to the March 22 Bad Schwalbach session on the

Eurasian Land-Bridge. Subheads have been added.also this positive development more largely known.

It is a great honor to participate in this conference.A Step Towards Eurasian Union
I would like to conclude by saying just a few words about Realization of the harsh 18th-Century capitalism’s ideas,

like that of socialism’s ideas with the all-powerful centralistthe European Union, which I referenced at the outset of my
presentation. Very recently, only a few weeks ago, in the system in every sphere of the economy, social, and political

life, led to their disintegration and decline. However, societiesUnited States, there was a very authoritative taskforce, which
was chaired by one of the leading U.S. experts on Korea, Selig suffered huge losses and costs. Therefore, a question arises

whether a change of the present economic system is possibleHarrison. They produced a 30-page report, entitled “Turning
Point in Korea: New Dangers and Opportunities for the without suffering further enormous economic and social

costs.United States,” and I think it’s a very timely report; you can
find this on the Internet. It seems that further costs will be borne by the societies

of individual countries. However, the principal question—asWhat is interesting is that, in this report, they are suggest-
ing that a seven-nation conference should be convened in to whether these costs can be curbed by taking counteractions

and implementing the new “development economy” ideasBrussels, with the European Union as host, on the topic of
Security and Economic Development in Korea. With the par- propagated by Lyndon LaRouche—remains. I am convinced

that the closer the total global collapse of world economy andticipation of the European Union, as the host of the confer-
ence, plus the United States, South Korea, North Korea, the global scale crisis, the larger the chance for realizing the

concept publicized by Lyndon LaRouche. In my view, how-China, Russia, and Japan. Also, the European Parliament has
suggested in January, the end of January this year, that the ever, this will not happen without, again, huge suffering and

misery to the societies of many countries.European Commission—that means the Commission of the
European Union—should convene in the late Spring, or early Therefore, I would like to stress the great role and signifi-

cance of the LaRouche movement, and express my hope thatSummer, seven nation talks, about the situation in the Korean
Peninsula, focussing on economic security and nuclear disar- we shall direct all our efforts towards developing this move-

ment, and thus reducing the social and economic costs associ-mament issues.
I haven’t seen any official reactions yet to this proposal, ated with the present system and its change into the develop-

ment economy system.but I think this raises some hope, that some serious multilat-
eral prospects will be discussed, and I do hope that this confer-
ence can be convened. I believe that it’s quite difficult to have Neo-Liberalism Leads to Bankruptcy

It is obvious, that the realization of neo-liberalism’s con-an overall conference on the Korean question—the highly
political nuclear issues, and so on, and not situating the ques- cept and policy, not only in Poland but also in the world (apart

from China and a few other countries), leads to bankruptcytions at large. But I think the conference could be started by
very good preparation in the working groups dealing with of the economy and global crisis (Argentina, Asian countries,

Latin America, and the accumulation of crisis in the U.S.A.,economic cooperation, and I think the railway is really one
very concrete thing. Germany, and other countries).

Generally speaking, the neo-liberalism idea is realizedI may finish my presentation—thank you very much for
your attention—by saying the same thing I said in Beijing, with the help of: a free and all-powerful market; globalization;

stock exchange games; speculative capital movements; andwhen I was speaking under the title “Eurasian Railways: To-
ward a New Logistical World Order.” I said that what’s going financial markets.

Many years of experience in Poland and several otheron now, could be the first step toward a future Eurasian Union.
Thank you very much. developed countries showed that a free market is not able to
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solve all problems, and especially the basic ones, in any given tion of a state, especially within economic and social matters.
Moreover, it is necessary to fight the globalization idea, un-country, as on the global scale. It cannot ensure a correct—

from the social, economic, and political point of view—allo- derstanding it in this way, and the functioning of a market
which leads to anarchy.cation of investment funds and economic development.

Free market activity is closely associated with the idea of It is obvious that a market should be one of the tools for
effecting the national economy’s policy, but it should not beglobalization, understood as a free flow of capital and other

material and non-material means, the only aim of which is to seen as the superior and domineering tool.
I am far from proposing such a model of a state. When Imaximize profits on a global scale by powerful supranational

concerns. The management of these concerns has nothing in talk about strengthening the role and function of a state, I
think, amongst others, about: defining the directions for de-common with a free market or liberalism. They are bound by a

centralized system of management and investment allocation velopment, methods and means; the allocation of investment
funds; using economic and financial instruments for develop-aiming at maximizing gains without any concern for social

costs. ment (taxes, excise duties, foreign exchange, and so on); pro-
tection of economic, social, and political interests of a stateThe idea of such a form of globalization is in particular

served by the World Trade Organization, World Bank, Inter- and nation; and increasing the living standard and develop-
ment of the country’s citizens.national Monetary Fund, Organization for Economic Cooper-

ation and Development, and other international organiza- So understood, strengthening of the state’s role and func-
tion, and overcoming the concept of neo-liberalism and glob-tions.

The experience of several recent years indicates that the alization, will serve to reinforce the idea of Lyndon
LaRouche’s “development economy” and create a Eurasianrealization of globalization, in this understanding, mainly

happens through speculations on stock exchanges and specu- bridge, which will aid the development of the economies of
individual countries as well as the world economy.lative capital flows, maximizing profit.

For that purpose the newest achievements in technology Poland is not so big a country as Russia, China, and India,
but it is in Central Europe, located along the so-called Neware used, in the spheres of computer science and electronics,

as well as satellite telecommunication for transferring infor- Silk Road. Today, its important role in building the Eurasian
Land-Bridge linking Western Europe with Russia and Asia—mation all over the world.

Therefore one ought to consider, what are the conse- and the most important factor for us—is, however, the fact
that Poland is located on the so-called New Silk Route. Inquences of the neo-liberal system with its free and unrestricted

market, financial and stock exchange speculations, and the this situation, Poland may bring the following contribution to
construction of the Euro-Asian Bridge:realization of the globalization concept—in this understand-

ing—which only aim at maximizing profit in Poland, Europe, • Passage through its territory of transport, energy
links, gas;and world-wide.

In terms of economy, this means bankruptcy, and going • Pipelines and oil pipelines and telecommunication
links;backwards in the development of many countries and conti-

nents, as well as the accumulation of catastrophic crisis on • Knowledge of the Russian language, of the mentality,
culture, and customs of Russian continent;the global scale.

As far as social aspects are concerned, this means general • Ability to work with the East;
• Possession of scientific and intellectual potential;poverty, hunger, and destitution, affecting the majority of a

society in terms of individual countries and continents. It • Participation in investments realized on the Euro-
Asian route;leads to the growth of the death rate and the reduction in

the birth rate, and subsequently, to a drastic decrease of the • Performance, supply, and technical backup;
• Participation in exchange of goods along the Newpopulation, especially in Africa and Latin America, as well

as in Asia. Without doubt, this will lead to wars as well as to Silk Route.
Realizing Lyndon LaRouche’s idea means that at the pres-nationality and religious conflicts.

In terms of politics, this will mean lack of equilibrium and ent level of technology development, the problem of hunger
can be solved, wars and conflicts can be eliminated, and eco-peace in the world, and destructive fights between certain na-

tions. nomic, social, and cultural development on Earth can be
secured.The aim of the idea of globalization, mentioned in this

paper, is to weaken and eliminate the role and function of a
state, and especially those who serve the given society.

To reach us on the Web:LaRouche’s ‘Development Economy’
What transpires from the above argument is that the real-

ization of “development economy” ideas, proposed by Lyn- www.larouchepub.com
don LaRouche, is possible by strengthening the role and func-
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Historic Leipzig PeaceRally
Hears: ‘LaRouche Is theMan’
by Thomas Rottmair in Dresden

A world-historic individual, 91-year-old American Civil leader to do it.
“Greetings from the other America!” were the openingRights leader Amelia Boynton Robinson, spoke at a historic

demonstration against the Iraq war in Leipzig, Germany on words of Amelia Robinson’s speech that rang out in front of
the Leipzig Opera House, recalling memories of the 1963March 31. The Leipzig weekly “Monday demonstrations,”

which 13 years ago brought down the Berlin Wall, have speech of Dr. Martin Luther King, and of Marian Anderson’s
1939 concert at the Lincoln Memorial. Mrs. Robinson wasbegun again, this time to bring down the imperial war policy;

and Mrs. Robinson told the 50,000 demonstrators that U.S. introduced to the Leipzig peace demonstration by the famous
Father Christian Fu¨hrer, as a collaborator of Dr. King in thePresidential pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche was their

American Civil Rights movement, and as a
representative of the other America today.
She took the microphone before the crowd
of 40-50,000, and speaking slowly and
with great dignity for 15 minutes, painted
a picture of history.

She described the time when Dr. King
came to Selma, Alabama, where she and
her late husband, S.W. Boynton had
launched the struggle for voting rights. In-
stead of being welcomed, Dr. King was
slandered as a communist and a rabble-
rouser. It was Mrs. Robinson who shared
her office with Dr. King, gave him a place
to stay, and continued to fight alongside
him, not only for the civil rights of the
American people, but for a higher principle
of justice for all the people of the world.
She told the demonstrators that those were
difficult times, and when in 1968 Dr. King
was assassinated, the dream shattered.

“But today,” she put forward, “a new
leader in the tradition of Franklin Delano50,000 demonstrators against the Iraq war in Leipzig’s historic Augustus square,
Roosevelt and Dr. King has arisen inincluding a contingent of the LaRouche Youth Movement, wait for civil rights heroine

Amelia Boynton Robinson (left) to address the “Monday demonstration” of March 31. America to pick up the broken pieces, and
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is continuing the dream of Martin Lu-
ther King!” Tension built up throughout
the crowd as Mrs. Robinson’s words
were translated into German. “This man
is an economist, a scientist, and loves
the people, and he is an candidate for the
2004 Presidential elections. This man
is Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., and he is
leading the fight against the Iraq war in-
side the U.S. today!”

The crowd answered Mrs. Robin-
son’s passionate conclusion with loud
and hopeful applause, and with great cu-
riousity about LaRouche. She had been
brought to the famous Augustus Square
in front of Leipzig’s St. Nikolai Church
to speak, through the intervention of the
international LaRouche Youth Move-
ment; and one of its organizers, Abdul Mrs. Robinson gave a dramatic 15-minute speech, translated by LaRouche organizer
Ali of Philadelphia, came up to join her Patricia Ivanov of Mainz; Mrs. Robinson and LaRouche Youth leader from Philadelphia

Abdul Ali (at right), then led the crowd in singing the spiritual “Oh, Freedom.”on the stage, where together they in-
spired the demonstrators to sing the
Civil Rights spirituals, “Oh Freedom”
and “This Little Light of Mine,” Mrs. Robinson’s personal with banners and signs, and taught the crowd to sing “Oh

Freedom.” The marching crowd had gathered in front of thefavorite. Thus this internationally important demonstration,
revived to intervene in a great crisis, did not fall into the Opera House, and once Mrs. Robinson gave her speech, the

entire crowd was transformed. One youth organizer was“entertainment” of rock-and-roll, but was inspired by the mu-
sic of justice. standing in the crowd just in front of her, and at her triumphant

declaration that LaRouche was carrying on the fight of Dr.The LaRouche youth were welcomed back for continuing
demonstrations. Lyndon LaRouche himself stressed that this King, a man reached out to grab the organizer’s arm and

demanded, “Who is LaRouche?!”was an intervention of the highest strategic importance, par-
ticularly since the entirety of Amelia Robinson’s speech was In fact, nearly everyone wanted to know more about

LaRouche, asking for the leaflets of the Bad Schwalbach Dec-broadcast by radio and TV stations all over the region.
laration (see EIR, April 4) which were distributed by the
LaRouche activists: Demonstrators completely surrounded‘Who Is LaRouche?’

After the LaRouche Youth Movement had earlier been their booktable. This was the first time a real solution for the
crisis had been offered, and the people were given a sense ofrefused the chance to speak in Leipzig, by the convention of

groups that is organizing the demonstrations, Father Führer potency, that they could join Mrs. Robinson and LaRouche
to do something to change what’s going on, instead of justwas led through a process of development by German youth

organizers sending him encouraging letters about his role in protesting the war. Even after the demonstration had formally
ended, people wanted to have Amelia Robinson’s autographhistory and faxes with articles about and by Mrs. Robinson.

When the Schiller Institute then offered him the opportunity on their signs and banners, and many young people came
over, wanting to know more about the youth movement thatto meet her—she is the vice chairwoman of the Schiller Insti-

tute in the U.S.—he happily agreed. She came to Leipzig is joining with LaRouche and to create an economic and polit-
ical revolution.early on March 31 to the Nikolai Church, and Father Führer

was very excited and grateful to have a living legend in his
church. Mrs. Robinson was then invited to join the peace The Peace Prayers in Leipzig

It was proven in 1989, that these Monday demonstrationsprayers in the church, where she was introduced to all the
people and the media that were there. are something very special, and have the ability to change

the international geometry. The peace prayers led by FatherDuring the day the LaRouche Youth Movement set up a
booktable near the church, where they organized the people— Christian Führer, and the demonstrations, were a crucial fac-

tor that made the reunification of Germany possible, and freedgenerally pessimistic about the spreading war crisis—to
come hear Mrs. Robinson and draw hope from her optimism the people from the utopian policies of the Cold War. Just as

in the Civil Rights movement in the 1960s in America, saidthat “We can stop this war!” After the prayers, the Youth
Movement joined the demonstration march through the city Führer, in an interview with the German Schiller Institute
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magazine Ibykus, “ the spirit of Christ of non-violence lifted As in the days following Amelia Robinson’s interven-
tion—where the MDR Radio/TV channel blamed Mayor Tie-up the masses” and “became a peaceful force.” The roots of

the peace prayers lie back in the year 1980, when a program fensee of Leipzig for allowing “misuse” of the demonstrations
to promote LaRouche, whom they slandered as a “communistcalled “Peace Decade” was initiated; then in 1982, a group of

young people proposed to have these prayers every week. and radical”—Father Führer had described in a 1990 inter-
view how in 1989, he was blamed for misusing institutions.In 1989, people began to gather in front of the Nikolai

Church for candlelight vigils after the prayers, and the crowd To the question of the church’s intention, he answered, “The
idea was, that we could support with our efforts a social envi-grew from week to week, until the famous Monday, Oct. 9,

1989, when 100,000 people marched peacefully through the ronment in which the people could feel better. These goals
were supported by people who, spiritually, wanted exactlycity. One month later, on Nov. 9, the Berlin Wall fell, and the

Soviet bloc dissolved. LaRouche, then a political prisoner in the same, but they were just very few. Some ‘crazy intellectu-
als’ and ‘ lunatics’ . . . . They understood the great value ofthe United States, immediately provided leadership with a

plan for economic reconstruction of the former East, called history and always supported it.”
Today, Amelia Boynton Robinson, Lyndon LaRouche,the Productive Triangle. This would turn eastern Germany

into a motor of production to reconstruct the former Soviet and Father Christian Führer are among the few people who
understand the great value of history and their responsibilitybloc. But this great opportunity for establishing an economic

order based on the principle of the general welfare, and killing to act as historic individuals, demonstrated so beautifully in
Leipzig on Monday, March 31. The impact of such actionsthe ugly geopolitical policy once and for all, was missed. The

great optimism of the people in 1989 diminished into small- can lead the whole humanity out of economic collapse, war,
and hate, into a new renaissance—their immortal part in themindedness; now, that revolutionary spirit has to be revived,

to finish the job of defeating imperial geopolitics. simultaneity of eternity.

TheWarMustBeStoppedNow!
RemoveRumsfeld, Cheney andCo.!
byHelga Zepp-LaRouche

This is the text of a leaflet distributed beginning April 3 across tration immediately. And this is not impossible, since:
1) The war is not the “cakewalk” that Rumsfeld promised,Europe by the Civil Rights Movement Solidarity (BüSo) party

in Germany, and allied parties and the Schiller Institute Eu- but rather is about to turn into a new Vietnam. The “cheap”
blitzkrieg, with predominant deployment of aerial bombard-rope-wide.
ments and limited ground troops, has shown itself to be a
fantasy of the utopian military faction. Now it has come outThe war of aggression against Iraq must be ended immedi-

ately. Already there exists the clear danger that there will be that Rumsfeld rejected the highly developed Pentagon docu-
ment for war planning (TPFDL: time-phased and force de-no “after the Iraq war” ; rather, it is threatening to spread into

a global war, in the course of which the U.S.A. will implement ployment list), and with it any centralized military planning,
as well as the advice of traditional military professionals.its new military doctrine of “preventive” fi rst-use of nuclear

weapons. Donald Rumsfeld and Colin Powell have already Rumsfeld’s military incompetence is obvious.
2) The entire war has been built on lies. The intelligencementioned “consequences” for Syria and Iran. The Iraq war

has already triggered a clear aggravation of the situation department of the Pentagon, newly installed by Wolfowitz,
under Abram Shulsky, systematically circulated disinforma-around North Korea, and the Japanese Defense Minister

warned of a possible “pre-emptive” war against the North tion, in order to construct the basis for war. For example, the
alleged facts about Iraqi weapons of mass destruction, in theKorean nuclear arms potential. If we want to prevent a world

catastrophe, this war must be stopped now. “White Papers” which were published in Britain and the
United States in September 2002. For example, the forgedThis is possible only if the war party—the so-called

“Chicken-hawks,” Rumsfeld, Cheney, Wolfowitz, Feith, documents purporting to show that Iraq tried to import ura-
nium from Niger, and the alleged proof that Iraq had linksPerle, Shulsky and Co.—is thrown out of the Bush Adminis-
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to al-Qaeda. All these lies created the
basis for Powell’s speech before the
UN on Feb. 5 of this year.

3) It has come to light that an aston-
ishing number of members of the war
party are not only followers of the phil-
osophical fascists Leo Strauss and Al-
lan Bloom, but are also lining their
pockets with money, as a result of the
war. Richard Perle (“Mr. Regime-
Change-in-Germany” ), has already
had to resign as chairman of the De-
fense Policy Board; and Democratic
Congressman John Conyers has
opened an investigation into Perle’s
conflict of interest, whereby he used a
public office for private gain. Perle,
through his company, Trireme, report-
edly attempted to extort $100 million
from Saudi princes, in exchange for
stopping the attacks against Saudi

Organizers of the LaRouche Youth Movement and BüSo Party in Frankfurt. “Stop the WarArabia as a sponsor of terrorism—at-
of Cultures. Peace Through Development,” reads the sign.tacks Perle himself had initiated! Perle

is also involved in a scandal around the
sale of Global Crossing.

Vice President Dick Cheney and his daughter Elizabeth new dark age, then world public opinion must be established
by which it is powerfully demonstrated, that the absolute ma-Cheney are involved in a scandal around the firm Halliburton,

which, among other things, has already won bids for contracts jority of people in the world are opposed to this war! This
General Assembly of the UN must take place at the level offor reconstruction of Iraq. Former CIA chief James Woolsey

is an advisor to the firm Booz Allen Hamilton Inc., which in heads of state.
Therefore: Germany and France must immediately sup-2002 received Pentagon contracts worth $688 million. He

is also linked to a firm which has contracts for Ashcroft’s port the call for the UN General Assembly!
The current Iraq war crisis also makes clear, that thingshomeland defense.

The danger is enormous, that this war, built on lies, incom- cannot continue with the current world economic order. Peo-
ple in most parts of the world are suffering cruel injustice,petently planned, and in flagrant violation of international

law, may lead to a dangerous escalation. through hunger, poverty, and disease, which cut short their
lives. A financial and economic world order in which tens of
thousands of children starve daily, and one-third of humanity‘Uniting for Peace’ Resolution

Therefore, it is urgent that a session of the United Nations goes hungry—when this could be prevented—is not accept-
able. This world financial system has reached the final phaseGeneral Assembly be convoked, to decide on the immediate

end of the war. A precedent for the convening of the UNGA of its collapse, and herein lies the real source of the war dy-
namic.is Resolution 377, “Uniting for Peace,” which the UN adopted

in 1950 during the Korean War, and which can be activated— The demand of the leading opposition political figure in
the United States, and Democratic pre-candidate for the Presi-in the event a Security Council action is blocked by a veto—

by a simple majority of the member nations, or the vote of dential elections, Lyndon LaRouche, for a new financial sys-
tem—a New Bretton Woods—must be implemented urgentlyseven members of the UN Security Council.

The League of Arab States, the Non-Aligned Movement, by the governments of Eurasia. Only when the systemic fi-
nancial and economic crisis is overcome, can the war dangerRussia, and China have already called for the General Assem-

bly to meet. But many of these countries believe that they can be permanently eliminated. The construction of the Eurasian
Land-Bridge—that is, the infrastructural and economic inte-resist the pressure of the United States, which has designated

such a General Assembly as an unfriendly act, only if Ger- gration of Eurasia—is the only way that unemployment in
our countries can be overcome, and an upswing accomplishedmany and France join those calling for its convocation. When

it is a question of war or peace, a question of the danger of a which overshadows the Rooseveltian New Deal and the 1945
Marshall Plan. Peace through development!new horrible world war, which would thrust mankind into a
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UN ‘Uniting for Peace’ Resolution
CouldDemandEnd toU.S.War on Iraq
byMike Billington

Both the 22-member Arab Group at the United Nations, and member-states will make such a formal request, probably the
first week of April. From numerous diplomats at the UN andthe 57-member Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC)

Group, have determined to introduce a resolution to convoke in Washington, EIR has learned that the primary reason that
the call has not already been issued, is the concern that West-an emergency meeting of the General Assembly of the United

Nations (UNGA), demanding an immediate end to the U.S. ern countries which opposed the U.S. war before it began—
especially France and Germany—have not demonstratedinvasion of Iraq. Their intention is to demonstrate the over-

whelming international opposition to U.S. unilateral warfare, their support, at least not in public. The smaller nations are
concerned, lest the emergency session be reduced to a “Coldand to discuss means to bring about a withdrawal of all foreign

troops from Iraq. The Non-Aligned Movement of 115 nations, War” division of the world, or take the form of the “Third
World against the West,” the diplomats said. They fear thisand several national governments, including Russia, China,

Indonesia, and Jamaica, have also expressed their support for might further incite the Clash of Civilizations fanatics, who
are openly promoting their intention to move on after Iraq—an emergency UNGA session, under the 1950 UN Resolution

377, known as “Uniting for Peace,” which allows the General to Iran, North Korea, China, Russia, and on and on.
Their fear also derives from the open thuggery comingAssembly to take over the responsibilities of the Security

Council, in the event that the Security Council “fails to exer- from Washington, threatening countries calling for an emer-
gency UNGA session, that they, too, may end up on the U.S.cise its primary responsibility for the maintenance of interna-

tional peace and security.” enemies list.
These same diplomats report, however, that if the Euro-The Uniting for Peace Resolution was designed, ironi-

cally, by the United States, for conditions precisely like the pean countries do not act soon, and the destruction of Iraq
continues, their nations will proceed with or without the Euro-current one, in which one or more members of the Permanent

Five on the Security Council (United States, Britain, France, pean powers.
Russia, and China), which enjoy veto rights over any issue,
are themselves the aggressors, and can use their veto to sub- U.S. Thuggery

On March 18, two days before the war was launched, thevert any attempt by the Security Council to end the aggression.
Both the Arab Group and the OIC have published drafts United States sent a démarche to its embassies, with instruc-

tions on how to handle the groundswell for invoking the Unityof the resolutions they wish to introduce to the emergency
UNGA session. The Arab Group resolution reflects the Arab for Peace resolution. Several nations leaked copies of the

communication to organizations supporting the Uniting forLeague resolution passed at its Cairo meeting on March 24,
calling for an immediate end to the war, reaffirmation of Iraq’s Peace effort, and Greenpeace put it on the Internet. The State

Department has officially refused to deny its authenticity.sovereignty, and the return of UN inspectors and staff to run
the oil-for-food program. That resolution was passed unani- Titled “Possible UNGA and CHR Sessions” (the Commission

on Human Rights, CHR, also tried to pass a resolution con-mously, with Kuwait abstaining.
As of this writing, no nation has formally requested that demning the war, but it was voted down), the démarche reads

in part: “Some members of the UN General Assembly haveUN Secretary General Kofi Annan convene such an emer-
gency session, as required. Once that request is made, the been discussing holding a General Assembly Emergency Ses-

sion on Iraq, should the Security Council not produce an addi-Secretary General will poll the 191 member-states, and as
soon as half (96) respond positively, the emergency session tional Chapter VII resolution on the subject. We urge you to

oppose such a session, and either to vote against or abstain ifwill be held within 24 hours. (Alternatively, seven members
of the Security Council itself can request that Uniting for the matter is brought to a vote.” It continues that the Security

Council was still “seized of the matter,” and therefore, “thePeace be invoked.)
The Arab League and the OIC have indicated that their GA must refrain from taking up the matter.” Of course, it was
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The world’s people demand peace. Here an international peace
Pope John Paul II meets with Brazil’s Foreign Minister Celso rally in Leipzig, Germany, against the U.S. imperial war on Iraq.
Amorim to map out stopping the U.S. war on Iraq. Large groups of Peaceful demonstrations in this city in 1989 brought down the
nations are working to invoke the 1950 Uniting for Peace Soviet colossus.
Resolution 377, which would convoke the UN General Assembly,
and override stonewalling within the Security Council to bring the
war to an immediate end.

of the Permanent Five—England and France—which were
the aggressors, having invaded an Arab state, Egypt, in
league with Israel! Israel first invaded Egypt on its own, butprecisely such a situation in 1950—with the Soviet Union

blocking action in the Security Council at that time—which when the Security Council attempted to take the actions
required under the UN Charter to end the aggression, theprompted the United States to introduce the Unity for Peace

Resolution! British and the French exercised their veto. In response,
Yugoslavia, with the full support of President Dwight D.The démarche then insists that the United States intends

to go to war, claiming (falsely) that it had the authority under Eisenhower, invoked the Uniting for Peace Resolution, and
the subsequent General Assembly emergency session de-earlier UN resolutions to do so, and then threatening, “Given

the current highly charged atmosphere, the United States manded the immediate withdrawal of Israel from the Sinai.
When that was not forthcoming, the emergency session, onwould regard a General Assemblysession on Iraq as unhelpful

and as directed against the United States. Please know that Nov. 5, 1956, created the United Nations Emergency Force
(UNEF), an armed force intended to be a buffer betweenthis question as well as your position on it is important to

the U.S.” the Israelis and the Egyptians (much as the Palestinians are
today calling on the UN to send troops to protect themIn the delusional world of “You’re with us or you’re

against us,” such threats are taken seriously, especially by against the Israeli occupying army).
The very next day, the British and the French, rather thansmaller, weaker nations. Finding the courage to act requires

true leadership. conceding to the will of the world’s nations, invaded Egypt
themselves, occupied the Suez Canal, and claimed (falsely)
that the Egyptian nationalization of the Suez Canal was illegalThe History of ‘Uniting for Peace’

In 1950, UN Resolution 377 was passed into law under under international law.
U.S. President Eisenhower recognized immediately thatthe tutelage of U.S. Secretary of State Dean Acheson. North

Korea had invaded the South in June 1950. The UN Security the British and the French were flaunting the body of interna-
tional law established after World War II, while reviving theirCouncil acted promptly to deploy UN troops, under U.S. Gen.

Douglas MacArthur, to repel the North Korean forces. The 19th-Century unilateralist, imperial policies. Eisenhower not
only put his full weight behind the General Assembly’sSoviet Union was boycotting the UN at the time, and thus

was not able to exercise its veto power as a member of the UNEF, which arrived in Egypt on Nov. 16, but he also threat-
ened to cut off oil supplies to the invaders. Under such pres-Permanent Five. When the boycott ended, however, the Sovi-

ets did subsequently use their veto in votes related to the war, sure, and exposed for their criminal activity, the invaders
withdrew.leading Acheson to promote the Uniting for Peace Resolution,

to circumvent the Soviet veto. It was adopted by the General There have been nine situations in which the Uniting for
Peace Resolution has been used: Hungary in 1956; LebanonAssembly in November 1950, but was not actually invoked

until 1956. in 1958; Congo in 1960; the Middle East in 1967; and (since
1967) Bangladesh, Afghanistan, South Africa, and Palestine,The 1956 Suez crisis was even more strikingly parallel

to the current situation, since it was two Western members several times. The most recent Res. 377 emergency session
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began in 1997, dealing with East Jerusalem. This session is
still standing, and was last convened in August 2002. Some
Arab leaders have considered reconvening this same emer-
gency session to address the war in Iraq, as intimately con- ArabNationsChanged,
nected to the Mideast crisis.

Shakenby theWar
A Necessary Step

Today, as in 1956, two members of the Permanent Five byMuriel Mirak-Weissbach
have taken it upon themselves to launch unilateral aggression,
and impose a military occupation, on an Arab state, with the

Among the factors which the United States and Britain mis-support of an extremist government in Israel—against the
express will of the vast majority of the world’s nations and evaluated, in preparing their war in Iraq, is the power of resis-

tance, not only of the Iraqis but of the entire Arab world. Inpeople. But today the stakes are incomparably higher—due
to both the power of the aggressor, including the U.S. war the year before the invasion Lyndon LaRouche repeatedly

warned that it would rapidly undermine the governments ofparty’s promulgation of a new strategic doctrine allowing the
use of nuclear weapons against non-nuclear countries, and neighboring Mideast nations, inflaming the Arab masses,

leading to mass demonstrations; those governments whichdue to the drastic state of collapse of the world economy. As
the U.S. government has, at least for the moment, fallen into were either supporting the war, or not explicitly opposing it

in words and deeds, would be threatened with overthrow.the hands of forces fiercely opposed to the historic mission
embedded in the U.S. Constitution, promoting instead a par- As the invasion entered its third week in early April, just

such a process of regional destabilization had begun. Protestsody of 19th-Century British imperialism and 20th-Century
European fascism, it is incumbent on all nations, large and and demonstrations were growing daily Egypt and Jordan,

the two most important Arab “moderate” allies of the Unitedsmall, to speak out and act to bring the United States to its
senses. States. Both Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak and Jorda-

nian King Abdallah II have been placed under unprecedentedThe Uniting for Peace Resolution was designed, during a
better moment in our nation’s history, for just such a time. public pressure, and have had to “correct” their positions.

Similar popular dissent has been witnessed in Kuwait andThose who argue that the General Assembly can only express
opinions, without enforcement powers, are ignoring the word- Saudi Arabia; despite repression, it continues to simmer. In

such a crisis, governments must represent the will of theiring of the resolution itself, and ignoring the power of ideas to
move individuals, and nations, to rise above a crisis of civili- people, who are rightly opposing an unjust war, or they will

be thrown overboard.zation.
War planners in Washington and London must be asking

themselves how could this happen. Since it did not require a
Middle East specialist to foresee such developments, the real

Documentation question is: Why didn’t they foresee this?

UN Resolution 377 (V). Uniting for Peace, Section A The People vs. the Regime
With the outbreak of war, masses poured into the streets

of Cairo, Amman, and other Arab capitals. Governments re-Resolves that if the Security Council, because of lack of
unanimity of the permanent members, fails to exercise its sponded initially with brutal police repression and mass ar-

rests. Egypt jailed up to 1,000 demonstrators, including twoprimary responsibility for the maintenance of international
peace and security in any case where there appears to be a leading independent members of Parliament. They were re-

leased only on March 31. Although the authorities tried tothreat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression,
the General Assembly shall consider the matter immediately prevent students from marching out of the university cam-

puses onto the city streets, protesters broke therough the cor-with a view to making appropriate recommendations to Mem-
bers for collective measures, including in the case of a breach dons, and demonstrations swelled in number and intensity.

Particularly painful for the United States, the American Uni-of the peace or act of aggression the use of armed force when
necessary, to maintain or restore international peace and secu- versity of Cairo was among the vanguard campuses in the

protest. It is not Islamist radicals, but the leading families ofrity. If not in session at the time, the General Assembly may
meet in emergency special session within twenty-four hours Egypt’s intelligentsia who send their sons and daughters to

study there.of the request therefor. Such emergency special session shall
be called if requested by the Security Council on the vote of President Mubarak, prior to the war, had warned of its

consequences, including regional destabilization. He tried toany seven members, or by a majority of the Members of the
United Nations. pragmatically adapt to circumstances once the bombardments
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In Jordan, the confrontation took an
utterly unprecedented form. Although
the Hashemite Kingdom is not part of
the “coalition,” reports have it that
American troops are in the country’s
East, on the Iraqi border, and also com-
ing in from the Red Sea port of Aqaba.
These are reportedly elite troops, esti-
mated at 10-12,000. Furthermore, Jor-
danian sources report that from Jordan,
the attacks on the Iraqi airfields H1 and
H2 were launched and forces were sent
towards Baghdad. The government has
denied any U.S. presence—or has stated
they are there to prevent Iraqi attacks
against Israel (not a popular objective

Destabilization of Egypt’s President Mubarak (left) and Jordan’s King Abdallah was a in Jordan).
foreseeable consequence of the war. Iraqi resistance has triggered a widespread

All Jordanians are opposed to themobilization of Arabs.
war. King Abdallah is under massive
pressure, and “there are those who are
armed,” as one source put it. In short,

there is the fear that the King could be assassinated. Keybegan, and issued a statement placing the responsibility for
hostilities on Saddam Hussein’s government. The chief editor people in the regime have therefore been telling King Abdal-

lah that his government is endangering the Kingdom. Heof the government-linked daily Al-Ahram had echoed the
same line. has been given the choice: either stand with the Jordanian

people, who are completely in opposition to the war and inThe response was more and bigger public protest. On
April 1, reflecting the pressure of the street, Mubarak shifted support of the Iraqis; or on the side of the Anglo-American

invaders. The former chairman of the House of Deputies,gears. In an address to the officers of the Third Field Army,
he stressed that Egypt “has adopted a clear-cut standpoint of Abdulwahab Al-Majali, warned explicitly that if the war

continued, the King and the royal family may be over-rejecting the war option and refusing to participate in any
military operations by the coalition forces against Iraq.” thrown.

On March 31, ninety-five prominent personalities deliv-Speaking to army commanders, Mubarak warned that the war
would create hundreds of bin Ladens. “The armed confronta- ered a petition to the King, urging him to “declare the illegality

of the aggression against Iraq.” The letter demanded that Jor-tion in Iraq between the coalition forces who are seeking to
overthrow the regime and the Iraqi armed forces who are dan should at least join other nations, such as France, Ger-

many, Russia, and China, in condemning this war; and calleddefending their territory . . . is resulting in an appalling human
tragedy with victims on both sides and the destruction of a on the King to declare that Jordan would not accept its politi-

cal or legal outcome.people,” Mubarak said. “I fear this war will have enormous
consequences and lead to an increase in terrorism. When this The petition represents an unprecedented move, uniting

figures across the spectrum of political life from formerwar ends, there may be 100 bin Ladens, instead of just one.
The war will have political, economic and social conse- government figures to the leading Islamist opposition figure

of Jordan, Laith Shubeilat, who launched the initiative. Shu-quences that will be difficult to face.”
Mubarak also responded to appeals that the Suez Canal beilat, who had been condemned twice for lèse majesté

and once given the death sentence, was joining with thosebe closed to warships—a leading demand of 15,000 students
demonstrating in Cairo—by saying that the Constantinople established political forces who had opposed him, now in

the interest of national security. As the official governmentConvention of 1888 forbids closure of the canal to any nation
with which Egypt is not at war. Foreign Minister Ahmed daily, the Jordan Times, reported: “Anger at the U.S.-British

campaign on Baghdad has brought together popular figuresMaher told BBC on April 3, that the Egyptian government
and people were “in the same boat” regarding developments who have historically belonged to opposite sides, analysts

and signatories point out. This explains why a maverickin the situation in Iraq. He cited Mubarak’s urgent call to end
the war, to avert a regional catastrophe. To explain the “state Islamist, twice jailed for lèse majesté, and the veteran leader

of the once-underground Communist Party put their signa-of frustration in the Arab streets,” he pointed to the double
standard used towards Iraq and Israel, regarding implementa- tures beside those of former top intelligence officers and

chiefs-of-staff.”tion of UN resolutions.
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Jordan’s Fate at Stake “that weapons of mass destruction should be removed from
all states without any exception, so that the Middle East be-In the petition, they had written: “The current tragic cir-

cumstances, with a brotherly Arab state that has always been comes an arms-free zone and the peoples of the region can
enjoy comfort, security and stability.”a loyal supporter of its fellow Arab countries, is facing an

aggressive war and its people are threatened by occupation, Asked point blank about “rumors” of Jordanian (pro-“co-
alition”) activity in the war, he flatly denied that Jordaniandeath, and humiliation, urge us to turn to Your Majesty. The

moral, national and legal duty oblige all Arab governments, airspace was being used, or that American or Israeli troops
were on Jordanian soil. Asked about the petition, the Kingincluding Jordan’s, to clearly denounce the illegitimacy of

the aggression on Iraq. We honestly believe that Jordan’s replied: “I have read several documents and I respect their
points of view but I wonder if all that we have done andinterests require such a strategic stand.” Signers included for-

mer Prime Ministers Mudar Badran (1980-1984 and 1989- are doing for our brothers in Iraq differs from what these
documents indicate. I am a Muslim, an Arab, and a Hashem-1991), Ahmad Obeidat (1984-1985), Taher Masri (June-No-

vember 1991), and Abdur Ra’uf S. Rawabdeh (King Abdal- ite. No one can outbid my concern for my people and nation.”
He defined what is “common ground agreed to by everybody,lah’s first premier, in office from March 1999-June 2000).

Former Royal Court Chief Adnan Abu Odeh, who also served . . . the condemnation of war and the keenness to preserve our
national unity.” He concluded, that “in these difficult circum-as political advisor to both King Abdallah and his father, the

late King Hussein; the former head of the anti-corruption unit stances that are prevailing in the region and our country, the
most important thing is the solidarity of our internal front.”at the General Intelligence Department; Sen. Samih Bino;

former Deputy Prime Minister Ayman Majali; and scores of This, indeed, was precisely what the petition sought to es-
tablish.former ministers and deputies of different ideological and

professional backgrounds also signed.
Motivating the petition was not only concern over the fate Revival of Arab Pride

The mood among Arab intellectuals and masses hasof Jordan, but much more. As one signatory, former Deputy
Prime Minister Ayman Majali, said: “I differ with the Iraqi changed significantly since the last Gulf War. In the interim,

the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has assumed barbaric propor-regime. But we are now talking about the future of the Arab
world, because this war will not stop within the boundaries tions, and against it no one, apparently, dared to lift a finger.

Now, with the U.S.-U.K. assault on Iraq, in defiance of theof Iraq.”
As for Jordan, the perceived menace is clearly to the UN and world public opinion, the frustrations with an obvi-

ous double standard, in dealing with Israel and Iraq, haveKing’s personal safety, threatened by a revolt from angry
Jordanians, or probably through a provocation from Israel. reached the boiling point. Just the sign of Iraqi resistance

would trigger the explosion. That resistance, unexpected byThis was clearly expressed by former Chamber of Deputies
Chairman Al-Majali, also one of the open letter’s signers, the Washington and London war planners, has changed the

face of Arab politics, regardless of the military outcome ofwho told AFP: “We want the King to express a clear position
against the aggression, because we know the King’s capabili- the war. After years of humiliation and defeat, they have

rediscovered in this resistance the courage to stand up andties to move internationally to make an effort to stop the war.”
Al-Majali asked the government to make a move “identical fight for justice. This is something the allies “have not

grasped,” as one regional expert put it. Volunteers areto that of the Jordanian street to support the Iraqi people,
before [Israeli Prime Minister] Sharon manages to carry out streaming in from Syria, Jordan, the whole Arab world.

The character of this mobilization is such that it transcendshis plans to invade Jordan in a few hours, and expel the ruling
royal family, and to establish his declared alternative home- support for the Iraqi government as such. If that government

were defeated, it is likely that those now fighting wouldland” for the Palestinians.
King Abdallah did not hesitate to respond, albeit indi- continue to do so.

The Iraqis “undressed Bush,” Laith Shubeilat com-rectly. In an interview with the Jordan News Agency Petra,
on April 3, the King said his position “rejects war and calls mented. “All he has left is his underwear. The most important

thing is, the Iraqis are fighting. Regardless of the outcome,for resolving the crisis by peaceful means and through the
United Nations,” and recalled his own warnings that the war we can walk through the streets of Europe and be proud to be

Arabs.” The worldwide anti-war mobilization has also provenwould have “devastating effects, not only on Iraq but on the
entire region as well.” He articulated Jordan’s position vis-à- crucial for Arab morale, a point underlined by Syrian Presi-

dent Bashar al-Assad in acknowledging the critical role ofvis regime change and more: “The Iraqi people are the only
people that have the right to choose their leadership. Because Pope John Paul II in sparking that mobilization. “After Sept.

11,” Shubeilat said, “we feared a Clash of Civilizations, butwe believe in democracy and the right of peoples to choose
their leadership, we cannot imagine that people would accept the demonstrations show that people do not hate people; they

love one another.” Iraq has become the “rallying point for thethe outside imposition of a leadership against their will.” The
King added that Jordan has insisted and continues to insist anti-imperialist drive.”
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this strategic background, the intensification of Franco-Ger-
man cooperation is crucial.

Schmidt Rejects ‘Clash of Civilizations’
Of special interest are also remarks by former Chancellor

Helmut Schmidt (Social Democrat), in a speech in MunichHardly Any Germans
on March 29, addressed to the Hanns-Seidel Foundation.
Schmidt’s speech was a laudatio for former President RomanSupport Iraq War
Herzog (CDU), whom the foundation had just granted an
award for outstanding statesmanship. The fact that Schmidtby Rainer Apel
was chosen to speak at this Christian Democratic foundation,
reflects how certain currents among the German political elite

According to legend, the ancient Greek goddess Nemesis had think about the present strategic situation, across party bound-
aries.a very sharp memory—she would never forget any evil deed,

and would pursue the culprit relentlessly until he (or she) The Iraq War may provoke a “new, general enmity of the
1,200 million Muslims worldwide, against America, maybewere caught to receive his sentence. The problems which U.S.

chicken-hawks like Richard Perle and Donald Rumsfeld are against Western civilizations in general,” Schmidt warned.
“It is possible that Samuel Huntington’s gloomy prognosis ofrunning into, indicate that a “nemesis factor” is at work in the

United States; and it is also causing its first casualties on the a worldwide Clash of Civilizations will become real.”
Schmidt quoted from a speech that then-President HerzogGerman side. Christian Democratic Union (CDU) Chairman

Angela Merkel, the pro-war cheerleader, has experienced a gave in Islamabad in 1995: “I do not share the view of Samuel
Huntington that a clash of civilizations is unavoidable. . . .rapid decline in popularity at home, ever since she met with

leading chicken-hawk representatives in Washington in Feb- Nothing could be more disastrous. . . . Even the propagation
of such ideas, I deem entirely inappropriate.”ruary. In its latest opinion poll, N-TV noted that her support

is down from 66% at the end of last year, to 42% at the end Schmidt furthermore warned that another casualty of the
Iraq War and the new U.S. drive for world hegemony may beof March. And a lot of those remaining 42% are Germans

who oppose Chancellor Gerhard Schröder’s economic-social the ongoing project of European integration, which is being
disrupted by the Bush Administration attempt to recruit alliespolicy. Many voters still have the illusion that Merkel’s Chris-

tian Democrats would be an alternative, and only 33% of for its war drive, behind the backs of the French and the
Germans. Schmidt said that one should be prepared for aGermans support Social Democrat Schröder. But on the issue

of war, 73% support Schröder’s anti-war position. situation getting so bad, in economic as well as in military-
strategic terms, that the European Union could not beProminent politicians who spoke out against the war dur-

ing the first two weeks of combat in Iraq, include two former maintained any longer, because new challenges would require
new and unprecedented responses. In order to secure genuinePresidents, one former Chancelllor, and many other leading

figures of both major parties. The two former Presidents are European interests, as distinct from the Anglo-American de-
signs for global hegemony, the strengthening of the Franco-Walter Scheel (Free Democratic Party) and Richard von

Weizsäcker (CDU), both criticizing the new U.S. strategic German entente, as crucial for the national interest of Ger-
many, must become an absolute priority, Schmidt said. Forconcept of preventive war as “going against international

law.” Former Cabinet ministers Rita Süssmuth and Heiner Germany, a meaningful policy under the foreseeable turbu-
lent conditions of the 21st Century can be pursued only inGeissler (both CDU) made the same point.

The remarks of Karl Lamers, a longtime CDU member of close coperation with France, Schmidt added.
There are two policy designs competing with each other,Parliament, is worth special mention, as he has worked for

the U.S.-German relationship and for Franco-German coop- now, Schmidt said: the principle of dialogue and cooperation,
as referenced in Herzog’s 1995 Islamabad speech; as opposederation at the same time, over more than 40 years. In an inter-

view with the Rheinische Post on March 31, Lamers said: “I to the “friend-enemy principle” which “the Nazi ideologue
Carl Schmitt defined as the essence of politics.” Identifyingdon’t understand Angela Merkel, that she is clinging to the

Americans so unconditionally. This turns us into a passive Schmitt as a spiritual source of ideologies such as those for-
mulated by Samuel Huntington and his chicken-hawk follow-appendix, rather than into a subject of political action.” Lam-

ers said that “the Americans wanted that war in any case,” ers, is all the more important, coming from a former Chancel-
lor of Germany. And whether Helmut Schmidt intended thatirrespective of how Saddam Hussein behaved. “This is a war

of prevention. Any reference to an Iraqi threat to the Ameri- or not, his attack on Carl Schmitt will remind many people
that there is one political organization that has run that attackcans is nonsense.” The real driving force behind the war is

the new U.S. strategic doctrine, Lamers said, and its authors on Schmitt for years: the LaRouche movement in Germany
and internationally.“want a unipolar hegemonic world.” He added that against
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So this is the general situation. I don’t see how it can be
Lyndon LaRouche on BBC stopped. The next problem to look at, among others, is the

possibility of a spread in the Middle East, of conflict. The
question of the Iranian threat, that is the threat perceived,
and also, much more significant, the North Korean situation,
which does require attention at this time, and has become‘A War That Has No
much more hot, as a result of the Iraq war.

Satisfactory Exit’
BBC: What you’re saying, that the war should be stopped

now, the troops should be withdrawn.
Democratic Presidential pre-candidate Lyndon LaRouche LaRouche: Essentially, if the President has the courage

and the conviction to do that. The thing should go back to thewas interviewed on April 3 on the BBC’ international news
program “Five Live Up All Night” from London, on the Iraq United Nations. I think the United Nations could handle any

real problem, without getting into the complications of thiswar. This is the portion of the interview with Richard Ballyn
aired that night. particular venture, which is rather messy at the present

time.T. . .
BBC: I understand from what I’ve read, that you are dia-

BBC: But it would be a good thing for Saddam Husseinmetrically opposed to the war that America is conducting
with Britain in Iraq. This is very much at odds with the vast to be removed from power. You would go that far, wouldn’t

you?majority of opinion in America. Why are you so against it?
LaRouche: I think what may be reported as opinion in LaRouche: No, I wouldn’t say we—. Maybe we

shouldn’t do it. We have a lot of problems around the world,America, and what is actually the opinion in the United States,
may be two different things. Of course, there is a lot of orches- a lot of governments which may have objectionable features,

but if we start going about and do what Hitler threatened totration, this is a wartime situation, and you have to expect this
sort of thing. The point is, this is a war which has no exit with Benes in 1938, or what Hitler did with Poland in

1939, we’d have a rather complicated world. That westrategy, and from a military standpoint, very little compe-
tence. The generals are competent, but I think the Defense must avoid. This concept of preventive war, of getting

rid of people we don’t like, is rather, it’s imprudentSecretary is not competent—at least, from what we’ve seen.
And I know a good deal about how this war was engineered. activity. We don’t need it.
It’s unnecessary; the matter should have remained in the
United Nations. We, as a group of nations, have the ability to BBC: Well, you use, you brought in Hitler into our con-

versation, here, I believe, you were saying back two years agocontrol any actual problem which existed there. It was not
necessary to go to war, and this war can not stop with Iraq, that there would be new Adolf Hitlers would appear; and

this time, inside the United States. Who are these new Adolfbecause it’s a war that has no satisfactory exit, as we say in
the United States, no satisfactory exit strategy. Hitlers you mean?

LaRouche: Well, they’re people who have adopted—
BBC:Yousay “nosatisfactoryexit strategy”—[but] there followers of the late Leo Strauss. Most of the people in this

circuit around Rumsfeld and Cheney, including Paulis no intention, as far as one can judge, to take the war any
further. This is it. There is a specific purpose of removing Wolfowitz, for example, Perle is in the same circuit, another

fellow outside, but actually in it [Bill Kristol], is in it.Saddam Hussein from power, and destroying his weaspons
of mass destruction. That seems clear enough, doesn’t it?

BBC: And Leo Strauss, let’s be clear what he says.LaRouche: No. If you look back at the record of this
thing, if you go back to January 2002, when the President LaRouche: Leo Strauss, was a—came from Marburg,

Germany. He was a prote´géof the Carl Schmitt, who created[gave his] State of the Union address, in which he formulated
this concept of “axis of evil.” If you know the details of the theNotverordnung underwhichHitler cametopower in1933.

He shares those views, he’s a Nietzschean of those propensit-policy,as Ido, lookingbehind thescenes, towhat is the policy.
The policy is a policy of a group of people, who outlined ies. He’s credibly a fascist, and he’s produced—out of Chi-

cago University—principally the secondary, as well as thethis in 1991, under the direction of then Defense Secretary
Cheney, who is now the Vice-President. Subsequent to Sept. primary students of his, such as Paul Wolfowitz, who all share

this kind of ideology. This is very much, a Hitler in the bunker11, 2001, Cheney resurrected his war plans from 1991. And
that crowd, which includes Richard Perle and some of the kind of thing.
people around him, are the people who are orchestrating the
policy over very strong objections from the ground-based BBC: That was Democratic Presidential pre-candidate

Lyndon LaRouche that you’ve been listening to.military generals, both retired and active, serving.
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the same thing Hitler did in invading Poland in 1939. Europe-
Lyndon LaRouche on Iranian Radio ans involved, understand that, and understand that this is a

revival of a Nazi-like policy, which we outlawed at the end
of the war, the last war.

Q: Throughout the Foreign Ministry and [inaudible] say that‘The War on Iraq Is
after this war is carried out, the UN is not the practical institu-
tion, but is only a moral institution. How do you argue aboutA Drive for Empire’
this?
LaRouche: I don’t agree at all. What is happening is, the

This interview with Democratic Presidential pre-candidate United States is pulling itself down, by this kind of adventure.
For example, you can probably imagine what the war is goingLyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. was conducted by Iranian National

Radio on March 20. to cost, if you add an occupation as well. The attempt to
occupy a destroyed Iraq, is going to cause confusion through-
out the whole region. You’re talking about trillions of dollars,Q: In your point of view, what is the real purpose of America

and the British to launch war on Iraq? over several years. The United States already has a Federal
deficit of over a trillion dollars a year, approximately. ThereLaRouche: Well, I don’t think the President of the United

States actually knows what his purpose is. However, the peo- is no way the United States can, financially, economically,
sustain this kind of war. In the meantime, the internationalple who are controlling his policies, which include Vice Presi-

dent Cheney, and that circle, are intent on actually world financial system is collapsing; it will collapse anyway. If the
United States opposes cooperation with the Asian countries,empire, not Iraq. Iraq is simply treated as an opportunity to

start a larger war, in which, of course, China is ultimately Eurasian countries, such as Europe and Asia, then the United
States has no chance of recovering from this depression.targetted, Iran is among the targets, and so forth.
Therefore, the economic factor is going to cut in, and will be
increasingly decisive in determining what happens with theQ: Howdoyouevaluate the successfuloutcomeof theAmer-

ican and British attack on Iraq? outcome of this war.
LaRouche: This goes back to 1991, at the end of the so-
called Desert Storm, when the President and his then militaryQ: There is news that Saddam Hussein organized a suicide

pilot to target the Americans and British in the present war.commander, Colin Powell, said: “Don’t go to Baghdad,” that
the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait had been reversed, “The Iraqi Do you think this would be successful for the Iraqi regime

or not?forces involved had been destroyed, do not occupy Iraq.”
Cheney and others disagreed. And together with certainLaRouche: Iraq is in a desperate situation. And, when you

put a country in a desperate situation, with a leader such asforces in the right wing in Israel, have maintained this policy
ever since. After the Sept. 11, 2001, Cheney and his friends Saddam Hussein is, you can expect anything. I don’t think

that these particular type of things, individually, mean much.became active again. They are now going for world empire,
sort of a caricature of a Roman Empire, with nuclear weapons. The most deadly thing that Saddam Hussein has threatened—

and I understand that oil is being pumped into trenches forThat’s their policy. I don’t think the President himself under-
stands it, but these people behind this, including those in Brit- it—is to set fire to the oil fields. He would destroy the oil

fields of Iraq, rather than allow anyone else to occupy Iraq.ain who are supporting it, understand this very well.
That’s one of the threats which he’s made, which is very,
very, credible.Q: France, Germany, and Russia, don’t agree to launch uni-

lateral war on Iraq. . . . [What will be] the situation of the
world after this war? Q: The American authorities say that, after two or three

weeks, they will be successful in war, and can change theLaRouche: Their view is correct, as expressed by the French
Foreign Minister, in particular, in the United Nations. They regime of Iraq. In your point of view, if this war goes longer

than two or three weeks, what will be the consequences onare very aware that the Iraq issue is not the issue. The issue is
an imperial policy for a world empire. They understand that. the American situation?

LaRouche: First of all, the people who are saying that, orThat’s why the so-called triple alliance of Russia, Germany,
and France has emerged on this issue, why China supports it, advising President Bush to say it, are incompetent, militarily.

All of the leading flag officers, retired, and serving, that Iwhy others support it. They recognize that—. . . . Let me give
you an example of this that will help to explain it. know of, from the U.S. Army, from the U.S. Marine Corps,

and similar authorities in Britain, that is, the leading seniorWhat the United States has done, in launching this attack
on Iraq, despite, in defiance of, the United Nations, is the same military authorities in Britain, have all denounced it, saying

this is totally incompetent. So this is a war which is decided bything Hitler did in threatening Czechoslovakia in 1938, and
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consequences will be. All we know, is that they will be horri-
ble, for the United States, as well as everybody else.

Q: What about the psychological war on Iraq?
LaRouche: Everything is going on. But it is madness. One
has to understand that the people in the United States, and in
Britain, who are pushing this, are insane. That you can not
assume that what they say, or what they think they believe, is
true. The real world rejects them, and I think the expression
of Russia, France, and Germany on this question, is very mild.
It is appropriate, but it very much understates what I think
many of the people behind the scenes actually think about
this. It is insane.

Q: How do you evaluate the humanitarian catastrophe in Iraq
after this war?
LaRouche: Oh, God, this is terrible. I think of the people.
First of all, this is a Hitler-like war, as I said, like Hitler’s
invasion of Poland, or what he intended to do in Czechoslova-
kia. This is a Nazi conception. As a matter of fact, the people
in the United States, who developed this policy, designed it
on the basis of Nazi policy. For example, the people behind
Cheney—Cheney himself expresses a Nazi policy, publicly,
on this war question. These people are conducting wars of
virtual extermination, in the worst ways the Nazis did. You
probably know them from the Iran-Iraq War period, what they
were doing on the Iraq side, for example. This is a war of

The main gate of the Mausoleum of the King of the Lamp in Shiraz, extermination. And I just—the people, the people, you know,
Iran. The Cheney gang has made clear that they will not stop at to me, it’s horrible, because I know they are human beings,
Iraq: Iran is among their next targets.

and human beings should not be killed like this. Children,
women, everything, it’s horrible.

Q: What is your opinion about the future of Iraq?Corporal Hitler, not by competent military forces. Therefore,
what is being said from the U.S. government, as propaganda, LaRouche: I am determined to finally bring justice, if I am

able. Iraq should just be left to make its own decision. I doon the two- to three-week outcome of the war, is false. Yes,
Iraq could be virtually destroyed by these kinds of attacks, not believe in externally imposed solutions. A people must

make their own government, and their own solutions. Exter-physically, but that does not mean it can be successfully occu-
pied, or that the region will not blow up in the United States’ nal forces must not try to create puppet states. You see the

horrible thing that has happened in Afghanistan, as an exam-face, if they continue this attack.
ple. What happened there is not a success. United States ac-
tions made the situation worse than it was before the U.S.Q: The other question is about after this war, after the chang-

ing of Iraq. What is your point of view about terrorist attacks actions. And it will explode again. The Taliban will come
back, and surface, they’ ll take over again. The drug traffickingon the U.S. soil, and the British?

LaRouche: I think what we are going to see, is the people will increase. The danger to the neighbors will increase. Noth-
ing good can come out of this operation, with the way that thebehind Bush—I’m talking about Cheney, I’m talking about

that crowd around Cheney—these people will not stop at Iraq. present U.S. government intends it.
I intend, if I have the power to do so, to bring justice, toIran is obviously among their targets, they’ve made it very

clear. China is another ultimate target. North Korea is among give the people of the region an opportunity for peace, and
for development. But when it comes to the case of Iraq, thetheir targets, and so forth and so on. So there is no limit to

what the war will become if these fellows remain in control Iraqi people themselves must make their own decision. And
we must allow them to do that, and we must help to find theof the policy.

But the other side of it is, what they are proposing to do, conditions under which they can do it. Otherwise, we will not
have a stable neighbor in Iraq.it’s insane, and we can not anticipate in advance, what the
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with China, however, were strained following the border
clash in 1962. The relationship began to improve since the
mid-1980s. Having ridden through a few troughs along the
way, Sino-Indian relations are now on an improving track.Danger to India In
New Delhi has watched with amazement the pace at which
China developed in the post-Mao years, and has realized thatAnti-Muslim Policy
a meaningful collaboration with China, and Russia, would
help India to develop its economy assuredly and at a fasterby Ramtanu Maitra
pace.

Also notable in recent years was India’s initiative to have
A major flaw in India’s foreign policymaking showed up in a closer realationship with the nations in Southeast Asia and

Indochina. India’s then-External Affairs Minister Jaswantthe wake of the U.S.-U.K.-led invasion of Iraq. Prime Minis-
ter Atal Behari Vajpayee recently told the Cabinet of his coali- Singh went to Indochina in 2001 to inaugurate the Mekong-

Ganga Development Plan, which if pursued, would develoption government that a stridently anti-U.S. posture is not in
India’s national interest. This was the cited reason for turning effective infrastructure linkages between India and South-

east Asia.down the opposition’s plea to pass a parliamentary resolution
condemning the invasion. BIMSTEC (Bangladesh, India, Malaysia, Sri Lanka,

Thailand Economic Cooperation) established in 1998 at theThe inability of New Delhi to pass a resolution in parlia-
ment stems from the fact that a group within the Bharatiya Indian initiative, was an attempt to forge cooperation with

India’s neighbors in the East and to start cooperation amongJanata Party (BJP), the dominating party in the coalition
government, has become rabidly pro-United States and pro- the littoral states of the Indian Ocean region. The policy has

remained moribund due to lack of focus.Israel. This group, exemplified by the Vishwa Hindu Par-
ishad (VHP), a powerful faction within the BJP, has made It is vitally important for India to pursue these relation-

ships, particularly from the viewpoint of ensuring a moreits mark in the Indian political scene as the torchbearer
against the Muslim population. The VHP-influenced domes- stable regional economic process and improving the security

situation in the region. The vast Central Asian plains that linktic policy of the country in recent years has strayed far from
the path of removing abject poverty and building up the Asia to Europe to the north have great potential, but need

concerted developmental efforts to make them flourish. Chinanation. It has hurtled down the path of least resistance into
the abyss of exploitation of Hindu-Muslim conflicts, temple- is already actively involved, linking up with Europe by land

through Central Asia. Russia is already there, and it is now amosque conflicts, Gujarat killings, building of the Ram
Temple in Ayodhya, Jammu and Kashmir, and so on and necessity for India to participate in this trilateral cooperation

to develop that area. The success of that vast developmentalso forth.
project will ensure energy security to India and China, in
particular; provide Europe with an opportunity to grow, playThe Triangular Cooperation

The anti-Muslim policy exhibited by New Delhi in recent a useful role in the region’s security, and keep the out-of-
region big powers from colonial-style powerplays in the re-months is in direct conflict to the overall foreign policy of the

country. Since the end of the Cold War, India has developed gion. The main thrust of India’s foreign policy still is in that
direction. However, some very serious flaws have emergedstrong economic and bilateral relations with the United

States which benefit both nations. However, there is a realiza- which can marginalize India on the world scene.
tion in New Delhi that the United States is not a reliable
ally. Washington’s opposition to India’s nuclear weaponsWar on Terrorism, Jammu and Kashmir

Within India—particularly within the BJP—exists a veryprogram and New Delhi’s market protection policies, shows
up from time to time, often in the form of imposition of, or strong group of Muslim-baiters. These blame India’s failure

to emerge on the world scene, on the Muslim nations in thethreats to impose, economic sanctions. Moreover, Washing-
ton’s policy towards the nations of the Indian subcontinent region, Pakistan in particular. During the Cold War days,

India was close to the erstwhile Soviet Union, while Pakistanis fraught with narrow American interest. Washington is
not generous to share this interest with New Delhi, most was virtually a colony of the United States. Since the 1970s,

Pakistan also has gotten friendly to China. Both the UnitedIndians complain.
This understanding of the United States has also pushed States and China, at the time, were considered as adversaries

by the Indian authorities.India to seek cooperation in the Asian region with the larger
nations—Russia and China. Russia had been for years a close Following the end of the Cold War, and the emergence of

a weak Russia, India began to mend its fences with the Unitedally, even throughout the Cold War days. A significant part
of India’s military hardware comes from Russia. Relations States. India’s testing of nuclear devices in 1998 strained the
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Indo-U.S. relations. At that time, the BJP-led government set In other words, although the Bush Administration’s pol-
icy toward Islamabad clearly indicated that the Pakistaniabout to restore the once-friendly relations with Washington.

What followed, however, was the spectacle of grovelling at Army will continue to have a firm grip on the nation’s foreign
policies, New Delhi believed otherwise. That means that theWashington’s feet. At the end of ten rounds of talks, projected

in New Delhi as diplomacy, and after a loud endorsement Kashmir issue will be kept alive, and the Pakistani policy of
bleeding India, in revenge for India’s role in breaking upof the war on terrorism, India’s foreign policy got onto the

wrong path. Pakistan in 1972 to create Bangladesh, will continue.
A section of the BJP, represented by the VHP and Interior

Minister L.K. Advani, seized upon this opportunity to push Dangerous Waters
This obsession with Pakistan, and trust in the UnitedIndia’s foreign policy to meet American approval. According

to this group, the key necessity for India is to settle the Jammu States in the post-Sept. 11, 2001 period to help India to get
rid of the “Muslim terrorists,” led to another policy distortion.and Kashmir issue—exactly what Washington wants, though

for different reasons. For instance, a number of members in the present Indian gov-
ernment have found a new ally in Israel. Maj. Gen. Uzi Dayan,While the extension of India’s support to the United

States’ declared war on terrorism was not an unreasonable head of Israel’s National Security Council, visited India last
year for a “ joint strategic dialogue.” Former Foreign Ministermove, what followed from there was a spectacle. According to

the VHP—which heartily approved the U.S. stand on Iraq— Shimon Peres, during his visit to India last year, dubbed India
“ Israel’s best friend” in the region.close cooperation with the United States in rooting out the

Muslim terrorists would help India curb Pakistan’s support A delegation from the Jewish Institute for National Secu-
rity Affairs (JINSA), a U.S.-based pro-Israel lobby that hasof Kashmiri militants.

Obsessed with Pakistan and clinging to the U.S. promise, become increasingly powerful in light of the war against Iraq,
was in Delhi early this year. It included a number of high-this group then enmeshed India’s policy with the U.S. policy

toward Pakistan. When the Indian Parliament was attacked level Israeli military officers. From the United States came
Gen. Wayne Downing, an important member in the cabal ofon Dec. 13, 2001, the VHP and the other anti-Pakistan and

anti-Muslim fanatics wanted to invade Pakistan, but Wash- hawks in the Iraq war, and former FBI counterinsurgency
chief Steve Pomerantz, who is known to partner with Islam-ington prevented it. Subsequently, India assembled more than

700,000 troops with armaments along the India-Pakistan bor- baiters in the United States. The JINSA group, during its stay
in India, participated in a conference organized by one Indianders, threatening to invade. After six months and billions of

rupees, the troops were brought back. That, too, was done chamber of commerce, and met with many senior leaders in
the government.under pressure from Washington.

It is evident that the VHP-led group has moved India down The pro-Israel group in India is growing and drawing
in a large number of military personnel. For years now,the proverbial primrose path. New Delhi’s failure to extract

any concession from Pakistan in the war on terrorism has oodles of arms deals signed between India and Israel with
the blessing of the United States have muted India’s voicemade it more anti-Pakistan than ever. Having come to realize

that Washington would not lift even its finger to help India on in support of the Palestinian nation. In total, more than $2
billion in arms contracts have been signed between Israelthe cross-border terrorism, it has begun to dawn on New Delhi

that Pakistan is the cornerstone of Washington’s “war on ter- Aircraft Industries and the Indian Defense Ministry, with
Israel selling surface-to-surface Barak missiles, pilotlessrorism.” The Pakistani Army and Inter-Services Intelligence

(ISI) had nurtured and strengthened the two elements that the planes and radar systems, and renovating hundreds of MiG-
21 and MiG-29 planes and Russian-made T-72 tanks. IndiaUnited States was keen to eliminate—the Taliban and al-

Qaeda terrorists. Without Pakistan’s help, Washington had is also in the process of acquiring Israel’s Arrow Theater
Missile Defense System. Significantly, Israel is also provid-virtually no ability to achieve even a nominal level of success

in this venture. ing consultancy to India on how to deal with the cross-
border terrorism influx from Pakistan into the India-heldThe Bush administration’s double-talk and the anti-Mus-

lim fervor of the Indian policy group, also exposed a deep flaw part of Jammu and Kashmir.
By directing India’s foreign policy to align with the anti-in New Delhi’s subsequent analysis of the Pakistani domestic

situation. It did not seem to be evident to New Delhi that Islam, anti-Muslim cabal, New Delhi has set itself on a dan-
gerous path. India, with a billion-plus people and a well-de-Washington hopes to derive maximum benefit from its rela-

tionship with Pakistan in the future, only if Islamabad contin- veloped technological base, may soon be identified as an anti-
Muslim nation—a prospect it can ill afford. Should Indiaues to remain under control of the Pakistani Army. It did not

occur to New Delhi that Washington does not have enough get bogged down as an anti-Muslim nation, with two large
Muslim nations—Pakistan and Bangladesh—totalling morelatitude to play around with the Pakistani civilian leaders be-

cause of the growing emergence of anti-American Islamic than 250 million people, to its west and east, the country will
be truly, permanently straitjacketed.fundamentalists in the region.
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secretaries, including Lord Douglas Hurd, who admits that
some people would accuse ZDT of neocolonialism. ZDT
keeps its membership roster secret.

The older Westminster Foundation for Democracy isBush:Mugabe ‘Threatens
funded by the British government, and funnels money to op-
position parties abroad using Britain’s political parties as con-U.S. Foreign Policy’
duits. It may have sent $1 million or more to the MDC. It
boasts Tony Blair among its patrons. From the U.S. side, theby David Cherry
MDC is supported by the International Republican Institute
(using funds from the U.S. Agency for International Develop-

“The actions and policies of certain members of the Govern- ment, USAID), and the National Democratic Institute.
USAID also provides backing to the Southern Africa Mediament of Zimbabwe and other persons . . . constitute an un-

usual and extraordinary threat to the foreign policy of the Development Fund, said to have provided the opposition’s
Daily Newswith $500,000 when it was in financial trouble.United States, and I hereby declare a national emergency to

deal with that threat,” President George Bush declared, in an The MDC is also the party to which Zimbabwe’s remain-
ing white commercial farmers adhere. The leadership of theExecutive Order signed March 6. The language seems very

up to date in its imperial pretensions. The Order freezes all Commercial Farmers Union says it shares the views of the
British ambassador and meets with him regularly.assets in the United States belonging to 77 Zimbabweans,

including President Robert Mugabe, Cabinet ministers, and
other leading government figures. It also bans U.S. citizensEnter France and China

But the Anglo-American powers are no longer the onlyfrom doing business with them. Given the disparity between
the language of this preamble, and what is actually ordered, significant forces on the field of battle. They lost support in

Africa as they exposed their imperial ambition to invade andother actions may be under way.
Bush’s Executive Order is one more step in the war be- conquer Iraq: France is stepping into the vacuum. French

President Jacques Chirac, at the Feb. 20-21 Franco-Africantween the government of Zimbabwe and the Anglo-American
powers, for control of that country. When, in the 1990s, Presi- summit (with Mugabe in attendance), offered to be Africa’s

international advocate. He also offered to help South Africadent Mugabe was going along with the International Mone-
tary Fund’s destructive structural adjustment program, he was and Nigeria in resolving democracy, rule of law, and land

ownership issues in Zimbabwe. President Thabo Mbeki ofknighted by the Queen of England in 1994 as Honorary
Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath. The IMF policy South Africa and President Olusegun Obasanjo of Nigeria

accepted the offer. China is also on the field. In February,ravaged Zimbabwe, and Mugabe turned against it. He also
sent troops to defend the Democratic Republic of Congo Mugabe signed a contract with the China International Water

and Electric Corp., owned by the Chinese government, underagainst the invasion of Anglo-American assets Uganda and
Rwanda. He began the redistribution of British- and settler- which the company will prepare 247,000 acres of land in

Zimbabwe for commercial-scale farming, and will build theowned lands. He developed a friendship with Malaysian
Prime Minister Mahathir Mohammed, an anti-IMF strategist. necessary infrastructure. The project by itself could feed half

the country. It gives substance to Mugabe’s claim that he willNow Mugabe was a demon, and London and Washington
determined to be rid of him. As Zimbabwe’s elections ap- no longer work with the IMF and World Bank.

The arrival of France and China has no doubt given theproached in March 2002, British Prime Minister Tony Blair
fumed, “There can be no question of Mugabe being allowed Anglo-American powers a sense of urgency.

As Bush’s Executive Order shows, the instinct of the An-to stay in power,” unless the elections are “free and fair.” The
Anglo-American oligarchs and their governments, in 1999, glo-American powers is to tighten sanctions against Mu-

gabe’s government. But Africa objects. President Mbeki’screated the opposition party, the Movement for Democratic
Change(MDC); fund it; anddemanda fair shake—orbetter— spokesman Bheki Khumalo said on Jan. 24, “There is no need

for sanctions against Zimbabwe. We are totally opposed to it.for their fifth column.
In aseries ofarticles from April through August2000,EIR It is not even a last resort. There will be total chaos and a

meltdown that will threaten the very Zimbabweans we areexposed this fraud of “free and fair” elections: The Zimbabwe
Democracy Trust (ZDT) of Britain and the United States ac- trying to help.” One important sanction, suspension from the

Commonwealth, imposed in March 2002 by the delegatedknowledges its purposes are to fund the populist opposition
and to feed propaganda into Zimbabwe and around the world. troika of Mbeki, Obasanjo, and Australian Prime Minister

John Howard, came up for review last month. But Mbeki andZDT’s chairman is Lord Robin Renwick of Clifton, KCMG,
former ambassador to Washington, vice chairman of JP Obasanjo informed Howard that there was no need for the

troika to meet, because the two of them had decided thatMorgan PLC, and a member of the advisory board of RAND
Europe. ZDT’s patrons include three former British foreign sanctions had to be lifted. This so enraged the Common-
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wealth’s British helmsmen, that Commonwealth Secretary
Interview: Yitzhak Ben-AharonGeneral Don McKinnon announced on March 16, at a meeting

of Commonwealth diplomats in London, in an in-your-face
lie, that “ the members of the troika have now concluded” that
continued suspension is best. Commonwealth heads of state
participating in the February Non-Aligned Summit in Kuala OnlyNewThinking
Lumpur, Malaysia were unanimous in endorsing a decision
opposing sanctions against Zimbabwe. Will Bring Peace

The most potent card in the hands of the Anglo-American
powers is a mobilization of the MDC to lead a strike wave

Mr. Ben-Aharon, one of Israel’s founding fathers, is a found-that will bring the government to its knees. The International
Crisis Group, an important catspaw for the U.S. and British ing member of the Labor Party, and a trade union leader. He

served as a minister in the government of Israel’s first Primegovernments, wrote in its March 10 report on Zimbabwe,
“The success or failure of mass action may be the most impor- Minister, David Ben-Gurion. He was one of the first Israeli

leaderswho called for the returnof all the territoriesoccupiedtant determining factor for the future of the MDC,” and by
implication, one might add, for the future of Anglo-American by Israel in the Arab-Israeli war in June 1967. At 96, his

counsel is sought by many political leaders, including currentcontrol. Beginning in late 2002, there was increasing pressure
on the MDC from the non-governmental organizations, to opposition leader Amram Mitzna, chairman of the Labor

Party. Dean Andromidas conducted this interview throughovercome its fear of repression and go into action. Baroness
Valerie Amos, Minister of State in the British Foreign Office, written correspondence in early March.
met in London with MDC parliamentarians in December and
January. After some small, scattered actions, the MDC pulled EIR: Could you please briefly tell our readers about yourself,

and the role you played in the founding of the State of Israeloff a successful two-day general strike on March 18-19, and
gave Mugabe a two-week deadline to meet 15 political and and in its first decades?

Ben-Aharon: I came to Palestine in 1924 as a leader of thehuman rights demands. Senior MDC officials said the strike
was a “ test run” to gauge the mood of the people, and the next Zionist youth movement in Romania, and to some extent in

Germany as well. I joined the kibbutz [communal farm] inaction would take a different form if the party’s demands were
not met. Haifa and we worked for three years on the drainage of the

Kishon swamps, stretching from Haifa to Akko. It was thereThe MDC’s deadline for the government to respond to its
15 demands, passed on March 31. The MDC is now consider- that I started [to play] a leading role in the Jewish labor move-

ment, in its two-pronged presentation via the Histadrut [laboring its next move. Its leader, Morgan Tsvangirai, told support-
ers, “This will be the final push that will restore our sover- federation] and the Labor Party.

[Earlier], With the founding of the State of Israel, I be-eignty, liberty, and freedom. . . . It will be a struggle that calls
for extreme sacrifices, indeed even the supreme sacrifice. . . .” came a member of the Knesset [parliament], and pursued that

activity for 22 years in succession. I was also the Minister ofHowever, MDC spokesman Paul Themba Nyathi told BBC
News “ that the next step would have to be carefully chosen Communication in Ben-Gurion’s Cabinet in the 1950s, as

well as Secretary General of the Histadrut. With the outbreakbecause of the ‘ risks involved. . . . We don’ t want to draw our
people into an ambush.’ ” Richard Cornwell of the British- of the Second World War, I joined the volunteer pioneer for-

mations, received a commission, and then was drafted frominfluenced South African Institute of Security Studies has
warned the MDC not to move while the Iraq war continues, the western desert to Greece. That move was a terrible failure

of the British, and in no time, we were captured by the Ger-because the Mugabe government’s “ lethal reaction” would
go unnoticed internationally. mans, and I spent the duration of the war as a POW in Nazi

Germany. Unexpectedly, I survived, and upon reaching myBut the government’s Achilles’ heel is its inability to re-
verse Zimbabwe’s economic collapse. It is having increasing home, I was in no time declared a leader of the Haganah

underground and was put on a military court trial. That wasdifficulty in paying for vital imports, including oil and elec-
tricity, and the outflow of workers is putting a burden on obviously the British way of remuneration for my military

service, and without lauding myself, I was also a very activeZimbabwe’s neighbors. This provides the Anglo-American
powers with an opportunity to exert leverage. Indeed, when member of the underground intelligence.

I have been a member of my kibbutz, Givat Haim Meuhad,the Southern African Development Community’s (SADC)
foreign and defense ministers meet in Harare, Zimbabwe in from its founding until today.
the first week of April, they will reportedly consider arranging
a meeting between Zimbabwean and British officials. The EIR: What is your assessment of the political situation

within Israel and the ongoing conflict with the Palestinians?ubiquitous Baroness Amos has been in South Africa for a
week, insisting that there will be no New Partnership for Afri- Ben-Aharon: The current political situation concerning the

conflict between Israel and the Palestinians appears to be aca’s Development (NEPAD) if SADC doesn’ t dump Mugabe.
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tragedy with no immediate solution in sight. Both sides appear he should have retired to a position of the elder statesman
of Israel.to be reluctant to commit themselves to far-reaching compro-

mises, which in my view is the only chance for peace and
understanding. The Sharon government, as of today, is unfor- EIR: You were a participant in the founding of the State of

Israel. You no doubt embarked on this lifelong struggle withtunately, in its composition, unable to act to initiate negotia-
tions. many hopes and a mission for the State of Israel you envi-

sioned. Do you see that something has gone terribly wrong?
If so, could you discuss the when, where, and how?EIR: Amram Mitzna has sought your advice and has won

your endorsement. What is your assessment of this man and Ben-Aharon: With the founding of the State of Israel, there
were three dark holes left open. The first was the surrender tothe political path he is struggling for?

Ben-Aharon: Labor Party Chairman Amram Mitzna is, in the Orthodox [Jewish denomination] and giving up the moves
for a constitution, thereby empowering a theocratic establish-my mind, a new face within the political establishment of

Israeli democracy. He is a man of perfect integrity, and it ment under the umbrella of the state and its finances. The
second was the giving of concessions to the wealthy, in theappears that ahead of him awaits a painful struggle for the

recognition of his leadership. hope of attracting foreign investment by such anti-social sur-
render. From the start, Israel took upon itself a role as a fore-
runner for capitalism in the Middle East. The third was theEIR: What is your assessment of Ariel Sharon? Will he

launch a new regional war? failure to realize the national and religious entities of the Ar-
abs. There was a belief that the new Israel’s bounties wouldBen-Aharon: I am not aware that Ariel Sharon will ever

launch a regional war; therefore, he should not be charged pacify the Arabs’ desire for national independence.
Therefore, I acted almost throughout my political activ-with aggressive intentions against our neighbors. What can

be said fairly is his belief in the ultimate power of arms. He ity, in opposition to all governments’ social policies. I still
believe that socialism is not just a Utopian dream. With itsappears to expect total surrender from his opponents, and yet

I would not exclude the possibility, that in this last political adaptation to reform, including private initiative, it can be
and should be materialized. The collapse of the Soviet Unionleadership, he might open himself to President Bush’s dic-

tates. When all is said and done, the real and decisive power is a clear indication of how even progressive ideas can
be abased.lies with the Americans, and Mr. Sharon is a dutiful partner

in the American hegemony.
EIR: You have played a leading role in the kibbutz and labor
movements. I can imagine that you are critical of the liberalEIR: What is your vision of a just solution to the conflict,

not just between Israel and the Palestinians, but the region as economic system and how it has been adopted in Israel.
Ben-Aharon: As a member of the kibbutz movement, anda whole?

Ben-Aharon: I have already formulated above some princi- as a veteran leader of hired labor and of creative collective
systems, I am naturally opposed to the present liberal eco-ples for the end of the bloody conflict. A just solution must

be of a political nature, and there can be no solution by an nomic system of the Sharon governments.
Israeli policy of an unconditional surrender by the Palestin-
ians. Therefore, although the Palestinians, for the past cen- EIR: The founder of EIR is American statesman Lyndon

LaRouche, who has been a life-long critic of the British liberaltury, have rejected all attempts at a solution, Israel is bound
today to assist the Palestinians to establish their own state . . . economic system. He has called for dramatic reform of the

international financial system, which at this point is bankrupt.albeit with a delay of more than 50 years.
Premised on the theme “peace through development,”
LaRouche has drafted a proposal for Middle East peace, to beEIR: Prior to the Jan. 28 elections, the Labor Party was a full

partner in Sharon’s government. Many of our readers were centered around the development of water and transportation
systems on a regional basis.surprised by this fact, especially by the role of Shimon Peres

as Foreign Minister, who was so much identified with the Ben-Aharon: I regret to confess that I am not familiar with
Mr. Lyndon LaRouche’s philosophy and his political plat-Oslo Accords and his vision of a “New Middle East.” How

would you explain this phenomenon? form. Certainly I view favorably every struggle to at least
reform the globalization of the world economy. As far as yourBen-Aharon: The participation of the Labor Party in Mr.

Sharon’s government for the past two years was almost its question about the importance of the water problem in our
region, there is certainly a great contribution to a regionalundoing. Your remarks about Mr. Shimon Peres are correct,

but it must be admitted that his obsession for collaboration peace settlement by developing all water resources on a trans-
national basis. The Middle East has very limited water re-with the religious [parties] and the right is a precondition to

lead Israel back to the negotiation table. Shimon Peres is sources, but technology can give the proper answers to the
problem. From this point of view, the approach of Mr.also a riddle to me, but there cannot be any doubt about his

idealistic view of a New Middle East. From a practical view, LaRouche can be very helpful.
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‘INSANITY AS GEOMETRY’

Rumsfeld as ‘Strangelove II’
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.

This statement was released by the LaRouche in 2004 Presi- parody of the wicked Thrasymachus from Plato’sRepublic.
That same Strauss is the central ideological figure of that cultdential campaign committee.
of his devotees known as the current Bush Administration’s
“Chicken-hawks.” It is these Chicken-hawks who, in DonaldMarch 26, 2003
Rumsfeld’s Hitler-and-the-generals routines, have been the
controlling, lackey-like figures of President Bush’s post-2001The first week of President George W. Bush, Jr.’s Middle

East war sufficed to unmask the military doctrines of Defense drive toward imperial, nuclear-weapons-wielding world
war.1Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, Vice-President Cheney, and

their pack of Chicken-hawks, as the work of fools or, most The shocking lessons of the first week of the new Iraq
war’s battlefields forced many to look back to the sum-totalprobably, worse. Since then, the Bush Administration’s cur-

rent Defense Department’s utopian military policies, are now of relevant recent weeks’ developments in and out of the UNO
Security Council. Increasing numbers are being forced to rec-ever more widely recognized among relevant professionals,

and qualified other critics, as combining elementary military ognize that President Bush’s maddened lurch into a new Iraq
war, was induced and intended by the President’s currentincompetence with several dimensions of unworldly delu-

sion. The relevant delusions of Rumsfeld’s, Cheney’s, and Chicken-hawk controllers, as a trigger for an enraged utopi-
an’s Hitler-like, chain-reaction-like plunge into what, unlessAshcroft’s flock, are to be recognized as an outgrowth of the

fusion of two ingredients: the first, the Nietzschean fascism of stopped, will be spread, more or less rapidly, as a new world
war. On that account, the French Foreign Minister DominiqueProfessor Leo Strauss; the second, that imperial, and frankly

satanic, Wells-Crowley-Russell-Hutchins, English-speaking de Villepin’s UNO Security Council warning against Bush’s
proposed war, must be endorsed for fact, by all reasonableutopianism of the high-flying “military-industrial complex,”

which has been the principal, alien adversary of the Classical governments around the world, as many among them have
either stated or clearly implied. Of that, I say, as I have saidU.S. military tradition in statecraft since the closing phase of

World War II. in various forms and locations before this:That new world
war, implicit in President Bush’s current Middle East poli-Predominant control over the present Bush Administra-

tion has been secured, until now, by a Cheney-led fusion ofcies, unless stopped soon, will have an outcome comparable,
on a global scale, to something worse than what Europe suf-the combination of Chicago University’s imported fascist—

that Professor Leo Strauss—with Wells’ and Russell’s goalfered during the 137 years preceding the Treaty of West-
phalia.of world government through Hitler-like, preventive nuclear

war. Speaking in terms of epistemology, the “genetically”
Nazi-like ideology of a Strauss, was that of a figure whose

1. Cf. Field Marshall Erich von Manstein,Verlorene Siege (Lost Victories:
own writings, like those of his underling Allan Bloom, recall The War Memoirs of Hitler’s Most Brilliant General), Presidio Press, 1994,
those of the Nazi philosopher, Martin Heidegger, who influ-for a devastating account of foolish fascist Adolf Hitler’s comparable,

Rumsfeld-like tyranny over his generals.enced Strauss. Strauss’s dogmas are those of a Nietzschean
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ary 2001 address, actually came, less than nine months later,
on Sept. 11, 2001. Like Hitler’s Reichstag fire of 1933, the
Sept. 11, 2001 attack was exploited by Vice-President Dick
Cheney and such followers of the Nazi-like Professor Leo
Strauss as Attorney-General John Ashcroft, to unleash an at-
tempted step-wise, fascist takeover of the U.S.A. from
within.2 That incident of Sept. 11, 2001 was then used to
unleash a campaign of intended world-wide warfare, warfare
modelled on Athens’ tragic folly of the Peloponnesian war,
and on such Classically fascist precedents as those of the
Roman Caesars, the Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte, and Adolf
Hitler. Thus, the ideology of that thieving, imperial outlook
of Cheney and his fascist Chicken-hawks, now combines the
nuclear “preventive war” dogmas of Bertrand Russell with the
imported Nietzschean mode of fascist ideology of Germany’s
Carl Schmitt, Martin Heidegger, and Leo Strauss.

More recently, George W. Bush, a U.S. President of
starkly limited intellectual capability, has reacted in a fit of
rage to the combined effect of both his desperation over a
U.S. economic situation far beyond his capacity for rational
decision-making, and his anticipation of a then immediately
imminent political defeat of his war policy in the UN Security
Council. That wildly irrational outburst of rage, orchestrated
by “Svengali” Cheney, has triggered “Trilby” Bush’s declar-
ing a needless, lawless, and reckless war against Iraq, a war
in violation of the relevant international code of law. Worse,
this is a war for which the policies of arm-chair warlordsTo begin to understand how President George W. Bush,

Jr. came to this presently tragic state of his government, look Cheney and Rumsfeld had left existing U.S. forces both
poorly deployed, and severely under-equipped for the missionback to January 2001, shortly before his dubiously con-

trived inauguration. assigned to them. Rumsfeld’s playing “Hitler and the gener-
als” in the Defense Department, produced the result, thatJust prior to the January 2001 inauguration of that current

U.S. President, I delivered, from Washington, D.C., what within the lapse of a week of that war, signs of a new “Vietnam
War” syndrome could no longer be hidden.must now seem to many as a prophetic public address to

an international audience. In that address, I warned that the The President’s lawless doctrine of “ regime change”
threatened Saddam Hussein, personally, with preventive warinauguration of that Presidency coincided with the U.S.A.’s

previous entry into the terminal phase of the collapse of the against Iraq, exactly as Hitler, in 1938, had personally threat-
ened Eduard Benes with “ regime change.” Our poor Presidentworld’s current monetary-financial system. I warned that au-

dience, then, that Bush’s inauguration, under today’s 1928- was moved to this action by puppet-strings of lies jerked by
a special, Goebbels-like, Chicken-hawk intelligence unit in33-like conditions of terminal monetary-financial crisis, coin-

cided with the likelihood that powerful insider forces behind Rumsfeld’s Department of Defense. So, the President in-
vaded Iraq on the same type of pretext used by Hitler for histhe scenes would arrange a thus-threatened, early outbreak

of an incident paralleling the Feb. 27, 1933 burning of the 1939 invasion of Poland. All this was done under the influence
of a deceased German fascist emigré, Carl Schmitt-sponsoredGerman Reichstag.

That Reichstag burning which I referenced in that address, Leo Strauss, whose only disqualification for Nazi Party mem-
bership had been the Jewish ancestry which could not bewas the incident which was used by the Nazi government to

establish the Hitler dictatorship. The Reichstag event thus expunged from his birth record.
So, the events of the first week of that war, have madeprecluded the alternative: that the March inauguration of Pres-

ident Franklin Roosevelt would mean that the similar recov-
ery programs of Roosevelt and Germany’s Dr. Wilhelm

2. Not only was Chicago University Professor Leo Strauss’s career launchedLautenbach might be adopted by Germany instead of Hjalmar
by the sponsorship of Germany’s Carl Schmitt, the designer of that Not-Schacht’s. Thus, by late Summer 1934, some form of World
verordnung used to award Hitler post-Reichstag-fire dictatorial powers. The

War II had become inevitable, under a world governed by the war policy of the Bush Administration, and the “Patriot Act” drafts and
European leaderships of that time. Guantanamo base and related doctrines of Ashcroft, are copies of the Nazi

concentration-camp and related dogma in law developed by Carl Schmitt.That new “Reichstag Fire” of which I warned in that Janu-
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undeniable the delusions under which the trio of the President, speare’s Cassius.
The problem of that typical “underling’s” mentality mustVice-President, and Rumsfeld had been operating, going into

the war. As the war entered its second week, the watching be recognized and corrected, as a disorder which is spread
much wider than the indicated clique of Leo-Straussian fanat-world saw proof of that lunatic disregard for elementary Clas-

sical considerations of modern warfare and strategy, which is ics. What has impelled many wild and foolish Democratic
Party figures, and others, to support or tolerate war-monger-deeply embedded in the “Chicken-hawk” utopians’ “ Revolu-

tion in Military Affairs.” Although U.S. power could crush ing fanatics such as Cheney, Rumsfeld, McCain, and Lieber-
man, is a culturally embedded tendency, in popular entertain-Iraq, even despite Rumsfeld’s Hitler-like muddling, sooner

or later: yet, as for the 1960s Defense Secretary Robert McNa- ment, and otherwise, to submit to the kind of neo-Nietzschean
existentialist impulses which have taken over much of thatmara’s Indo-China war, there was no foreseeable, acceptable

exit from the kind of war which the Rumsfeld-Cheney “Baby Boomer” generation which came to adulthood during
the period of the 1964-1972 U.S. War in Indo-China. ThatChicken-hawk set had planned. The only solution for Presi-

dent Bush, had he been rational, was to get out of the war, and heretofore widespread toleration of such policies, is purely,
simply, a case of personal and collective group-insanityreturn to the UNO process. President George “Flight For-

ward” Bush has so far lacked the proverbial “brains and guts” shared among those sharing the relevant populist (“under-
ling” ) mentality. The danger inhering in this global situationto make such a rational choice.

There would be an ultimately suicidal outcome for civili- will not be overcome, unless that controlling factor of wide-
spread, popular group-insanity is taken adequately into ac-zation already looming in failure to abort the Straussian

Chicken-hawks’ imperial strategic policies. These are the pol- count, and addressed with a certain ruthlessness, as the aging
Solon addressed his errant Athenians, as I do here.icies expressed by both the White House utopians and also

kindred circles, such as the Conrad Black-backed McCain- I have now stated the problem. I have situated the para-
doxes. Now, I shift to developing the solution.Lieberman-Donna Brazile cabal, the cabal now dominating

the Democratic Party bureaucracy. That cross-party,
Nietzschean flight-forward impulse, is typified by the war- 1. What Is Sanity?like flock of the followers of the now-deceased, professed
Nietzschean fascist, Chicago University Professor Leo

My first-approximation definition of sanity, is dedicationStrauss, whom I have identified, repeatedly, above. This role
to discovering and acting according to a principle of discover-of second- and third- generation followers of fascist fanatics
able truth, as Plato’s dialogues define truthfulness, contraryStrauss’s and Allan Bloom’s teachings, is typified by Vice-
to the schizophrenic word-play of Strauss and Bloom. ForPresident Cheney’s present brood of Chicken-hawks, the
example, when a typical U.S. politician says that he, or she iswould-be “ little Hitlers,” or “Goebbels” such as Chicago’s
“going along to get along,” he, or she usually means to sayWolfowitz, thieving magpie Perle, slippery Bill Kristol, and
that one must “ learn” to get along in such domains as politicskindred Brechtian beggars-opera types.
or public office, in university life, in one among many public-The Nazi-like, Leo-Straussian pathology of Dick and
school classrooms, using opinions expressed by major newLynne Cheney’s circles, could be, and must be described in
media, or in the company board-room, or in cringing submis-political-historical, military, and related technical terms.
sion to some sitting U.S. Federal Fourth Circuit judges, andNonetheless, technical analysis of the political-strategic is-
some Virginia judges I have known. The theme, in each case,sue, however necessary as far as it goes, still fails to get to the
is, one must “put the issue of truth behind us.”more deeply determining, psychological core of the matter.

The categorical form of that widespread denial of the ef-The crux of the matter is, that like a man of kindred
ficient existence of truth, is the central feature of the intention-Nietzschean disposition, Adolf Hitler, that pack of Straussian
ally fraudulent life’s work of that now-deceased ProfessorSvengalis which has been directing President George
Strauss, the Nietzschean den-mother of today’s Chicken-“Trilby” Bush’s ongoing imperial world war, is not merely
hawk brood.3 It is the core of his fascist, Thrasymachian doc-misguided; it is, morally and otherwise, functionally insane.

In global terms, that pack’s Nietzschean policies are as evil
3. We meet a related form of truth-hating insanity in the argument of U.S.as Hitler’s in both intent and effect.
Associate Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia’s practiced doctrine of text.

Worse, the many, so-called “ordinary” Americans among Contrary to the frankly kabbalistic textualism of Leo Strauss and his dupes,
that sizeable minority which still foolishly supports the war the Socratic dialogues of Plato, the principal target of Strauss’s expressed

hatred, are premised on experimentally demonstrable principles of construc-policies, are also insane in the strictest clinical sense of that
tion, like the same Pythagorean traditionof Archytas and Plato which Gauss’sterm. As Shakespeare’s Cassius warned Brutus: the popular
1799 paper puts into the form of the mathematical physics of the complexinsanity of these foolishly pro-war American populists lies
domain. With Plato, one need not debate the interpretation of the text; one

not in their stars, but, in themselves, that they think as “under- must repeat the experience of the experimental construction which Plato
lings.” So many leading members of the Congress have also provides. Any debates over a translation or copying of a Plato writing, are

resolved solely through those epistemological methods of construction.reacted today like the “underlings” described by Shake-
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occurring mental disorders ex-
pressed among students whose judg-
ments have been shaped through
drill-and-grill in empiricist and, es-
pecially, radical-positivist mathe-
matical physics, still today. I now
proceed accordingly.

Math and Madness
For our purposes here, let us first

define “ insanity” as it appears in the
guise of even the most elementary
forms of dysfunctions in a formal
mathematical physics.

Thus, in those terms, the empiri-“Rumsfeld has been
playing Hitler to the cists Galileo, Thomas Hobbes, John
generals,” LaRouche Locke, the notorious Adam Smith,
says: the utopian, and the famous René Descartes,
imperial military

were, like Bertrand Russell and hispolicy was set loose by
devotees, systemically insane, in thethe use of the events of

Sept. 11, 2001 as a strictest formal use of the term “ in-
“Reichstag Fire,” sane.” That is to say, that Descartes’
including Atty. Gen. way of thinking about the physical
Ashcroft’s (inset)

universe, was based on subordina-moves toward
tion of the physical evidence to in-suspension of

Constitutional rights. cluded axiomatic presumptions
which, in fact, can be found only in a
non-existent, “ ivory tower” uni-

verse. President George W. Bush, Jr.’s and former Vice-Presi-trine, as that of his underling Allan Bloom. It is also the dogma
dent Al Gore’s opinions on economic and military matters,of like-minded truth-haters, such as Strauss’s cronies among
express, systemically, more or less extreme versions of thethe German fascists of the Frankfurt School circles. The latter
insanity of that same general (“ ivory tower,” utopian) type.include such pro-Satanic existentialists as official Nazi phi-

In mathematical physics, this same clinical type of sys-losopher and Strauss mentor Martin Heidegger, and the fascist
temic insanity encountered in the follies of Descartes, istruth-haters Theodor Adorno and Hannah Arendt.
echoed by Euler and Lagrange, as the latter cases were ex-The promotion, or acceptance of doctrines, such as the
posed by Carl Gauss’s 1799, correct statement of the Funda-fascism of Hitler and Leo Strauss, or preference for popular,
mental Theorem of Algebra. The same pathological elementor learned opinion, over truth, are also symptoms of what is
typical of Galileo, Descartes, Euler, and Lagrange, is perva-to be defined as a mental disease, a systemic delusion. Look
sive in classrooms and textbooks still today. Thus, I chose theat phenomena such as support for President Bush’s unlawful,
case of that short, but crucial paper by Gauss, as the pivot onpresent war-drive, as expressing a form of mass-insanity. I
which to premise the program of higher education for thepoint to mass-insanity such as that which, for a while, seized
participants in the new youth movement I was sponsoring.the majority of the German voters under Hitler. It is form of
My principle was, and is, that, for reasons I shall explainmass-insanity which, more recently, seized the political
here, no youth movement among the 18-25 university-ageforces which reduced the list of leading 2000 candidates for
population could succeed in leading society out of the kind ofU.S. President to two Chicken-hawk-linked, known incompe-
cultural disorientation which grips most of globally extendedtents, each of whom was more or less equally likely to launch
European civilization today, unless the participants in thatworld-wide war within a few years of his inauguration.
movement were to proceed from discovery and mastery of anThe type of mass-insanity to which I am pointing, is best
“ ivory tower” -free, empiricism-free, elementary proof of theunderstood by defining it, first, in terms of some commonly
existence of knowable truthfulness.

I explain that connection by successive stages, in the
Strauss’s and Scalia’s method of argument from text, are examples of spe-

course of the following pages.cifically schizophrenic forms of radicallynominalistword-play, ademonstra-
At first glance, the mathematical definition of systemictionof diagnosableexpressions, in the formofuseof language, corresponding

to, and often reflecting schizophrenic thought. insanity which our youth movement’s pedagogical program
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derives from that Gauss example, apparently differs from the fied by the work of Eratosthenes, Aristarchus, and Archi-
medes. Out of these Renaissance origins, came the work ofrelatively more shallow-minded notion of clinical insanity

usually proffered by psychiatrists. Nonetheless, a morally modern Classical giants most usefully typified by Johannes
Kepler, Gottfried Leibniz, Carl Gauss, and Bernhard Rie-competent psychiatrist, following my argument here, would

feel himself, or herself obliged to nod assent to the direction mann. Out of this modern, Classical scientific tradition, we
have inherited the notions associated with a Riemannian formof my argument, and would probably qualify that assent with

an observation which would be, more or less, to the following of Classical physical geometry, from which we have expelled
the clutter of all those a priori definitions, axioms, and postu-net effect.

To understand the relevant difficulty of the professional lates associated with Euclid, of the empiricists in general,
and of the Cartesians in particular. Only what are provenpsychologist, ask yourself, what should we mean if we say

that some persons are neurotic, or worse? Should we not experimentally to be universal physical principles, are al-
lowed.4mean, in the case of the neurotic, a person whose judgment is

often efficient in dealing with many challenges in day to day This Riemannian concept of physical geometry serves
not only for what today’s convention signifies as “physicallife, but who suffers from the recurrent triggering of some

emotionally driven, pathological quirk, a quirk which impels science” ; it also applies to provable principles of those aspects
of social relations which determine mankind’s effective so-that person toward acting in a way contrary to physical real-

ity? In one setting, that person appears rational; in another, cial relationship to the universe in which we live. As I shall
explain below, this same principle corresponds to the distin-his or her behavior is functionally absurd. Typical of such

neurotics, is the alcoholic or drug-user, or the ordinary bi- guishing principle of Classical (as opposed to Romantic or
Modernist) composition and performance of art, as it does topolar personality, who may be competent at work, but who

beats his wife, or also his children, or, threatens to do so under physical science as such.
Therefore, as a matter of scientific precision, we ought tocertain circumstances, or does so more or less periodically.

The empiricist is categorically insane in a similar sense and limit the use of the term “ insanity,” to those sets of practiced
belief which are demonstrably in efficiently systemic viola-degree.

Speaking in the very broadest terms, there are two general tion of that combined, Riemannian physical geometry which
encompasses both the individual mind’s knowledge of thetypes of practical cases of systemic disorders of individual

judgment. There is, first, the case of simple ignorance, in physical universe around it, and also the efficient and valid
universal principles of social relations governing society’swhich the subject is exposed to a challenge of which he or she

simply lacks relevant elementary knowledge, like an individ- coordination of its relationship to that same universe.
Ordinarily, the teaching and practice of psychology doual reared in a jungle tribe, trying to operate a bulldozer at

first sighting. In a second general type of case, the individual, not attempt to reach such a strictly scientific definition as
that one. The relatively better practice among that profession,or society, is reacting under the influence of axiomatically

false assumptions respecting man and society. For him, or nonetheless seeks to define sanity in terms of definable princi-
ples, but usually falls far short of recognizing the functionalher, these false assumptions function like the “ ivory tower”

axioms of a Euclidean geometry, thus exerting a more or less significance of rigorously defined, truly universal principles,
both truly universal physical principles and also their socialsevere, even deadly pathological influence over individual,

or collective group behavior. These errors are the typical ori- correlatives.
Usually, among the least competent choices of standardgin of insanity, or “non-sanity,” as defined from a Classical

Greek standpoint of reference. for psychology, is the more or less frequent reliance upon an
arbitrary standard of so-called “normal behavior.” All trueIn Euclidean, or Cartesian geometry, as in the empiricism

of Paolo Sarpi’s lackey, Galileo Galilei, the victim’s mind is scientific geniuses of society today, are, by definition, “abnor-
mal.” Therefore, the only competent definition of a sick soci-polluted by so-called a priori, so-called “self-evident,”

“ ivory tower” definitions, axioms, and postulates, each of ety, is, “axiomatically,” one in which its prevalent standard
of sanity is that set of belief which is usually considered “nor-which, in fact, has no correspondence to the physical universe.

In contrast to those popularized, Euclidean, empiricist, and mal,” or, as in the instance of the wrong ideas concerning
economy, which are rampant in the U.S.A. today.5 The crisisCartesian forms of insanity, in the pre-Euclid, ancient scien-

tific practice of Thales, the Pythagoreans, and Plato, the prin- hitting the U.S. today, has been caused by what have come to
ciple of physical construction defines the universe as a domain
of physical geometry, as a universal physical space-time.

4. Bernhard Riemann, Über die Hypothesen welche der Geometrie zuWith the Fifteenth-Century European Renaissance’s rebirth,
Grunde liegen, H. Weber, ed. (New York: Dover Publications reprint edi-

as associated with Filippo Brunelleschi, Nicholas of Cusa, tion, 1953).
and Leonardo da Vinci, the mainstream of scientific progress 5. Among the worst cases of popular misuse of “normal” as a standard, are
returned, from the decadence of Latin Romanticism, to the instances of threatened or actual violence promoted by racial and religious

bigotry.Platonic tradition of Classical Greece, that tradition also typi-
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be widely accepted as “normal” forms of belief and mass The ‘No Future’ Crisis
There were also special, contemporary considerationsbehavior. To escape that trap, we must discard “normal” as a

standard, and choose, instead, a standard which is provably compelling me to insist upon that standard at this point in the
globally extended history of current European civilization. Iuniversal, without use of the sometimes useful, but always

slippery notion of “normal.” point to the conflict between the typical representative of that
“Now Generation,” which entered adulthood during an inter-For example. In Classical tragedy since the best work of

the ancient Greeks, as in the modern productions of Shake- val of, approximately, 1964-1972, the interval of the rise of
the “ rock-drug-sex youth-counterculture,” and the so-calledspeare and Schiller, the root of all that tragedy which corres-

ponds to a nation, a people in crisis, lies in the currently “Now Generation’s” children. Today, more than a quarter-
century later, the former “Now” generation has produced chil-prevalent mental habits of the general population represented.

Shakespeare writes, that “ there is something rotten in the dren who became university-age young adults, and adoles-
cents, condemned to be part of a “No Future Generation.”kingdom of Denmark.” It is Hamlet’s fear of that conventional

rottenness of his society, his terror of the prospect of immor- Despite the significant, smaller rations among both of these
generations which are more or less exceptions to this pattern,tality, which impels him, like his successor Fortinbras, to

continue the same folly of Denmark which felled the foolish the conflict between the two sets of generations, is widespread
and deep-going; it is a conflict which must be recognized, andHamlet. So, it is in Schiller’s Don Carlos,the real-life tragedy

of religious warfare which carries the real-life Philip II, his overcome, if this civilization is to find a civilized future during
the generations immediately ahead.followers, and Spain itself, as in Schiller’s play, into the cul-

turally deserved ruin which Cervantes foresaw, and which Prior to the rise of “ the rock-drug-sex youth-countercul-
ture,” the typical outlook of that normally moral U.S. or Euro-Spain thus became in the course of the Seventeenth Century.

The tragic doom of nations, lies, first, as Athens’ Solon pean adult, who was conscious of his or her mortality, was a
commitment to a brighter future for the children and grand-warned: in the foolish norms of its current, decadent culture;

and, second, in the nation’s failure to nurture and select lead- children of one’s own generation. Most among such Ameri-
cans and Europeans were scarcely saints, but they had thaters who will lead a tragic people to mend its foolish customs.

So, Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound paints the doom of degree of a sense of an efficient personal immortality. Most
would have tended to accept the New Testament parable ofGreece under a culture polluted by the polymorphous perver-

sity of its inhuman Olympian gods. the “ talents.” We are each given a mortal existence of uncer-
tain duration. That is ourfinite talent, called mortal life. There-Therefore, especially in times of crisis, we must reject

that which may happen to appear to be normal, and define fore, wisdom says, “Spend it well.”
Unfortunately, that moral tradition began to be sweptwhat should have been adopted as normal, instead. As the

aging Solon rebuked his foolish Athenians, it was always away with the advent of the “ rock-drug-sex youth-countercul-
ture” of the middle to late 1960s. The resulting present moralwhat had come to be accepted as “normal” behavior which

brought about the subsequent threat of self-inflicted doom. and economic crisis of America and European society is a
reflection of this change.Such is the more or less indispensable function of redefining

mass insanity in society as I do here. The “Beatniks” and earlier “ rock culture” of the Elvis
Presley generation already echoed the Dionysian cult-legacyTherefore, for related reasons which I shall explain more

fully here, I chose Gauss’s 1799 paper on the Fundamental of the European existentialist degeneration of Heidegger, Jas-
pers, Leo Strauss, Theodor Adorno, Hannah Arendt, and suchTheorem of Algebra, in opposition to the empiricists Euler

and Lagrange, as the best choice of standard launching-point French followers of the Nazi Heidegger as Jean-Paul Sartre.
This corruption, copied from the most decadent elements offor a modern university or comparable education.

The young American, for example, must enter adulthood Weimar Germany’s post-Versailles 1920s, was subsequently
carried to an extreme by the “ rock-drug-sex youth-counter-with a secure mooring of his or her sense of personal identity

in a valid sense of the meaning of truth. Not what is prescribed culture” of the mid-1960s. This led, more than a decade later,
to the epidemics of “mid-life crisis,” and kindred, patheticas “ truth,” as by textbooks, or so-called popular opinion. It

must be what he or she knows to be truth, by means of nothing bleats of “ I must change my life-style,” which were among the
frequent lawful, middle-age consequence of joining a “nowbut the internal authority of knowledge, as the experimental

validity of an hypothesized universal physical principle, a generation” imagined to dwell on the backside of a history
which had come to nearly its Hegelian-Nietzschean end.principle free of the encumbrances of “ ivory tower” defini-

tions, axioms, and postulates signifies actual knowledge of As the Baby Boomer generation’s position within adult
society became more and more dominant, the degenerationtruth. The young such American must command valid cer-

tainty of at least one such universal principle, as a benchmark of the economy and other cultural attributes, into the charac-
teristics of a so-called “post-industrial,” or “consumption”from which to proceed with his or her personal, life-long

mapping of the universe. Thus, to define a shareable mooring- society, accelerated. The economy degenerated under the in-
creasing popular influence of post-industrial Baby Boomerpoint of that quality, I chose and proposed the Gauss paper.
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Westphalia, on whose precedent civilized life among modern
nations depends, still today, is an example of this simpler
expression of morality. On a higher level, we meet the excep-
tional individual, as typified most simply by France’s mar-
tyred Jeanne d’Arc, or the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.,
who follows in the imitation of Christ, to spend one’s mortal
life wisely, for the sake of the betterment of future humanity.

The faction around The significance of the emergence of rampant, even rabid
Cheney are

existentialism, in the cultural currents of the post-World WarStraussians,
II U.S.A., is that it tended, rather efficiently, to uproot thestudents of

University of simple kind of popular morality from the population, and
Chicago’s late national custom in general. The intrinsically immoral influ-
Prof. Leo Strauss ence of the cult of the “Now Generation,” the generation of
and his followers.

President George W. Bush, Jr., has tended to uproot and elimi-Strauss was a
nate that idea of progress, on which all the true achievementsprotégé of “Nazi

Crown jurist” Carl of our U.S. republic had depended. This form of moral corrup-
Schmitt. tion typified by the “Now Generation,” became something

like an expression of cultural cannibalism toward both that
generation’s own parents, and own children. The latter vic-
tims of the 1960s counterculture, are the present “No Futurefads. Degeneration of the nation’s culture and economy were

not recognized as the catastrophe they were in fact, because, Generation.” Thus, today’s President Bush’s policy-making
outlook expresses in the extreme, the same ugly essence offor the existentialist “Now” generation’s Baby Boomer cul-

ture, which was then moving toward the higher ranks of so- that moral decay, as the explicit, Leo-Straussian, Hegelian-
Nietzschean “end of history” doctrine of the Baby-Boomercial, economic, and political life, their slide into decadence

had become “ the norm.” generation’s Cheney-Rumsfeld Chicken-hawks.
That implicitly awful present conflict among generationsWhat, then, to do with the Baby Boomer’s children? For

the “Now” generation, their children, such as those maturing exists. How might we overcome it? My view, which is corrob-
orated in a significant degree by the recent impact of our youthchildren entering university age, were an increasingly uncom-

fortable reality, just as the senior citizens, their own parents, movement’s activity, is: A youth movement of this specific
type is capable of reawakening a sense of a meaningful futurewere seen by Baby Boomers, such as former Colorado Gover-

nor Lamm, as becoming inconveniently costly to support. The among even a large part of the generation which had been
sucked into a long sojourn within the ranks of the “Now”maturing children of the Baby Boomers, whether adolescent

or young adult, found themselves thrown on the dump of what generation. In that way, we can bridge the gap, and reconcile
the two antagonistic generations around the common cause—was implicitly labelled a “No Future” generation. The latter’s

passion for acquiring a future, clashed increasingly with the the future—which this youth movement already represents.
Therefore, we must look more deeply, and with cultural opti-contrary cultural norms of the “Now” generation’s impulses.

The resulting friction is often ugly, as it is all too often as mism, into the matters just identified.
impassioned as a racial conflict might be.

Under these condition, the apparent “norms” of the
2. Who Is Really Human?“Now” generation—or, should we say “degeneration”—are,

for the “No Future” generation, worse than useless norms of
belief. In this circumstance, mere custom fails as a substitute This carries this discussion of mass-sanity into deeper

issues of mass social behavior. Look again at the age-oldfor morality; the search for a standard of truth, must replace
a presently failed, traditional reliance upon invoking custom question: Is there a fundamental difference between man and

ape? What is that difference? For, example, do the parents ofas an authority for continuing adherence to the tragically
failed traditions of the mid-1960s cultural-paradigm shifts. apes believe in future grandchildren? Therefore, is it really

an exaggeration, to ask the question: Was that behavior ofThe continued existence of civilization now depends, abso-
lutely, upon an immediate shift away from the traditions of Professor Leo Strauss, to which I referred above, actually

human, or a product of some kind of “ reversed cultural evolu-the “Now” generation.
What might be recognized, in functional terms, as the tion,” into becoming something less than human?

Who, then, is really human? Should we not recognize thatmorality of a people, occurs in two degrees. On the lower
level, it is expressed as a commitment to the betterment of the Professor Strauss, Allan Bloom, and their Rumsfeld-Cheney-

linked Chicken-hawk followers were, and are collectivelyconditions and persons of coming generations of one’s own,
and other nations and peoples. The famous 1648 Treaty of insane: human beings who, like Adolf Hitler, or the Emperors
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Tiberius, Caligula, Nero, England’s Richard III, Spain’s act of discovery.
The supplementary, crucial answer is: No representativePhilip II, Napoleon Bonaparte, and the immediately relevant

cases of G.W.F. Hegel, and Friedrich Nietzsche, before him, of the class of higher apes has shown the ability both to de-
velop and use a language appropriate for transmission of suchhave reverted to forms of human behavior which are essen-

tially unnatural, forming, in effect, a type of pseudo-human conceptions. This is an essential, qualitative distinction of
principle, between the quasi-societies of higher apes, and anspecies? They have become equivalent to a species whose

very existence is morally, and functionally worse than that of actual society of the type required for generating, transmit-
ting, and employing discoveries of universal physical prin-naturally determined lower forms of life.

These are not only formal questions of science. As I am ciple.
The knowledge of those three points is reflected in suchemphasizing here: The ideological connections between Ad-

olf Hitler and those Chicken-hawks presently inhabiting results as geobiochemist V.I. Vernadsky’s division of the uni-
verse of known geobiochemical effects, among three typesRumsfeld’s and Cheney’ roosts, demonstrate, that these ques-

tions I pose here, are foremost among today’s issues of na- of interacting, but experimentally distinct universal phase-
spaces: a) the abiotic; b) the living as such, the Biospheretional security, including “military affairs.”

To define, and locate the answer to such questions of both including its fossils; and, c) the Noösphere, physical effects,
including the fossils of such actions, attributable solely toscience and of national security and its strategy, we must find

the answer in the axiomatic differences between the Romanti- those cognitive functions of the individual human mind which
do not occur in any other living species. In the language ofcism of extended European civilization’s modern empiricists,

on the one side, and the Classical European legacy shared Bernhard Riemann’s celebrated 1854 habilitation disserta-
tion, these three phase-spaces are multiply-connected, to theamong Plato and the connection of his modern followers, such

as Nicholas of Cusa, Leonardo da Vinci, Johannes Kepler, effect of defining the known universe, in a factual reading of
the internal history of modern physical science, as essentiallyGottfried Leibniz, Gauss, and Riemann, with the crafting of

the U.S. Declaration of Independence and of the world-shak- Keplerian and also Riemannian. The human individual’s
function within that universe is unique.ing Preamble of the U.S. Federal Constitution.

The working definition of humanity which is crucial for 4. Therefore, the most crucial issue is: What specific act
do human beings perform, which no lower form of life canunderstanding the cause and cure of that kind of imperial

fascism typified by such followers of the late Professor do, to generate those effects which set the human species,
thus, apart from, and above all others?Strauss as Rumsfeld, Cheney, and their Chicken-hawks to-

day, runs more or less as follows. The answer is implicit in Carl Gauss’s referenced, 1799
attack on the willful falsifications of the Fundamental Theo-1. The crucial issue is, first: What is the absolute differ-

ence between the human species and each and all species of rem of Algebra by such empiricist ideologues as Euler and
Lagrange (and, notably, also Immanuel Kant).possible members of a class of higher apes?

The empirical evidence is: If the human species were a I explain, repeating as briefly as possible what I have said
or written on this subject in numerous locations.member of the biological class of known, or other higher apes,

that species could not have achieved a total living population
of more than several millions individuals under conditions Perception or Knowledge?

This brings the continuing quarrel between Lagrange andassociated with the ice-age cycles of the recent two or so
millions years. The living human population today is esti- Gauss into fresh focus. The essential issue was whether or not

man is just another, if talking species of higher ape. In themated by some sources as greater than six billions individuals.
2. The crucial issue is, secondly: Any human society’s domain of physical science so-called, this deep-going issue

of personal morality, is whether or not man’s knowledge ofability to achieve sustainable population-levels depends, in
the first approximation, on the willful employment of trans- the universe is limited to a combination of “ facts” as defined

by sense-perception, as interpreted according to a set of arbi-missible ideas from an accumulation of that which contempo-
rary notions of physical science identify as technological de- trary, “ ivory tower” definitions, axioms, and postulates, such

as those of Euclidean geometry.rivatives of known, experimentally demonstrable universal
physical principles. The empiricist ideologues Euler and Lagrange had gone

to great lengths, even outright frauds such as that of Euler’sThe supplementary, crucial answer is, as I have shown in
various earlier locations: No representative of the class of associate Maupertuis, to insist that mathematical physics

must be limited to a combination of sense-perceptions withhigher apes can generate the Platonic type of hypothesis
which leads to the discovery of a universal physical principle. a Cartesian sort of ivory-tower set of arbitrary definitions,

axioms, and postulates.3. The crucial issue is, similarly: Man’s technological
progress to that cumulative effect, depends on transmission The founders of modern physical science, as typified by

Brunelleschi, Cusa, Leonardo da Vinci, Kepler, Fermat, Pas-of knowledge of the universal principles underlying that
technology, which means the re-experiencing of the original cal, Huyghens, Leibniz, Bernouilli, Lavoisier, et al., had each
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and all emphasized experimental evidence which had proven Knowing or Feeling?
The sense-organs of the human individual are an integralman’s ability to discover a class of discoverable universally

efficient physical principles which are invisible to direct ob- part of the physiological processes within the bounds of his
skin. What his senses register is, at best, not the world outsideservation by the human senses. Typical of the latter is Kepler’s

uniquely original discovery of the universal physical princi- his skin, but, instead, the reactions of his sense-organs to
some external stimulus. A formally Euclidean or Cartesianple of gravitation, as the details of this process of discovery

are presented in his 1609 The New Astronomy. The develop- geometry arises from the assumption that the individual’s
interpretation of the arrangement of his sensory apparatusment of the discovered physical principle of universal least

action, by the successive work of Fermat, Huyghens, Leibniz, defines, “self-evidently,” the physical geometry of the physi-
cal space-time of the universe outside his skin.and Bernouilli, is, when combined with Kepler’s discoveries,

the most conclusive basis in experimental scientific discovery The scientific thinker rejects the delusion that such imagi-
nary geometries define the real physical space-time outsidefor the proof that the arguments of Euler and Lagrange, which

Gauss attacked, were hysterical falsehoods, as Gauss’s 1799 his skin. The scientific thinker says, in effect: “ I must assume
that the real world, outside what my senses might lure me intopaper showed them to be.

To continue to set the stage for the relevant point to be believing, is not as my habits of sense-perception suggest.
Instead of blindly imagining what that real universe might be,developed here, add the following background point as a mat-

ter of clarification. let me attack the problem indirectly. Let me see if I can control
that outside world in some significant degree, and thus forceIn an attempt to rebut Gauss’s referenced 1799 paper,

Lagrange, and also his faction, insisted, that Gauss had sensible and durably efficient kinds of changes in a world
which, in reality, is invisible to my senses.”“cheated” in the 1799 paper, by “bringing in geometry,” not

sticking to deductive arithmetic. In an argument “genetically” Turn, then, to the pages of Kepler’s 1609 The New As-
tronomy, the same pages from whose later English transla-similar to that of Lagrange, and also that of Lagrange’s fol-

lower, the plagiarist Augustin Cauchy, Germany’s Felix tion, the fanatical empiricist Isaac Newton and Newton’s
helpers forged their attempted plagiarism of Kepler’s originalKlein came to Euler’s posthumous defense, by crediting what

Cusa and others had already proven, the “ transcendental” discovery. Even their plagiarism was not original; they re-
sorted to an action-at-a-distance fraud by the notorious empir-quality of pi, to the successive work of the empiricist mathe-

matical ideologues Hermite and Lindemann. icist, and teacher of Thomas Hobbes, Galileo Galilei, to at-
tempt to cover the tracks of their own forgery.The fraud, or hysterical self-deception of Euler and La-

grange, was their evasion of the fact that the physical universe Kepler focussed upon an anomaly arising in more careful
normalization of observation of the Mars orbit, to recognizedoes not correspond to a deductive mathematics of Cartesian

geometry. What Gauss attacked, specifically, was Euler’s and a common unscientific error in the astronomy of ancient Clau-
dius Ptolemy, and also the modern Copernicus and TychoLagrange’s fraudulent evasion of the fact that their false argu-

ment depended axiomatically on “ ivory tower” adherence to Brahe. From study of this anomaly, which actually controlled
the planetary orbit, Kepler demonstrated the existence of anthe prescriptions of a Cartesian geometry. What Gauss had

demonstrated in his 1799 paper on the fundamental theorem, efficient, but unseen universal physical principle, called grav-
itation, existing outside the pro-Aristotelean, “ ivory tower”is that the real universe, the physical universe, does not con-

form to a mathematics premised on the assumed self-evidence presumptions common to the practice of those three mis-
guided astronomers. A similar study of an anomaly contraryof Cartesian geometric assumptions, but, rather, a different

universe, that of the complex domain, in which Leibniz’s to ivory-tower faith in geometry of sense-perception, guided
Fermat and his successors to Leibniz’s universal physicaluniversal physical principle of least action occupies a cen-

tral position. principle of least action.
These and comparable successes in discovery of universalGauss’s argument was not entirely original. In his 1799

attack on the fallacies of Euler and Lagrange, Gauss was physical principles, have each and all been accomplished by
that method of hypothesis which is the central feature ofrestating in modern terms exactly what had been shown by

such followers of the Pythagoreans as Archytas and Plato, for Plato’s method of Socratic dialogue. Any qualified experi-
mental proof of such an hypothesis, defines that proven hy-the distinction in powers among lines, surfaces, solids, and

physical space-time. Gauss addressed the matter of relations pothesis as an unseen, but efficient universal physical princi-
ple. It is through the willful application of such principles,of powers among line, surface, and solid as the Classical

Greeks had, but with the context of a modern physical science that the human species—a society—increases its power to
command the universe outside man’s skin.as defined by such modern predecessors as Cusa, Leonardo,

Kepler, and Leibniz.
That much said on that matter of mathematics as such, we Classical Art as Physical Science

The same principle just illustrated for the case of what iscome to the crucial feature of the issue at hand, the difference
between man and ape. usually called “physical science,” also defines the principles
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distinguishing the methods of Classical artistic composition members of society together in exertions to a common end.
Through the training of social relations within society, by aidfrom such intrinsically irrationalist modes of composition or

performance as the Romantic or the sundry shades of Mod- of composition and performance of Classical modes of artistic
composition, we are best enabled to muster individual discov-ernist.

The neatest demonstration of that connection, is the case eries of those universal physical principles dwelling in the
unseen and unheard, into the mission-oriented common pur-of the distinction of Classical Greek sculpture from the tomb-

stone-like, so-called Archaic. As John Keats’ Ode on a Gre- poses of the social process through which mankind conquers
external nature. It is by that means that man rises above thecian Urn should inform us, Classical Greek sculpture, like

the revolutionary approach to painting by Leonardo da Vinci beasts, and distinguishes himself from the apes.
There is more to it all than just that.and Raphael Sanzio, and by such Rembrandt productions as

“The Bust of Homer Contemplating the Blind Aristotle,” re- Our mortal life is as but an instant of eternity. To see our
personal identity merely in terms of our fragile and momen-places death-like “stilled life” with a living instant of continu-

ing motion. This is no illusion, no magic; it is the same princi- tary mortal existence, would tend to promote despair when-
ever we were confronted with awful circumstances. However,ple expressed by the use of the catenary by Brunelleschi for

constructing the cupola of Florence’s Santa Maria del Fiore if we see ourselves as assimilating, enhancing, and transmit-
ting the revolutionary ideas, such as valid discoveries of uni-cathedral, as echoed by Leibniz’s discovered definition of the

relationship of the complex domain’s catenary to a universal versal physical principles, from past, to present, and future,
and perhaps adding something to that stock, we gain a senseprinciple of least action.

In poetry and music, the principle of the Pythagorean of our personal existence as located essentially as befits crea-
tures of ideas, in the eternity of past, present, and future hu-comma is a crucial key to artistic and physical scientific com-

position. The comma is defined, by the account of Pythagoras’ man existence.
Thus, when we think of the benefits we may be transmit-argument, by a natural difference generated by contrasting

the most natural, (e.g., Florentine) bel canto singing voice to ting in this way, to our predecessors whose dreams we fulfill
and to the children and grandchildren after us, we are justlythe divisions of a lifeless linear monochord. The difference

between human and linear music is not a mathematically de- optimistic about ourselves, about our visiting the present, for
whatever the span of our mortal life might prove to be. Anytermined, but a naturally determined reflection of the differ-

ence between a living instrument and a dead one. person, from any past time, whose original discovery is
known to me, or other universally important person of thatIn Classical poetry, the role of the potentially bel canto-

trained human singing voice is crucial. Similarly, well-tem- time, such as the peasant girl Jeanne d’Arc, once known to
me as a universal idea, will never die for me as long as mypered counterpoint, as defined with scientific precision by

J.S. Bach, defines a distance from the pathetic, “curry sau- mind lives. I will therefore fight for their cause. That is the
way the good person lives.sage” -like productions of the virtually brain-dead reduction-

ist Rameau. As Franz Schubert illustrates the point concisely Here lies the undeniable importance of an upward move-
ment of the young, even under the most threatening and de-and simply with his setting of Goethe’s Erlkönig, it is the

apposition of voicings and voices which distinguishes the praved circumstances of society in general. It is not a matter
of feeling good; it is matter of actually being good, in thecommunication of the intent of irony and metaphor—the

which are the essence of expressed human qualities of manner the principles of the U.S. Federal Constitution’s Pre-
amble prescribe, being good in the sense which the depravedthought—from both the monotonous run-on babbling of tele-

type-like text, or meaningless Romantic or Modernist boom John Locke’s chief adversary, Leibniz, defined, as the rightful
pursuit of happiness. It is the happiness of living efficiently,and babble.

The common characteristic of all Classical art and its per- as an historical, thinking being, in past, present, and future,
all at once.formance lies essentially, not with the senses as such, but in

the shared imagination of speaker and hearer. In the well- For these same reasons, the exceptional political, as well
as scientific and artistic leader remains, to the present time, aperformed Classical drama, such as that of Shakespeare, the

audience’s attention is quickly transported from the vision crucially indispensable leader of society, especially a society
gripped by a time of self-inflicted tragedy, like the U.S.A.of the stage to the stage of the audience’s imagination, as

Shakespeare points out in the opening role of Chorus for today. It is a role, which for lack of qualified substitutes, I
am obliged to fill. I present to you, the future. See, here,Henry V. It is the same for the performance of great works of

Classical music, where composer, performance, and witting your children, their children, and those yet to be born. Protect
them from the evil that the like of Old Wicked Witchaudience meet minds together in the common domain of the

cognitive powers of imagination. Strauss’s predatory Chicken-hawks and their wars and thiev-
ing schemes represent, for combined past, present, and futureThe connection between Classical art and Classical sci-

ence, such as that of Plato, Cusa, Kepler, Leibniz, and Gauss, humanity today. Humanity is good. It is the best creature in
the Creator’s eternity. Defend it accordingly; be truly human.has the purpose of joining the cognitive powers of individual
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gives a commander the strength to see a grave crisis through,
is something very different from Hitler’s will. Such a belief
inevitably makes a man impervious to reason and leads him
to think that his own will can operate even beyond the limitsRumsfeld’s Military
of hard reality—whether that reality involves the presence
of far superior enemy forces, problematic conditions withThinking and the Nazis’
respect to space and time, or merely in the fact that the enemy
also happens to have a will of his own.by Steve Douglas

“In the face of his will, the essential elements of the ‘ap-
preciation’ of a situation on which every military command-

The criticisms of Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld and his er’s decision must be based were virtually eliminated. And
with that, Hitler turned his back on reality.”chicken-hawk cohorts, by members of the “traditionalist”

U.S. military leadership, are not unlike those lodged against Manstein’s counterposition of Hitler’s obsession with the
micro-managementofsmallarmy formations, fromadistanceHitler by various German Army leaders steeped in the tradi-

tions of the Prussian/German Staff. Hitler’s perverse fascina- of hundreds or even thousands of miles, against the battle-
proven Prussian military tradition ofAuftragstaktik, couldtion with Wunderwaffen/“Shock and Awe” high-tech weap-

ons of his day, was duly noted by Field Marshal Erich von well have been made with reference to Rumsfeld’s conduct
today. “It has always been thespecialforte ofGerman militaryManstein, the most able of the German Army’s group com-

manders: Hitler “was amazingly familiar with the effect of leadership, that it relies on commanders at all levels to show
initiative and willingness to accept responsibility, and doesthe very latest enemy weapons and could reel off whole col-

umns of figures on both our own and the enemy’s war produc- everything in its powers to promote such qualities,” Manstein
said. “That is why, as a matter of principle, the ‘directives’tion. Indeed, this was his favorite way of side-tracking any

topic that was not to his liking,” Manstein wroteLost Victo- of higher commands and the orders of medium and lower
commands always contained so-called ‘assignments’ or ‘mis-ries: The War Memoirs of Hitler’s Most Brilliant General.

“Moreover, Hitler’s interest in everything technical led sions’ (Aufträge) for subordinate formations. The detailed
execution of these ‘assignments’ was the business of the sub-him to overestimate the importance of his technical resources.

As a result, he would count on a mere handful of assault-gun ordinate commanders concerned. This system of handling
orders was largely the reason for the successes scored by thedetachments, or the new Tiger tanks, to restore situations

where only large bodies of troops could have any prospect German Army over its opponents, whose own orders gener-
ally governed the actions of subordinate commanders downfor success. “What he lacked, broadly speaking, was simply

military ability, based on experience—something for which to the very last detail. . . .
“Hitler, on the other hand, thought he could see thingshis ‘intuition’was nosubstitute. While Hitlermay havehad an

eye for tactical opportunity and could quickly seize a chance much better from behind his desk than the commanders at the
front. He ignored the fact that much of what was marked onwhen it was offered to him, he still lacked the ability to assess

the prerequisites and practicability of a plan of operations. He his far-too-detailed situation maps was obviously out of date.
From that distance, moreover, he could not possibly judgefailed to understand that the objectives and ultimate scope of

anoperationmust be indirectproportion to the timeand forces what was the proper and necessary action to take on the spot.
“He had grown increasingly accustomed to interfering inneeded to carry it out—to say nothing of the possibilities of

supply. He did not—or would not—realize that any long- the running of the army groups, armies, and lower formations
by issuing orders which were not his concern at all. . . . Thererange offensive operation calls for a steady build-up of troops

over and above those committed in the original assault. All were to be quite enough clashes with the Supreme Command
as a result of Hitler’s meddling.”this was brought out with striking clarity in the planning and

execution of the 1942 Summer offensive. Another example Hitler’s purge of the Army leadership in 1938—coupled
with his creation of the OKW (Armed Forces High Com-was the fantastic idea he disclosed to me in the Autumn 1942,

of driving through the Caucasus to the Near East and India mand) assembly of yes-men and sycophantic mediocrities
who translatedhisutopian ravings intomilitaryorders—bearswith a motorized army group.”

Field Marshal von Manstein’s observations about Hitler’s remarkable similarity to Rumsfeld’s purge of the joint plan-
ning staff, as reported by Seymour Hersh in theNew Yorker.belief in the power of the will are equally applicable to the

chicken-hawks’ mentality today: “This brings me to the factor Manstein wrote, “Hitler had so organized the Supreme Com-
mand that no one was vested with the authority to advise himwhich probably did more than anything else to determine the

character of Hitler’s leadership—his overestimation ofthe on grand strategy or to draft a war plan. The Operations Staff
of OKW, which was theoretically qualified to discharge suchpower of the will. This will, as he saw it, had only to be

translated intofaith down to the youngest private soldier, a task, in practice merely played the role of a military secretar-
iat. Its onlyraison d’être, was to translate Hitler’s ideas andfor the correctness of his decisions to be confirmed and the

success of his orders ensured. . . . The will for victory which instructions into the terminology of military orders.”
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New ‘Pentagon Papers’ Scandal Could
Bring Down Rumsfeld, Cheney, and Bush
by Edward Spannaus

Are the leaks coming out of the U.S. military showing Donald Saddam, once the Americans attacked.
Other sources told EIR, that a major methodological flawRumsfeld’s interference in military war plans for Iraq, the

opening stages of a new “Pentagon Papers” scandal? This was that the war-planning was relying on the racist views of
Jabotinskyites (such as Doug Feith) who don’t accept the verywas the question asked recently by Presidential pre-candidate

Lyndon LaRouche, who noted that this scandal could quickly idea of Arab nationalism or patriotism—and therefore had no
expection that Iraqis might rally to the defense of their countryexpand beyond Defense Secretary Rumsfeld, to Vice Presi-

dent Dick Cheney, and could potentially bring down Presi- in the face of a foreign invasion, irrespective of their attitude
toward Saddam Hussein.dent George Bush himself—if he is foolish enough to con-

tinue with the Iraq war. More specific reports came out over the March 29-30
weekend, in which comparisons between Rumsfeld, and theJust as the “Pentagon Papers”—a top-secret history of

U.S. involvement in Vietnam—showed that the American Vietnam-era Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, began
to be drawn.public had been systematically misled by the U.S. govern-

ment, the recent leaks and criticisms of Rumsfeld coming A prominent Washington Post article featured interviews
with both serving and retired officers, who charged Rumsfeldout of the military may just be the beginning of a torrent of

disclosures, showing that competent intelligence and military and his aides with “micromanaging” the Iraq deployment
plan, out of a mistrust of Army generals, and in an attempt toprofessionals strongly disputed the flawed assessments of

Rumsfeld and his civilian advisers such as Paul Wolfowitz prove that their own theory: that a light, maneuverable force
could handily defeat Iraqi President Saddam Hussein. (Thisand Doug Feith, who had predicted a quick and easy victory

in Iraq. Both the American people and the troops on the is an essential component of the Administration’s strategic
doctrine of pre-emptive attacks on “rogue states,” which re-ground were misled by the “chicken-hawk” gang surrounding

Rumsfeld, with the result that U.S. troops going into Iraq quires the United States to have the capability of swatting
down distasteful regimes all over the world at any time, with-found a very different situation than they had been led to

expect. Rumsfeld’s expectation was that there would not have out a full mobilization of American’s military forces.)
One military officer told the Post that the civilians into be any ground war, because U.S. troops would be wel-

comed as liberators, and the Iraq forces would quickly sur- Rumsfeld’s office “vetoed the priority and sequencing of joint
forces into the region, as it was requested by the war-fighters,render.

The deeper issue, beyond Iraq, is the utopian military and manipulated it to support their priorities.” He explained
that “it desynchronized not only the timing of the arrival ofpolicies promoted by the gang now controlling the Defense

Department and the Bush Administration, which are trans- people and their organic equipment, but also the proper mix of
combat, combat support, and combat service support units.”forming the United States into an aggressive, imperial power,

contrary to this nation’s traditional policies toward the rest of Retired Gen. Barry McCaffrey, an Army division commander
in the 1991 Gulf War, was quoted in the Post article as saying,the world.

Within a week of the commencement of the invasion, that Rumsfeld “sat on each element for weeks at a time and
wanted an explanation for every unit called up out of therumblings began to be heard from the ranks of the uniformed

officer corps. Among the first to report this was Knight-Rid- National Guard and Reserve, and argued about every 42-man
maintenance detachment.” McCaffrey said that, at bottom,der’s Joseph Galloway (regarded by some journalists as hav-

ing the best military sources), who quoted unnamed Pentagon there was “a lack of trust that these Army generals knew what
they were doing.”officials as saying that Rumsfeld had cut off the flow of Army

units into Iraq, saying that the war would be over in two days.
Galloway reported that Rumsfeld, Deputy Secretary Paul A Direct Hit from Seymour Hersh

Over the weekend, advance copies of the third SeymourWolfowitz and other civilians in the Pentagon ignored the
advice coming from the CIA and the Defense Intelligence Hersh article, in the April 7 New Yorker magazine, began to

circulate—the latest in his series exposing the chicken-hawkAgency, preferring to listen to the Iraqi opposition, and to
Israeli sources who predicted an immediate uprising against apparatus as a bunch of war-party fanatics who, true to the
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Are current leaks about flawed war-planning for the Iraq invasion the beginnings of a new “Pentagon Papers” scandal, that could send
President George W. Bush the way of Richard Nixon? The original 1974 disclosure of the “Pentagon Papers”—a secret history of the
Vietnam conflict, based on Pentagon and CIA documents—set into motion a chain of events that led to the impeachment and resignation of
Nixon. Daniel Ellsberg—a former Marine and Defense Department analyst—became convinced of the immorality of the Vietnam War;
After leaking the documents to Congress and various newspapers in 1971, he was indicted by the Justice Department. In April 1973,
during Ellsberg’s trial, the Watergate prosecutor notified the trial judge that two of the operatives involved in the Watergate Hotel break-
in—Gordon Liddy and E. Howard Hunt—had also been ordered by the White House to break into the office of Ellberg’s psychiatrist. This
was the first link of Liddy and Hunt to the White House; discovery of the direct White House role in the Watergate break-in quickly
followed—leading to resignations of top Nixon aides, impeachment proceedings, and his resignation in August 1974.

methods of Leo Strauss, overtly lied to get their Iraq war ings would always work.’ ”
Hersh also reported that Rumsfeld had contempt for theproject going. The previous week’s article had exposed the

use of crudely forged documents as the basis for accusations top military officers, particularly the Army chiefs, and ran a
purge of the Joint planning staff, eliminating anyone whothat Iraq had tried to buy 500 tons of “yellow cake” uranium

precursor from Niger. Before that came the now-famous ex- opposed his utopian madness, and replacing them with people
who would “churn out products to make the Secretary ofposé of Richard Perle’s conflicts of interest, showing how

Perle had used his position as chairman of the Defense Policy Defense happy.” (This recalled the report about the July 10,
2002 meeting of the Defense Policy Board, at which PerleBoard for personal and political gain, including a crude black-

mail effort directed against Saudi Arabia. and the chicken-hawks insisted “heads will roll” among the
military officers opposing the drive to invade Iraq.)Hersh’s article described the role of Rumsfeld personally

in wrecking the Joint Chiefs of Staff and their top war-plan- Hersh also reported that Rumsfeld made matters far worse
by lying about his role. In February 2003, according to a seniorners’ efforts to devise a competent war plan against Iraq.

Hersh reported widespread fury among military brass at Pentagon source, Rumsfeld spoke at the Army Commanders
Conference, and, when directly asked about his personalRumsfeld, who, over the past year, had altered the war plan

six separate times, always telling the generals to reduce the involvement in the deployment of combat units, said “I wasn’t
involved. It was the Joint Staff.”number of ground troops to be used. The Iraq war plan, said

Hersh, “was repeatedly updated and presented to Rumsfeld, Rumsfeld continued the same pattern of lying in a number
of Sunday television talk-show appearances on March 30.and each time, according to the planner, Rumsfeld said,

‘You’ve got too much ground force—go back and do it When confronted with quotes from Hersh’s article, Rumsfeld
flatly denied what Hersh had charged, and then went on toagain.’ ”

According to planners, “Rumsfeld had two goals: to dem- make the incredible statement, that “I think you will find that
if you ask anyone who has been involved in the process,onstrate the efficacy of precision bombing and to ‘do the war

on the cheap.’ Rumsfeld and his two main deputies for war- from the Central Command, that every single thing they’ve
requested has in fact happened.” Rumsfeld also said that theplanning, Paul Wolfowitz and Doug Feith, ‘were so enamored

of shock and awe that victory seemed assured,’ the planner plan being used was developed by Centcom Commander Gen.
Tommy Franks. Throughout the day, Rumsfeld labelled thesaid, ‘They believed that the weather would always be clear,

that the enemy would expose itself, and so precision bomb- allegations being made by military officials “false,” and re-
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peated the lie about the plan being developed by Tommy “the community of retired officers,” that there were serious
disagreements between the uniformed military and the civil-Franks.

Hersh’s article also described Rumsfeld’s interference ian leadership. Hoar said that he was told that those uniformed
officers who had called for using three additional divisions inwith the operational-logistics plan known as “TPFDL”—the

Time-Phased Forces-Deployment List. This aspect of Iraq, were ridiculed for their “old thinking.” (Hersh reported,
that one witness recalled Rumsfeld confronting the ArmyRumsfeld’s meddling was described in a more detailed article

in the non-political National Journal on March 28, by James Chief of Staff, Gen. Eric Shinseki, in front of many junior
officers, waving his hand and demanding to know, contemp-Kitfield. This article says, that the most disruptive change to

the battle plan was Rumsfeld’s decision in November to slash tuously, “Are you getting this yet? Are you getting this yet?”)
Hoar recounted that one retired four-star general warned,Centcom’s request for forces, which cut the size of the assault

force in half in the final stages of planning; “it had a ripple that the dispute was about more than just Iraq, “that civilians
wanted the war done in new, leaner way to justify their visioneffect on Centcom and Army planning that continues to color

operations to this day.” The scrapping of the TPFDL—by of the ‘transformational force’ expected to be in place by
2010.” Notably, Hoar likened the views of the Bush Whitewhich needed forces are identified and deployments managed

in order of priority—necessitated the “rolling start,” and left House, to those of the Clinton Administration, in that there is
a belief among civilians that military technology has ad-commanders trying to manage the forward battle while also

trying to manage the unloading and flow of additional forces vanced to the point, where wars can be won with relatively
few ground forces. But, Hoar declared, there is a cost to this,to the rear. The strain on the supply train was exacerbated by

the cutting of critical additional support forces. There were and in this case, “the cost will be measured in American lives.”
Under the title, “Washington’s Republican Guard,” CBSonly 150 heavy transport trucks, whereas planners estimated

700 were needed. The convoy north became chaotic, with commentator Dick Meyer pointed out that with the Penta-
gon’s military strategy under siege: “The most listened-toaccidents, vehicles running out of fuel, overtired drivers, and

so on. critics were not Democrats, protesters, or foreigners. They
were generals, ex-generals, and wise men, often anonymous,At the Defense Department press briefing on March 25,

at the first question asked of Rumsfeld about the criticisms associated with the regime of Bush the Elder.”
from military officers, Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Gen.
Richard Myers jumped in (quite out of character for him) and An Unexpected Flank

A highly revealing indicator of the military’s broader atti-denounced the criticisms as “bogus,” saying, “they’re false,
they’re absolulely wrong,” and, “it’s just harmful to our troops tude toward the current Bush Administration, is the interven-

tion of a star-studded group of retired military officers, in thewho are out there fighting very hard, very courageously.”
Myers was highly agitated, according to eyewitnesses, and University of Michigan affirmative action case, which was

argued in front of the U.S. Supreme Court on April 1. TheRumsfeld was also even more hysterical than usual. The New
York Times noted the next day that Myers’ comments were officers, including three former Chairmen of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff (Gen. John Shalikashvili, Gen. Henry Shelton, andtaken as a “shot across the bow” in military circles—as a
thinly veiled warning that they could be accused of insubordi- Adm. William Crowe), plus other prominent retired officers

such as Gen. Anthony Zinni and Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf,nation. Elsewhere, it was reported that colleagues of Lt. Gen.
William Wallace—the V Corps Commander in Iraq—won- who have been critical of the Administration’s Iraq policy,

signed a friend-of-the-court brief supporting the Michigandered if his head was on the chopping block.
Two sharp reactions came immediately. program, and stating if the court sided with the legal position

taken by the Bush Administration, the admissions policies atThat evening, General McCaffrey shot back: “I’m quite
proud to be part of an attempt to explain to the American all the service academies will be overturned. They argued that

it is a matter of “compelling national interest,” that the officerspeople what’s happening to their young people. This war is
too important to be left to the Secretary alone. I’m a professor corps of the U.S. military have broad representation from

all racial and ethnic groups. “African-American troops, whoof national security studies,” McCaffrey continued,” and I
know a lot more about fighting than he does. The problem rarely saw members of their own race in command positions,

lost confidence in the military as an institution,” the briefisn’t that the V Corps serving officers are commenting or that
retired senior officers are. The problem is that they chose to argued. The retired officers argued that the court must take

into account institutional and societal issues, not just individ-attack 250 miles into Iraq with one armored division and no
rear-area security and no second front.” ual rights.

The willingness of prestigious former four-stars to comeJoining the ranks of former commanders attacking
Rumsfeld—which up to this point were primarily from the out openly challenging the George W. Bush Administration,

is of great significance, part and parcel of the battle betweenArmy—was Marine Corps Gen. Joseph Hoar (ret.), who
wrote an op-ed for the New York Times entitled “Why Aren’t the uniformed military services, and the neo-conservatives

who have seized control over the Bush Administration, andThere Enough Troops in Iraq?” Hoar said that over previous
months, many military officials had reported to what he called are leading this nation into certain destruction.
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the Administration, says LaRouche, will make it possible to
After Richard Perle stop this war.

Congress must take emergency action now to bring about
an investigation of these issues. Already, Marine Gen. Joseph
Hoar (ret.) and Rep. John Conyers (D-Mich.) have moved
in that direction. Hoar, who headed the Near East’s Central
Command from 1991-94, called for Senate hearings in aNewWhole Gang of Iraq War
York Times op-ed on April 2, saying that “the senior military
commanders and the civilian defense officials can testify. . . .Profiteers Must Go
Then the American people will know, if belatedly, why we
didn’t send enough troops to begin with.” And, in a dramatic,by Michele Steinberg
April 1 letter to Rumsfeld, Conyers, who had initiated action
against Perle’s conflict of interest with a previous letter to the

More than a dozen “task forces” embedded accross the na- DOD’s Inspector General, called for probing all 30 members
of the Defense Policy Board. Conyers wrote, “I am writing totional security spectrum of George W. Bush’s Administra-

tion have been secretly planning for the takeover of Iraq, with request copies of the financial disclosure forms submitted by
the members of the Defense Policy Board as well as the mi-full-blown plans for installing an “occupation government”

comprised entirely of an “inner circle” of Anglo-American nutes of all past Board meetings.”
“As theRankingMember of theHouseJudiciaryCommit-neo-conservative operatives and businessmen, who stand to

reap great profits from the nation they just destroyed mili- tee, which has jurisdiction over conflict of interest rules,”
Conyers continued, “I have a strong interest in insuring thattarily and will be paid to rebuild. This occupation govern-

ment will be controlled and staffed by what theNew York our laws are being complied with, particularly those which
touch on the integrity of our ethical requirements at a time ofTimes of April 3 calls “Wolfie’s people”—the loyalists to

the Bush Administration’s leading follower of the late Leo war.” At least one “Wolfie” appointment to the occupation
government, former CIA Director James Woolsey, is a mem-Strauss, U.S. Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz.

The plan is, in effect, the full colonialization of Iraq, the ber of the Board.
While Hoar, a decorated military man, calls for waitingonly strategically placed Middle East country withboth vital

resources—oiland water. TheWashington Post reported on until after the war for a Senate investigation, in deference to
the soldiers in combat, the real issue is tochange the policyApril 3 that Royal Dutch Shell Oil executive Philip J. Carroll

has already been picked to take over the Iraqi oil fields, of the United States, so that the unnecessary, illegal war is
stopped. And, such an investigation will find that the samereporting to Gen. Jay Garner (ret.), the “JINSA Viceroy”

who is already in Iraq. grouping involved in financial profiteering, is also at the cen-
ter of concocting the bogus intelligence which painted the“Wolfie’s people” are led by two of his decades-long

closest associates and fellow Likudniks (faithful to the Ariel Iraq war as a “cakewalk,” and which has been used, along
with outright fabrications and forgeries, to bamboozle Con-Sharon/Benjamin Netanyahu group in Israel): Doug Feith,

the Undersecretary of Defense for Policy; and the now de- gress into voting for an imperial, pre-emptive, possibly nu-
clear war. It is these elements that also deliberately misled thegraded Richard Perle, who until March 27, chaired the De-

fense Policy Board. The group would have far less power, President, and rammed through the insane military plan now
in play.were it not for their patrons—Secretary of Defense Donald

Rumsfeld, and Vice President Dick Cheney, whose staff,
headed by Lewis “Scooter” Libby, in effect, runs the occupa-Dividing the Spoils of War

Action by Congress and every other possible watchdog,tion plans.
“This is nepotism,” said Lyndon LaRouche, candidate for including the British House of Commons, to prevent the colo-

nialization of Iraq, is urgently needed. TheWashington Postthe 2004 Democratic Party presidential nomination, “It’s a
bunch of carpetbaggers planning on taking over and looting reported on April 4, that Rumsfeld has already delivered a

memo to Bush to set up an “interim government.”everything in sight. What kind of a plan is this? There’s no
reconstruction: This is deconstruction. It’s like post-Hayes- There is—so far—no Congressional oversight of any of

the appointments being made to run the occupation govern-Tilden Reconstruction.”
But, with the dumping of “Prince of Darkness” Perle as ment in Iraq, beginning with “Viceroy” Garner, a close sup-

porter of the Israeli ultra-right through the U.S.-based Jewishchairman of the Defense Policy Board, as details of his myriad
conflicts of interest were revealed, the very exposure of the Institute for National Security Affairs (JINSA). In fact, when

the Senate called Garner to testify before the Foreign Rela-occupation plan could be its undoing. The situation is ripe
for sweeping the Administration clean of of the Straussian tions Committee, just two weeks before the war began,

Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz stiff-armed Sen. Richard Lugar (R-chicken-hawks. Only such a bold cleanout of corruption in
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Ind.), the head of the committee, and refused to let Garner Dr. Halim Barakat, a recently retired professor of Arab
studies at Georgetown University, told Royce that if the reportappear. Furthermore, when eight highly qualified Middle East

former Ambassadors and experts were chosen by the State is accurate, “ it would mean that the real . . . objective of the
war is not the democratization of Iraq, not getting rid of Sad-Department, reportedly at Garner’s request, the order came

from the Pentagon—presumably Rumsfeld and Wolfowitz— dam, not to liberate the Iraqi people, but a return to colo-
nialism.”for them to “stand down.” They are being replaced by

“Wolfie’s people.” Royce reported that in December 2002, the Center for
Strategic and Budgetary Assessments prepared a study on theIn addition, from what is known so far about the occuption

contracts—the scandals are monstrous. Iraq war, which advocated the oil grab, to cover the occupa-
tion costs. The study was commissioned by Andy Marshall,Dick Cheney’s Halliburton’s subsidiary, Kellogg Brown

and Root, has contacts to rebuild and repair the Iraqi oil the suspected “X Committee” member (Israeli intelligence
agents), and RAND Corp. Pentagon godfather, who has runwells that are being destroyed during this war. Cheney is

from Halliburton, receiving $1 million a year in deferred the Secretary of Defense’s Office of Net Assessments since
1975. On Dec. 13, Paul Wolfowitz greeted the scheme enthu-payments. Isn’ t there a conflict of interest in that Cheney’s

daughter Elizabeth is Assistant Secretary of State for the siastically.
Several other Administration officials are also involvedNear East, and makes decisions about “ reconstruction” con-

tracts for Iraq? Kellogg Brown and Root also has contracts in planning the oil grab. Elliott Abrams, the convicted perjuror
of the Iran-Contra era, who now heads Middle East policy atto build U.S. military bases. Isn’ t that convenient, since one

closely-guarded post-Iraq war chicken-hawk plan is to make the National Security Council, heads the task force planning
the oil revenues grab. Abrams, the son-in-law of neo-conIraq the major U.S. military base in the area—a perma-

nent colony. founders Norman Podhoretz and Midge Decter, was con-
victed—then pardoned by President George H.W. Bush—forAnother beneficiary is George Shultz’s Bechtel—a major

construction firm. A clear conflict, since Shultz—who as- lying to Congress—a matter which has become an art-form
for the Wolfowitz cabal.signed Wolfowitz and Perle to George W. Bush’s campaign

in 2000, to turn him into a passable candidate—is head of the Now, they have gone even further, with taking over a
sovereign country. On April 4, Washington Post columnistCommittee for the Liberation of Iraq, which was created last

year, with organized-crime-linked Sen. John McCain (R- David Ignatius wrote that the list for the Pentagon’s occupa-
tion government, is like “ the guest roster for a neoconserva-Ariz.) also involved.

James Woolsey, the maniac who says “World War IV” is tive gabfest.”
Michael Mobbs, who designed the plans for using militaryalready here, is being placed as Iraq’s “Minister of Informa-

tion.” Woolsey has been the advisor to the Iraqi National tribunals to hold accused terrorists without charges, or time
limits, will run “civilian affairs” for 11 ministries. Mobbs isCongress, headed by convicted embezzler Ahmed Chalabi;

and the INC, which received tens of millions of dollars in the former law partner of Doug Feith. Defense Minister will
be Walter Slocombe, a former advisor in the Clinton Adminis-U.S. government funding, pays Woolsey’s lawfirm, Shea &

Gardner, to represent them. Woolsey also recently joined the tration.
Most outrageous, however, is that Rumsfeld is pushingboard of Booz, Allen, which also has Iraq war contracts.

Woolsey is is very close to Perle. Ahmed Chalabi to head the Iraq government. Chalabi, who
was convicted in Amman, Jordan for embezzling millions
from the bank he owned, is one of the most notorious liars ofRummy Takes Over a Country

On Jan. 10, Knut Royce, a leading investigative journalist recent history, and the main reason that the Iraq “opposition”
unity disintegrated, even when the war started. Iraq expertswith Long Island Newsday, a New York daily, authored an

explosive exposé, revealing Pentagon plans to finance an Iraq from ex-CIA agent Robert Baer, to former UN chief weapons
inspector Scott Ritter have spoken and written volumes aboutwar and post-war military occupation by seizing Iraqi oil reve-

nues. “There are strong advocates inside the administration, Chalabi’s disinformation.
In remarks published April 4, Saudi Arabian Foreign Min-including in the White House, for appropriating the oil funds

as ‘spoils of war,’ according to a source who has been briefed ister Prince Saud bin Faisal said that “ the worst thing that
could happen” is a U.S. military occupation. It would “giveby participants in the dialogue,” Royce wrote. “There are

people in the White House who take the position that it’s all truth to what is being presented as an effort . . . to rob Iraq of
its wealth, rather than to bring peace and stability.”the spoils of war. We take all the oil money until there is a

new democratic government,” the source added. Royce noted From the UN Security Council, to the British Parliament,
to key U.S. allies, and forces inside the State Departmentthat Justice Department attorneys are cautioning that all this

talk of “spoils of war” and “oil grabs” may be illegal. The itself, there is a growing clamor against the occupation. But
the answer is not a “multilateral” blessing on regime change.article hinted that the “White House” enthusiasts are in the

office of Vice President Cheney. Instead, the war must be stopped.
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Editorial

To Stop War, Break With IMF

Dr. Enéas Carneiro’s landslide election to Brazil’s Forces were subjected to, . . . there is only one way to
oppose that true genocide. And that is by a definitiveCongress last year, along with six other Congressmen

from his new PRONA party, shook up Brazilian poli- rupture with the putrid model that is imposed on us by
the international financial system, of which the IMF,tics. A friend of U.S. Presidential pre-candidate Lyn-

don LaRouche, Dr. Ene´as’ first major speech in Bra- the World Bank, the IADB, the World Trade Organiza-
tion and company are tentacles.zil’s new Congress hit the most crucial nail of

worldwide opposition to the imperial Iraq war, on the “And now I speak directly to His Excellency, the
President of the Republic of Brazil. Your Excellencyhead: To stop this “perpetual war” requires a new

global economy. He addressed Brazil’s Presidency: has in your hands an opportunity without equal in the
history of Brazil. Take advantage of the historical op-“In truth, the reasons which brought the United

States to carry out an armed invasion of a free and portunity that is being offered to us by the owners of
the world themselves.sovereign country, at least in theory, have little to do

with any concern for the destiny of humanity, by “Order that, by unilateral rupture, no more interest
payments will be made on the Public Debt, the whicheliminating possible foci of international terrorism.

And, even less, does it signify consideration for the reached 114 billion reals in 2002. This must be done,
and it isalmostalready too late,because the totalPublicconditions of liberty and democracy of the Iraqi

people. Debt, including both domestic and foreign, grows like
a malignant tumor, and has already passed the aston-“To properly understand the process, it is neces-

sary to go back to the agreement signed in 1944, in ishing level of 1 trillion reals.
“A suspension of service payments on the PublicBrettonWoods,where . . . thedollar-goldstandardwas

set up. In 1971, President Nixon broke the rules estab- Debt will, as is forseeable, bring us some difficulties
in various areas of foreign trade. . . . [But] we wouldlished at Bretton Woods. . . .

“Fabulous fortunes on the order of 1 to 2 trillion instantly attract France and Germany, which have ex-
pressly stated their repudiation of the anti-Americandollars circulate daily from one point of the planet to

another, by means of computer pulses. Of these, barely action in Iraq. . . . And China, as well as Russia and
India—along with various other countries—could besome 2-3% correspond to commercial transactions.

The rest arepure speculation, with no correspondence excellent trade partners, should retaliations from the
American Empire occur. . . .with the physical world, as has been pointed out by

the renowned American economist and thinker Mr. “In addition, our brothers of Latin America and
Asia will be ready, without doubt, to establish partner-LaRouche, in the weeklyExecutive Intelligence Re-

view, a publication in which he studies, dissects, and ships with us, aiming as well to liberate themselves
from the Octopus that sucks their blood.explains the crisis of the international financial system

as heading towards an abyss which, if not stopped, will “Issue the cry of economic independence. Take a
step forward. Do not fear. Your Excellency will betake humanity into a a New Dark Age. . . .

“At this time, when the majority of the civilized followed by all the Brazilians who lifted you into your
current position.”world states that it is opposed to the invasion of Iraq

by the United States, it is not enough for us in Brazil, This is key to the ongoing shift in Brazilian foreign
policy, reported elsewhere in this issue. But the breaka continental power, to say we are not in agreement

with the invasion. It doesn’t help in the least to wave with the IMF, and convening a New Bretton Woods,
is also the only step for China, Russia, India, France,white handkerchiefs and hold marches for peace. Since

we don’t possess a minimum of military potential, due Germany, and other nations: the only effective way of
stopping the spreading Mideast war.to the programmed deterioration that our Armed
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